
 

 

ABSTRACT 

KEEFER, HEATHER RAE. Sensory Methods to Investigate Consumer Perception of Food 

Products. (Under the direction of Dr. MaryAnne Drake). 

Consumers have distinct sensory preferences and motivations behind each purchase 

decision. Understanding consumer choice is a complex process and requires many different 

sensory tools. This dissertation investigated consumer preferences using different consumer 

research tools.  In the first study, the role of carrier in the context of consumer liking and 

differentiation of soy sauces was investigated. Ten representative soy sauces were presented to 

consumers (n=121) on meatballs, cucumber sushi rolls and neat. Landscape segmentation 

analysis was used to investigate consumer preferences.  Carrier and soy sauce impacted liking 

(p<0.05), but there was no interaction (p>0.05), and liking scores were generally consistent, 

regardless of context. However, there was evidence that consumer ideals within a product space 

shifted in different contexts.  

In the second study, the ability of children to differentiate fluid milks with varying levels 

of milkfat was investigated. Acceptance and tetrad difference testing were conducted with 

children (ages 7-12 y) on flavored and unflavored milks with and without visual cues. When 

visual cues were present, children had higher overall liking for 1% and 2% milks than skim for 

unflavored milk and higher liking for chocolate milks containing at least 1% milk fat. In the 

absence of visual cues, no differences were observed in liking or flavor/mouthfeel attributes for 

unflavored milk but children preferred chocolate milk with at least 1% milk fat.  Appearance, 

flavor, and mouthfeel attributes all played a role in child liking for milk as well as their ability to 

discriminate among chocolate milks containing different amounts of fat.  



 

 

In the third study, a new temporal sensory method, temporal ranking (TR), was 

identified. The new method was compared to temporal-check-all-that-apply (TCATA) 

methodology for differentiation of protein beverages.  The TR method better differentiated the 

protein beverages on more sensory attributes and detected more differences (p<0.05) among 

beverages than TCATA. Overall, TR could improve temporal sensory guidance for the 

development and formulation of foods. In an additional study on temporal sensory methodology, 

clustering of consumers based on their temporal liking was investigated to determine if this 

process resulted in additional product insights.  Four ready-to-mix (RTM) vanilla protein 

beverages were formulated with different nutritive and nonnutritive sweeteners at iso-sweetness. 

Consumers were clustered based on their average TL scores using Agglomerative Hierarchical 

Clustering (AHC) followed by k-means. Clustering consumers based on their hedonic responses 

allowed investigation of the dynamics of consumer perception of the RTM beverages within 

each of the hedonic clusters.  This novel approach to consumer temporal data analysis could 

provide insights to product developers to best meet the needs of different groups of consumers. 

In the final study, an online survey was conducted with follow-up qualitative interviews. 

The objective of the study was to evaluate the factors that motivate consumers to choose specific 

protein sources.  Survey participants conceptually desired a protein product or protein-fortified 

food that was a good source of protein, tasted great, and was healthy. For all consumers, plant-

based proteins were considered superior to dairy proteins in sustainability, health, ethics, 

digestibility and were at parity with dairy proteins for perceived naturalness, satiety, and taste. It 

is important for the dairy industry to understand what drives consumer loyalty and purchase 

habits for protein products to create products that best meet consumer needs and desires. 
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ABSTRACT 

Eating is a dynamic experience and temporal sensory methods have been successful in 

documenting temporal product changes. The history, data analysis methods, and applications of 

three main temporal methods: Time intensity (TI), Temporal Dominance of Sensations (TDS), 

and Temporal Check all that Apply (TCATA)) are discussed. TI is the sole quantitative temporal 

sensory method but, as product complexity increases, the viability of this method decreases. TDS 

and TCATA record attribute frequencies.  TDS records dominance of a single sensation over 

time, and similar to TI, documenting complex temporal sensory differences can be challenging 

with this method. TCATA is the newest temporal method and tracks the presence of multiple 

attributes present at any time throughout product evaluation. TCATA has been the most 

successful method to track sensory differences for complex food products but gives no insight to 

attribute intensity. Traditionally, temporal methods are used with trained panelists but have been 

applied with consumers to track attribute changes over time or more recently, to track emotion or 

liking. Although consumers have successfully used these methods, data obtained from 

consumers is not interchangeable with trained panel profiles nor can temporal methods fully 

replace descriptive analysis data collection. Methods such as temporal liking (TL) and Temporal 

Domaine of Emotions (TDE) are more popular with consumers and have been used to determine 

temporal drivers of liking. Overall, as temporal sensory methods continue to evolve, they are 

becoming a strong and integral sensory science tool. 

 

KEY WORDS: Temporal methods, review, temporal check all that apply, time intensity, 

temporal dominance of sensations  
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INTRODUCTION 

Aroma, texture, and flavor of foods are dynamic attributes that change over time due to 

the mechanical nature of chewing, breathing, salivation, tongue movement, and swallowing 

(Cliff and Heymann, 1993; Lawless and Heymann, 2010). While panelists are able to average the 

intensity of a product over time to provide single intensity values, this does not necessary give 

the full picture of all the product characteristics (Lee and Pangborn, 1986). Furthermore, flavor 

release doesn’t happen in a single instant nor does it occur at constant rate but it occurs in a 

series of several steps that result in gustatory, olfactory, and trigeminal sensations (Piggott, 1994, 

2000; Dijksterhuis and Piggott, 2001; Foster et al., 2011). This created a need for a new family 

of sensory methods oriented at evaluating how flavor changes over time and thus, temporal 

sensory methods were created. 

Temporal sensory methods are an extension of classical scaling methods that allows 

panelists to track how perceived sensations and intensities change over time (Cliff and Heymann, 

1993; Lawless and Heymann, 2010). Whether tasked with finding a non-nutritive sweetener that 

has a similar temporal profile to sucrose or recording how the profile of wine changes throughout 

evaluation, temporal methods are needed to understand consumer preferences and sensory appeal 

(Lawless and Heymann, 2010). 

Data collection at discrete or discontinuous data points 

Descriptive analysis (DA) is one of the most sophisticated, widely applicable, and useful 

sensory techniques in that it can provide a complete, detailed sensory description of a product 

(Lawless and Heymann, 2010; Moussaoui and Varela, 2010; Esmerino et al., 2017). However, 

DA is, by convention, an exclusively static method (Lawless and Heymann, 2010; Moussaoui 

and Varela, 2010; Esmerino et al., 2017). Early development of temporal methodologies 
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involved using traditional descriptive analysis data collections at discrete or discontinuous time 

points with a timer  (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). To this day, textural descriptive analysis 

continues to be a discrete temporal data collection method because texture is evaluated in 

multiple phases such as first bite, first chew, mastication, and residual (Lawless and Heymann, 

2010). Jack et al. (1994) suggested Progressive Profile (PP) as a means to record changes in 

texture over time. PP records changes in texture after each chew stroke and the group used PP to 

record changes in Cheddar cheese texture after each chew, with 19 stages of chewing recorded 

(Jack et al., 1994). However, PP has been used in only a few studies due to high labor demand of 

the method, in that each chew has to be documented (Jack et al., 1994; Esmerino et al., 2017). 

Closely related to PP, sequential profile has also been proposed for flavor and mouthfeel and 

involves multiple sips as opposed to just one, and panelists record data at discrete key intervals 

using a computer interface (Methven et al., 2010; Withers et al., 2016). Lastly, Lawless and 

Stevens (1988) applied a discrete timepoint data collection method of magnitude estimation 

scaling to scale hot pepper burn. Panelists recorded intensities every 30 s for five minutes. 

Although multiple timepoints with discrete data collection provided more information, 

researchers wanted a more continuous data collection methodology.   

TIME INTENSITY 

In 1937, Holway and Hurvich published one of the first time intensity (TI) reports using 

different concentrations of NaCl (Table 1). The study reported that the higher the concentration 

of salt, the higher the peak intensity was, but most importantly, salty taste intensity plotted 

against salt concentration was not a linear function. Both trends were later confirmed in other 

studies (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). In the 1950’s and 1960’s, Sjostrom (1954) and Jellinek 

(1964) continued development of temporal methods using bitterness in beer (Cliff and Heymann, 
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1993). Sjostrom (1954) and Jellinek (1964) had panelists judge bitterness intensity at timed 1 s 

intervals and responses were recorded on paper ballots and plotted against time (Cliff and 

Heymann, 1993). In 1957, Neilson also explored bitterness intensity as it developed over time in 

different solutions (caffeine, quinine sulfate, a barbiturate and sucrose octaacetate), but asked 

panelists to mark responses directly on graph paper, as opposed to paper ballots, every 2 s 

(Neilson, 1957; Cliff and Heymann, 1993; Lawless and Heymann, 2010). All the initial TI 

studies used trained panelists to profile products. 

The quality of temporal data improved when McNulty and Moskowitz (1974) and 

Meiselman (1968) started to use audible cues instead of having panelists rely on a ticking clock 

to alert panelists to record responses. Larson-Powers and Pangborn (1978) helped make one of 

the biggest improvement to TI data collection with utilization of a moving chart and a foot pedal 

to record intensities. Lawless and Skinner (1979) developed a time-intensity methodology that 

included turning a dial attached to a strip chart recorder to record sweetness intensity. Birch and 

Munton (1981) also used a dial system called SMURF (Sensory Measuring Unit for Recording 

Flux) to record signal intensity over time.  

In the 1980’s, several studies pioneered the use of computer-based systems for the 

collection of TI data (Guinard et al., 1985; Yoshida, 1986; Cliff and Heymann, 1993; Lawless 

and Heymann, 2010).  These studies all offered slight variations on computer data collection.  

Initially, panelists used the computer interface to track the intensity of a single flavor attribute 

continuously over time, often using a slider on the screen to record intensity from minimum to 

maximum (Dijksterhuis and Piggott, 2001; Lawless and Heymann, 2010). The result of this 

analysis is a classic time-intensity curve that includes the common features of maximum 

intensity (Imax), lag time (Tlag), time to maximum intensity (Tmax), total time (Tend), and area 
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under the curve (Cliff and Heymann, 1993; Dijksterhuis and Piggott, 2001). There have been 

significant advances and multiple proposed data analysis methods which are described by Cliff 

and Heymann (1993). Currently, the most accepted TI analysis is to create an average/aggregate 

curve with all panelist responses to minimize individual panelist differences and get a better 

overview of product differences (Overbosch et al., 1986; Dijksterhuisa and Eilersb, 1997; Eilers 

and Dijksterhuis, 2004; Chaya et al., 2019).  

TI has been used to record intensities of sweeteners in a variety of different products as a 

replacement for sugar (Palazzo et al., 2011; De Souza et al., 2013; Azevedo et al., 2015; 

Rodrigues et al., 2015). Azevedo et al. (2015) evaluated samples of espresso coffee sweetened 

with sucrose, sucralose, aspartame, neotame, stevia, or cyclamate/saccharin (2:1) using TI 

analysis. Ott et al. (1991) used TI to evaluate sweetness and bitterness profiles of aspartame, 

acesulfame-K, and sucrose in water. Additionally, Palazzo et al. (2011) used TI to evaluate 

sucrose substitution with neotame, rebaudioside (stevia), and sucralose in chocolate.  Sucralose 

had the most similar sweetness curve to sucrose. De Souza et al. (2013) used TI to characterize 

the sweetener profile of different mixed fruit jams containing various sweeteners and reported 

that sucralose had the highest sweetening power out of all the sweeteners used with the most 

similar sweetness profile. Finally, Rodrigues et al. (2015) evaluated sugar substitution in 

chocolate milk with chia oil. TI helped confirmed that there were no significant difference 

among chocolate milks sweetened with aspartame, sucralose, stevia, sucralose and neotame, and 

sucrose.   

Besides temporality of sweet taste, León Bianchi et al. (2018) investigated the 

relationship between body mass index (BMI) and TI, reaction time of bitterness, and hedonic 

response. The group reported longer reaction time and lower intensity of bitterness in people 
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with high BMI than people with normal BMI. The study also reported that people with high BMI 

had lower hedonic scores suggesting that liking has a more crucial role in bitter perception in 

individuals with high BMI (León Bianchi et al., 2018). Additionally, Gotow et al. (2018b) 

investigated how perception changed when panelists took multiple sips throughout temporal 

evaluation. The study reported that after the first evaluation, the amount of time a person could 

evaluate a sample decreased and the amount of time it took to reach maximum taste intensity 

decreased. TI has been applied to many study objectives with many food products from its 

inception to present day (Table 1).  Many studies have also compared the TI method to newer 

temporal methodologies which will be discussed later in this review.  

Training TI panelists 

As it was initially proposed and in most applications to-date, TI uses a trained group of 

individuals and not consumers. TI requires training so that panelists can consistently scale 

intensity as well as consistently recognize the attribute(s) of focus.  Prior experience with DA is 

desirable although a panel can be trained on one to a few attributes for TI with no prior 

experience.  In traditional DA, as few as two replications may be needed but a greater number of 

replicates is generally required with TI to obtain reliable results (Peyvieux and Dijksterhuis, 

2001; Castura, 2018; Chaya et al., 2019). Peyvieux and Dijksterhuis, (2001) suggested training 

panelists in three steps by first introducing panelists to the method, and then training panelists 

with simple product assessments of basic tastes in beverages, and then finally running a TI pilot 

or test experiment. Peyvieux and Dijksterhuis (2001) additionally suggested using a principle 

component analysis (PCA) to study the consistency of the panel. The study proposed that 

panelists who loaded closely among replicates on the PCA biplot demonstrated that the panelists 

were well trained. Bloom et al. (1995) also evaluated panelist consistency and offered a time-
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intensity reliability (later referred to as TI-R) calculation, which was the absolute mean of a set 

of standard deviations for each panelist replication. Chaya et al. (2019) later recommended an 

improvement to TI-R by using a Time- Intensity Reliability Index (TI-RI) as a way to assess 

panelist consistency with a TI scale. The study defined TI-RI as the sum of the absolute values of 

the difference between the standard deviation for each time point subtracted by the mean 

standard deviation for all time points divided by the total time evaluation. Both calculations were 

designed to allow researchers to notice inconsistent panelist performance (Chaya et al., 2019).   

Time Intensity with Consumers 

Although TI is typically used with trained panelists, a few studies have investigated TI 

using consumers, or untrained panelists, as opposed to trained panelists. Lawless and Skinner 

(1979) compared the results of trained panelists to untrained panelists and reported that, although 

the data was not the same, there was not a significant effect of training on how panelists 

perceived sweet solutions. Since then, due to TI being a scaling exercise, the consensus is that 

formal training is required in order for the exercise to be completed properly. Gotow et al. 

(2015a) investigated this claim in coffee on bitterness and retronasal aroma and reported that, 

after refitting the TI model proposed by Lawless and Skinner, (1979) to exponential functions, 

researchers can get valid data using untrained consumers with a correlation coefficient of .8 for 

90% of the evaluations. However, the group also reported that consumers do vary in their TI 

scores based on how much of the beverage they consume. Finally, Gotow et al. (2018b) 

investigated if a warmup sample improved untrained panelists consistency and reported that a 

warm up sample stabilized untrained panelist performance of TI of after-flavor evaluation. In 

general, TI has been used mainly with trained panelists. 
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Limitation of Time Intensity 

Several limitations have been identified for TI. Since evaluations are limited to one 

attribute at a time, TI is quite resource-intensive if more than a single attribute is assessed.  

Additionally, halo-dumping effects can occur such as a false boost in sweet taste due to the 

presence of a flavor (Clark and Lawless, 1994). Additionally, TI curves can be panelist-specific 

suggesting that evaluations are more panelist-specific as opposed to product-specific (Van 

Buuren, 1992). However, this issue could be addressed by additional training or replications.  

Lastly, TI is unable to do concurrent attribute selection to document quantitative and qualitative 

changes which may be necessary to fully understand a food product (Dijksterhuis and Piggott, 

2001).  TI remains the only quantitative temporal sensory method and although a lot of methods 

have tried, no new sensory method has been able to fully replace it. 

Variations of Time Intensity 

Since TI methodology requires a lot of time and training, there have been multiple 

attempts to create temporal methods that collect the intensity of more than one attribute at one 

time. Dual-Attribute Time-Intensity (DATI) is a temporal method that evolved from TI, in which 

two attributes can be evaluated simultaneously over time, decreasing the time required to 

complete TI in half (Duizer et al., 1996, 1997). This method additionally allows for researchers 

to analyze the relationship between the two attributes as they change over time. DATI follows 

the same procedure as TI except the screen interface utilizes two intensity scales as opposed to 

one used for data collection. Data is collected by moving the mouse cursor to the appropriate 

point on both scales and the resulting data produces very similar results to single attribute TI and 

similar parameters can be analyzed (Duizer et al., 1997).  
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DATI has previously been used to characterize chewing gum, meat, and sorghum (Duizer 

et al., 1996, 1997; Zimoch and Findlay, 2006; Kobue-Lekalake et al., 2012). For chewing gum, 

the study recorded the relationship and intensity of sweetness and peppermint flavor (Duizer et 

al., 1996, 1997).  DATI was effective to differentiate four samples of chewing gum in terms of 

rate of sweetness and flavor release (Duizer et al., 1996, 1997). When compared to results from 

single attribute TI, DATI produced consistent results except that results differed from TI in terms 

of the angle at which perception (i.e. temporal curve) increased (Duizer et al., 1997). This result 

could suggest that DATI was more sensitive to differences between the products in that panelists 

could more correctly gauge the change in intensity based on the relationship between the two 

scaled attributes. More likely, this result suggests that DATI complexity lead to differences in the 

results due to panelist error as there were no differences in TI curves. Zimoch and Findlay (2006) 

used DATI to evaluate toughness and juiciness of beef samples and the group reported that 

DATI gave results as good as those obtained from single attribute TI and had good separation 

between the two attributes measured. Moreover, DATI helped control for variability within 

samples, yielding more accurate and reproducible data (Zimoch and Findlay, 2006). Kobue-

Lekalake et al. (2012) explored the relationship between bitterness and astringency in sorghum 

with varying tannin content using DATI and found that panelists rated perception and intensity 

of the attributes very differently. Since panelist perception of bitter taste can vary drastically 

from person to person, we would expect slight difference in bitter taste intensity however a 

significant panelist effect could also point to lack of training or difficulty of the method (Kim 

and Drayna, 2005). Schlich (2017) commented that DATI was conceptually more difficult for 

panelists to grasp as evidenced by the lack of published papers using the method (Schlich, 2017).  

Next, Discrete Time Intensity (DTI) is another alternative to TI that has panelists rate the 
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intensity of one or several attributes at predetermined time intervals and was proposed by Clark 

and Lawless (1994). It has since been used to profile alcoholic cocktails and the concept has 

been applied to Multiple Attribute Time Intensity (Pierguidi et al., 2021).  Lastly, Multiple 

Attribute Time Intensity (MATI) was another method proposed method by Kuesten et al. (2013) 

for simultaneous evaluation of multiple attributes in taffy and fruit chews (Kuesten and Bi, 

2018). However, other researches have reported MATI to be difficult for panelists to grasp, 

require significant training to produce repeatable data, and has not been used widely (Schlich, 

2017).  

TEMPORAL DOMINANCE OF SENSATIONS  

Temporal Dominance of Sensations (TDS) is a recently developed frequency-based 

temporal method in which multiple attributes are presented to the panelists at the same time on a 

computer interface (Pineau et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2012). TDS was first presented at the Pangborn 

symposium in 2003 by Pineau et al. (2003). During a sample evaluation, panelists select the 

attribute they perceive to be most dominant throughout the evaluation and are given the ability to 

change their attribute selection at any time throughout the duration of the test. During the test, 

one attribute may be selected several times while another attribute may not be selected at all. 

Once the panelist no longer detects any dominant sensations, panelists can either select “none” 

until the evaluation ends or the evaluation can be stopped (Parker et al., 2018; Wagoner et al., 

2018).  The process is a frequency technique where attributes are selected but no intensity is 

documented. 

Since TDS removes intensity and reports attribute dominances, TDS can be conceptually 

much easier to grasp, especially for untrained consumers but was first demonstrated using trained 

panelists. TDS has been applied widely with consumers (Thomas et al., 2015, 2017; Ares et al., 
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2017; Schlich, 2017; Silva et al., 2018). The definition of “dominant” has been debated heavily, 

but in general, a term is considered a “dominant sensation” when the term catches the panelist’s 

attention either due to a change in intensity or when a new sensation appears at a given time 

(Lenfant et al., 2009; Pineau et al., 2009). To help panelists understand attribute dominance, Ng 

et al. (2012) gave panelists an analogy of an orchestra playing music. When certain instruments 

join, although not always the loudest, they might draw the audience’s attention and would 

therefore be the dominant sensation. The “dominant” attribute has been related to the most 

intense attribute (Le Révérend et al., 2008; Labbe et al., 2009; Dinnella et al., 2013). Le 

Révérend et al. (2008) and Labbe et al. (2009) instructed panelists to record dominance and their 

intensity throughout the duration they were present and Labbe et al. (2009) defined the dominant 

sensation as the “most intense”. The resulting data provides similar results to TI, but is a more 

dynamic technique that can demonstrate the evolution of several attributes over time with the 

sequence of dominant sensations highlighted (Le Révérend et al., 2008). Although not 

specifically instructed to rate the most intense attribute as the most dominant, inherently 

recording both biases panelists to rate the most intense as the most dominant. Pineau et al. (2012) 

commented that combining intensity with TDS profiles is often redundant because the most 

dominant attribute is often the most intense so intensity is now rarely used in conjunction with 

TDS. In terms of the number of TDS terms used, Pineau et al. (2012) recommended a maximum 

of 10 attributes with randomizing the order of the attributes listed for each panelist.  

Modality TDS (M-TDS) and Multisip TDS are two other variations of TDS (Agudelo et 

al., 2015). M-TDS has panelists evaluate flavor and texture attributes separately in order to tell 

which attributes are dominant adjacent (e.g. sour taste is always with crunchy texture) in order to 

see if correlations exist between two attributes (Agudelo et al., 2015). For example, this method 
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can investigate if certain trends exist between certain tastes and textures exist to optimize product 

development. This method has been shown to produce reliable data and was additionally 

investigated by other researchers (Bemfeito et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2018;  Lesme et al., 

2020). Multiple intake TDS has also been investigated by several researchers after being 

proposed by Vandeputte et al. (2011). Multi-sip TDS concatenated several TDS evaluations to 

give a better picture of the whole evaluation as many consumers take multiple sips at once (Zorn 

et al., 2014). This method has been used to evaluate sweeteners (Zorn et al., 2014), wine (Silva et 

al., 2018), chocolate dessert (Morais et al., 2014), chocolate and coffee (Olegario et al., 2020), 

and Iberian dry-cured loins (González-Mohino et al., 2021) 

Currently, results from TDS are graphed by calculating the proportion of evaluations for 

which an attribute was dominant and graphing those proportions against time with all other 

attributes evaluated (Pineau et al., 2009). Ultimately, the multiple attributes superimposed can 

allow researchers to compare the evolution of dominant attributes in a product. TDS results can 

also be reported on a on a band plot to show significance evolution of dominance in a different 

way visually (Galmarini et al., 2017; Parker et al., 2018).  The most common statistical analysis 

techniques used for TDS is the calculation of ‘chance level’ and ‘significance level’ of attribute 

dominance rates using a binomial proportion (Pineau et al., 2009). Chance level (P0) is the 

dominance rate obtained by chance, while significance level is significantly higher than P0. 

Chance and significance level calculations have been previously used in several studies (Labbe 

et al., 2009; Lenfant et al., 2009b; Meillon et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2012; Morais et al., 2014; Zorn 

et al., 2014). Chance and significance levels are displayed on the TDS curves to indicate which 

attributes were truly dominant as opposed to which attributes were selected due to chance.  
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To directly compare TDS results between two products, researchers utilize TDS 

difference curves to highlight statistically significant differences over time between two specific 

products with only statistically significant results graphed (Pineau et al., 2009). TDS of multiple 

products can also be compared via TDS band plots (Galmarini et al., 2017) and several other 

methods mentioned by Castura, (2020). Recently, Meyners and Castura (2019) debated the 

generally accepted method of TDS bands, TDS plots, and difference curves with significance 

and chance lines and suggested context-specific significant thresholds to improve data 

interpretation. Context specific thresholds are study-specific with a 10% significant level (5% in 

each direction) and display significant differences as a different type of line (i.e. dotted, thin, or 

thick) as opposed to one set point in traditional significance levels. The new data analysis 

method is suggested to prevent researchers from reporting significant differences that were due 

to chance or artificially inflated. Another variation of TDS data reporting was suggested by 

Paulsen et al. (2013) where the group extracted TDS data/parameters and added it to a preference 

map. The group reported that TDS provided similar but less detailed information compared to 

DA when used to analyze salmon-sauce combinations but was advantageous over DA in that 

TDS could highlight time specific defects (Paulsen et al., 2013). 

Several studies have used TDS to look at how products change temporally over time. 

Lenfant et al. (2009) used TDS to investigate how texture changed over time for different wheat 

flake cereals prepared at different thickness and toasted for different times. The study found that 

TDS was useful for differentiating textural differences of cereals. Ng et al. (2012) compared 

quantitative descriptive analysis (QDA) and TDS to profile blackcurrant beverages and reported 

that both methods provided insightful information and should be done together in order to get the 

most information. Labbe et al. (2009) also compared TDS with standard sensory profiling and 
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investigated the differences in product characterization of gels formulated to have different levels 

of flavorings, citric acid, cooling agent, and gums. Results showed that both methods effectively 

discriminated the products but TDS provided information about attribute perception after 

consumption, which was not available using classic sensory profiling. 

Zorn et al. (2014) used TDS to evaluate sweeteners in orange juice and determined TDS 

was able to determined differences in the dominances of sour, sweet, and bitterness in the orange 

juices. Zorn et al. (2014) also used TDS to evaluate sweeteners in chocolate dairy desserts and 

found that sucralose-sweetened samples showed similar TDS profiles to sucrose whereas stevia-

sweetened samples were characterized by a lasting, dominant bitter taste. Barron et al. (2012) 

compared the ability of TDS to detect differences in espresso coffee and found that TDS was 

efficient in discriminating coffee with different crema content as an increased amount of crema 

was associated with an increased roasted dominance. Meillon et al. (2010) reported that TDS was 

able to detect twice as many discriminated attributes in red wine as traditional sensory profiling 

due to the dynamic nature of the method. Albert et al. (2012) used untrained panelists to record 

texture and appearance of attributes in fish sticks by TDS and compared results to key attributes 

by sensory profiling using a trained panel. Untrained consumers were able to use TDS to record 

the appearance and evolution of different texture sensory attributes of the fish sticks comparably 

to the sensory profile of a trained panel (Albert et al., 2012). TDS was limited when products 

were similar in taste in that TDS was not sensitive enough to document small differences in the 

flavor of water (Teillet et al., 2010). TDS has also been used to investigate Wagyu beef strip loin 

(Watanabe et al., 2019), protein gels (Wagoner et al., 2018), artisanal cheese (Bemfeito et al., 

2016), and olive oil (Dinnella et al., 2012). Most recently, TDS has been used to characterize 
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alcoholic cocktails (Pierguidi et al., 2021), baijiu (He et al., 2021), and grape juices (Crepalde et 

al., 2021).  

TEMPORAL CHECK-ALL-THAT-APPLY   

Temporal check-all-that-apply (TCATA) is a more advanced temporal method that is an 

extension of the classic check-all-that-apply (CATA) methodology and TDS. TCATA was 

introduced at Sensometric conference in 2014 by Castura et al. (2014) and differs from the 

previously described TI and TDS methods in that panelists are continually selecting or 

deselecting all attributes they perceive as applicable throughout the duration of sample 

evaluation (Castura et al., 2016a). TCATA has been used to allow panelists to evaluate more 

complex products temporally and show the evolution of various traits for a product (Castura et 

al., 2016a). Typically, prior to temporal evaluation, the TCATA attributes shown during the 

temporal evaluation are determined by trained panelists. The TCATA method is still used with 

trained panelists and has been expanded to consumers.  

For data analysis, TCATA curves can be constructed using a procedure similar to TDS 

curve construction (Pineau et al., 2009; Castura et al., 2016a). Proportions for each attribute 

selection across time for all runs are calculated and plotted against time, refined using a curve-

smoothing function, and graphed with all attribute curves for a given product being displayed on 

a single plot (Castura et al., 2016a).  Like TDS, TCATA can utilize difference graphs where only 

the statistically significant differences between two products are graphed and researchers can 

visually see how two products are differentiated using a two sided fishers exact test (Castura, 

2016). Additionally, principal component analysis (PCA) has also been applied to TCATA data 

analysis to further visualize differences among samples (Castura et al., 2016b). Recently, Castura 

et al. (2021) investigated more  PCA biplots as a way to analyze TCATA data using graphic 
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theory and found PCA biplots were reliable methodology to visualize TCATA discrimination. 

Analysis of TCATA data is constantly changing with researchers attempting to streamline and 

improve TCATA and TDS data analysis (Oliveira et al., 2015; Ares et al., 2016; Baker et al., 

2016; Castura et al., 2016a; McMahon et al., 2017; Castura, 2018; Berget et al., 2020).  

Since TCATA is the newest temporal method, there is much debate over the number of 

attributes that should be included (Jaeger et al., 2018). It is suggested that variance in panelist 

thresholds for selecting vs. unselecting an attribute may affect results so typically 10 attributes 

are used (Castura et al., 2016a). However, Jaeger et al. (2018) suggested that up to 15 terms 

could be used and several studies have published use of up to 15 attributes for TCATA with 

good differentiation among samples (Harwood et al., 2020; McCain-Keefer et al., 2020).  

However, many researchers still used the previously established TDS maximum of 10 attributes 

due to the complexity of a dynamic evaluation compared to static evaluation (Castura, 2018; 

Vidal Berriel et al., 2020).  

Attribute fading, or allowing an attribute to slowly fade over time and be reselected if still 

present, is a suggested variation on TCATA and its acceptance has been heavily debated (Ares et 

al., 2016; Castura et al., 2016a; Vidal et al., 2017; Jaeger et al., 2018; Rizo et al., 2020). Ares et 

al. (2016) reported that TCATA fading can improve discrimination and provide a more accurate 

description of dynamic sensory charactertistics then when consumers are tasked to deselect 

attributes that are no longer present. Ares et al. (2016) pointed out that panelists are so focused 

on selecting new terms that they may not notice that an attribute has disappeared and not deselect 

a term leading to artificially high citation proportions. Jaeger et al. (2018) reported that TCATA 

fading may improve data especially when long attribute lists are used in order to maintan panelist 

attention. Alternatively, if an attribute fades, and the panelist does not notice and does not re-
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select the attribute in time, there will be a false gap in data collection (Vidal et al., 2017). Vidal 

et al. (2017) suggested using data imputation for data analysis when TCATA fading is used in 

order to present more cohesive data. Data imputation is the process of replacing missing values 

with subtitute values and, in the case of TCATA fading, data imputation would fill in gaps where 

an attribute was present but faded out. Rizo et al. (2020) investigated different fading duration 

times and reported that the longer time between fading resulted in higher citation proportions and 

longer reported differences between samples. Rizo et al. (2020) suggested using shorter fading 

times to avoid overestimation of duration of the sensation and, like Vidal et al. (2017), they also 

recommended filling in gaps that occurred due to a delay in reselection of a faded attribute. Like 

TDS, researchers have also investigated multisip TCATA using probiotic chocolate flavored 

milk (Oliveira et al., 2015), and model vanilla milkshakes (Maheeka et al., 2021). Both studies 

reported that multi-sip TCATA provided valuable information that single sip TCATA would 

omit. For example, Oliveira et al. (2015) reported increased sensitivity to sweetness differences 

between samples sweetened with artificial vanilla. Maheeka et al. (2021) commented that 

muliple-sip TCATA was more typical of the actual consumer product experience.  

More recently, TCATA has been used to profile sparkling wines (McMahon et al., 2017), 

yogurt (Castura et al., 2016a), syrah wines (Baker et al., 2016), fermented dairy beverages 

(Esmerino et al., 2017), protein beverages (Parker et al., 2018), rums at differing ethanol 

concentrations (Harwood et al., 2020), protein bars (Keefer et al., 2020), different sweeteners at 

isosweet concentration (Tan et al., 2019; Watanabe et al., 2019), cold brew coffees (McCain-

Keefer et al., 2020), red wines (Kemp et al., 2019) and ciders (Moss et al., 2021). Boinbaser et 

al. (2015) used TCATA to evaluate the evolution of sensory characteristics in cosmetic creams to 

demonstrate that TCATA can also be utilized for non-food applications. 
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EVOLUTION OF TEMPORAL METHODS TO INCLUDE CONSUMERS 

Recently, researchers have investigated using untrained consumers for TCATA data 

collection as opposed to using a trained panel (Castura et al., 2016a; Alcaire et al., 2017). Alcaire 

et al. (2017) investigated using consumers to collect CATA and TCATA data for orange juice, 

strawberry yogurt, and vanilla milk desserts. Both methods gave similar results but TCATA 

provided a more full picture on how the products evolved over time, even when used with 

consumers. However, Alcaire et al. (2017) also noted that untrained consumers can not evaluate 

attributes dynamically with great consistensy and accuracy. Instead it has been suggested that 

static CATA evaluations from untrained consumers may be paired with TCATA from trained 

assessors to provide complimentary information (Alcaire et al., 2017). Maheeka et al.(2021) 

compared TCATA data on model vanilla milkshakes from an expert panel and from consumers 

and reported that, understandably, expert panel and consumer panel data were not 

interchangable. Similarily, Wang et al. (2021) reported that trained panelists were better at 

discriminating complex differences among aged wines using TCATA than novice panelists.  

Temporal technologies have also been applied to evaluate emotions or liking with 

consumers. Taylor and Pangborn (1990) suggested pairing hedonic response with time intensity 

to track how liking changed over time with chocolate milk (temporal liking (TL)). The group 

reported that TL captured the dynamic aspect of consumer changes in liking. Evaluation of TL 

has been paired with other temporal sensory techniquese (i.e. TCATA or TDS) in order to assess 

temporal attributes that contribute to liking (Thomas et al., 2017). Ares et al. (2017) evaluated 

the use of TDS and TCATA to determine consumers drivers of like and dislike. The study had 

consumers first evalaute a product using TDS or TCATA and then asked consumers to then 

retaste the product and answer overall liking on a 9 pt static hedonic scale (Ares et al., 2017). 
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They reported that TDS and TCATA gave complimentary information and when liking between 

the samples was the same, TCATA provided more clarity on drivers of consumer liking than 

TDS. Thomas et al. (2015) evaluated simultaneous assessment of hedonic liking with TDS to 

determine temporal drivers of liking (TDL) in gouda cheese.The authors found different clusters 

of consumers with distinct temporal preferred attributes, which provided insight to product 

developers in how to make and market their cheese (Thomas et al., 2015). Thomas et al. (2015) 

reported that temporal liking was more discriminating than traditional liking to determine drivers 

of liking as many traditional hedonic overall liking scores are given before swallowing. Thomas 

et al. (2016, 2017) further refined this method using simulateous data collection of TL and TDS 

data from consumers to evaulate consumer liking of cheeses.  

Jager et al. (2014) determined how emotions changed over time based on the attributes 

reported in TDS through the use of temporal dominance of emotions (TDE). In the study, 

consumers ate five commerically available dark chocolates and evaluated the products with TDS 

and TDE. The combined techniques provided a more complex, richer, characterization of the 

product and insight to emotions that could be hidden using a static process. Silva et al. (2018) 

studied TDS, TL, and TDE to differentiate two similarily liked wines. The authors found that 

TDS combined with TDE were able to capture small differences in emotions and dominant 

attributes in wines with similar liking scores. More recently, Harwood and Drake, (2021) 

suggested temporal penalty analysis (a combination of consumer profiling of TCATA and 

temporal liking) to see where products encountered temporal penalities in consumer liking. 

Velázquez et al. (2020) investigated if children, age 8 to 12 years old, could use TDS or TCATA 

to characterize milk desserts. The authors reported that children were not able to conceptualize 

TCATA and TDS quickly enough and tended to use the methodologies as static evaluations 
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(Velázquez et al., 2020). Ultimately, modifications would need to be made in order to 

successfully use temporal techniques with children of this age range (Velázquez et al., 2020).  

The amount of training for use of TCATA or other temporal tests with consumers is 

variable.  Jaeger et al. (2017) evaluated training with TCATA and consumers.  They had one 

group of consumers undergo a 7-10 minute training exercise and the other group was only 

familiarized with the TCATA data collection software. The group reported the additional 7 to 10 

minutes of training and warm up exercise resulted in greater discrimination between the products 

tested with TCATA than instructions on software use alone (Jaeger et al., 2017). Harwood and 

Drake (2021) provided a warm up sample and exercise in their temporal test with consumers and 

the resulting data showed excellent discrimation between the samples. Lastly, Meyners and 

Castura, (2016) recommend keeping the order of the list of TCATA attributes consistent across 

samples for consumers and to allow the consumers to review the list prior to starting the first 

evaluation.  

Temporal Drivers of Liking (TDL) 

Thomas et al. (2015, 2016) investigated pairing evaluation of TDS and TL profiles  using 

the same consumers to determine temporal drivers of liking and to compare temporal liking to 

classical liking. The authors reported that measures of temporal liking were more discriminative 

than traditional liking scores as the classic liking scores may have been assigned before 

swallowing (Thomas et al., 2015). The authors proposed averaging the liking score for each 

dominant product attribute based on TDS data to determine Liking While Dominant (LWD) 

scores (Thomas et al., 2015). However, Carr and Lesniauskas (2016) suggested that the LWD 

approach by Thomas et al. (2015) inserted the assumption that the length of time an attribute was 

dominant affected liking. Additionally, the proposed LWD approach assumed that the presence 
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of no other attribute present impacted liking (Meyners, 2016; Nguyen and Varela, 2021). For 

example, with natural non-nutritive sweeteners, sweet taste might be the dominant attribute but 

bitter and metallic can also be present. These attributes are objectable to consumers and could 

lower the LWD score but would not be recorded.  

Nguyen and Varela, (2021) investigated TDL and clustered consumers with different 

eating habits and preferences to get greater insight to temporal sensory differences. Nguyen and 

Varela (2021) ulimately wanted to investigate how temporal drivers of liking and satiety differed 

among different consumer groups and found that different groups of consumers had different 

drivers of liking and satiety based on different flavor and texture attributes. In contrast, Sudre et 

al. (2012) reported initial liking or final liking of beverages was most instrumental to determine 

the hedonic image of the product as opposed to temporal liking. Sudre et al. (2012) reported 

classic hedonic liking was better than reporting liking at set intervals (dynamic liking) or having 

consumers indicate when their liking changed. TDL has been successful in documenting 

temporal consumer likes and dislikes to correlate what consumers temporally sense and what 

drives their liking/satification in food products.  

COMPARISION OF METHODS  

TI vs. TDS  

Previous studies have compared the results between TI and TDS evaluations of the same 

products (Le Révérend et al., 2008; Pineau et al., 2009; Vázquez-Araújo et al., 2013). Le 

Révérend et al. (2008) characterized samples of hot beverages using both temporal techniques. 

The study reported both methods delivered highly correlated data but it was easier to distinguish 

between products using TI data due to the quantitative intensity scores. Pineau et al. (2009) 

compared TI and TDS results for the sensory evaluation of five unspecified dairy products.  They 
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reported a similar pattern of attribute sensations between TI and TDS, and that TDS more 

effectively illustrated the sequence of attributes. The results also demonstrated that TDS and TI 

served different purposes and one could be more useful than the other depending on the project 

objective (Pineau et al., 2009). Pineau et al. (2009) reported TI was ideal for following specific 

attribute intensities over time, whereas TDS was advantageous when comparing temporal 

dominance of multiple attributes over time. TDS was a lot faster than TI but did not provide full 

time-intensity profiles for each attribute whereas TI could.  

Vázquez-Araújo et al. (2013) looked at the difference between TI and TDS and drinking 

profile (DP) using the same trained panel for all three studies. DP has panelists rate the intensity 

of several attributes as they consuming a product very similar to the progressive profile (PP) 

technique suggested by Jack et al. (1994). The authors found that all 3 techniques provided 

useful sensory insights but TI and DP were very time consuming and TI was difficult to analyze. 

Lorido et al. (2016) compared TDS and TI profile with normal and reduced salt dry-cured hams. 

They reported that TDS was able to provide more insightful information in regards to the 

differences between the two types of ham, possibly due to the ability of TDS to take into account 

interactions of the attributes tested since the panelist is actively thinking about all attributes 

present (Lorido et al., 2016). However, TDS methodologies were unable to tell why the attribute 

was most dominant (i.e. most noticeable or more intense) (Lorido et al., 2016). Sokolowsky and 

Fischer (2012) investigated the impact of varying grape skin contact on wine using DA, TI, and 

TDS and the same trained panel for all methods. They reported that TI and DA gave more insight 

into how the wines changed with the differences in grape skin contact whereas TDS gave more 

insight into which attribute remained the most dominant. In summary, TI has been developed as 

an objective sensory tool that requires a trained panel, whereas TDS has been developed as 
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subjective tool that can also be used by consumers. TDS reports how attribute dominance 

changes over time to give a better picture of the whole eating experience, whereas TI is better for 

determining how a specific attribute changes and evolves over time (Le Révérend et al., 2008; 

Pineau et al., 2009; Vázquez-Araújo et al., 2013).  

TDS vs. TCATA and new applications 

Ares et al. (2015) reported that TDS and TCATA provided complimentary information 

but again recommended that the selection of the method should depend on the objective of the 

study or researcher needs. TDS was more suitable for identifying key attention-catching 

attributes that catch panelist attention whereas TCATA was better at providing more detailed 

information about the temporal characteristics of the product throughout the entire evaluation 

(Ares et al., 2015).  Both methods have limitations. TDS limitation is that the method only 

allows for characterization of one attribute, limiting panelist ability to characterize important 

non-dominant attributes, whereas, TCATA provides binary data with no indication of attribute 

intensities (Ares et al., 2015; Baker et al., 2016). Nguyen et al. (2018) compared TDS, TCATA, 

and Temporal Dominance of Sensations by modality (M-TDS) to determine the strengths of each 

method for answering research questions. M-TDS has panelists complete TDS on flavor 

attributes and separately complete TDS on texture attributes to determine which flavor and 

texture attributes are dominant simultaneously. The authors described TCATA as a more natural 

dynamic and multisensory perception method whereas TDS was more restrictive, less 

discriminating, and possibly better suited to consumers (Schlich, 2017; Nguyen et al., 2018). M-

TDS was recommended by Nguyen et al. (2018) to maintain multisensory aspects of dynamic 

perception and product complexity while still tracking changes in dominance. Nguyen et al. 

(2018) suggested that TCATA could be thought of selecting all dominant attributes that apply 
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because the most striking attributes are usually the most dominant attributes in a fast paced 

evaluation.  

 Kawasaki et al. (2019) suggested improving TCATA and TDS data by combining the 

two methods and highlighting dominance rates on the TCATA data for dominance-highlighted 

temporal check all that apply (dTCATA). dTCATA provides detailed information about the 

product characteristics while still providing the progression of temporal dominance as perceived 

by the consumers by superimposing the dominance progression onto the TCATA graphs. The 

resulting data reports the full temporal profile while still highlighting the most dominant attribute 

at any given time, improving both methods. Lastly more recently, Keefer et al. (2021) suggested 

Temporal Ranking (TR) to characterize ready to drink (RTD) and ready to mix (RTM) protein 

beverages. The group proposed having panelists temporally rank up to three attributes in order of 

perceived dominance and reported greater discrimination ability compared to TCATA. 

CONCLUSIONS  

Temporal methods are able to better differentiate samples as they change over time compared 

to traditional sensory analysis. However, temporal methods have not been able to replace 

descriptive analysis and temporal methods have been the most successful with trained panelists 

as opposed to consumers.  In general, TDS is the most consumer friendly, but consumers have 

been shown to do TCATA successfully as well as temporal liking. Temporal methods are a 

valuable tool that provide additional insight to temporal sensory differences among products.  
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TABLES AND FIGURES  

Table 1.1. Summary of Temporal Methods. 

Method Product Tested Panelist Reference 

TI Salty taste in NaCl Concentrations 
Trained 

Panelists 

Holway and Hurvich 

(1937) 

TI Bitter taste in Beer 
Trained 

Panelists 
Sjostrom (1954) 

TI Bitter taste in various bitter solutions 
Trained 

Panelists 
Neilson (1957) 

TI Bitter taste in Beer 
Trained 

Panelists 
Jellinek (1964) 

TI Flavor in Flavored Oil-in-water Emulsions 
Trained 

Panelists 

McNulty and Moskowitz 

(1974) 

TI 
Sour, bitter and sweet taste for sweeteners in 

water 

Trained 

Panelists 

Larson-Powers and 

Pangborn (1978) 

TI Sweet taste in Sucrose Solutions 
Trained 

Panelists 

Lawless and Skinner 

(1979) 

TI Sweet taste in sucrose solutions 

Trained 

Panelists and 

Consumers 

Lawless and Skinner 

(1979) 

TI Sweet taste in Synthetic Sweeteners 
Trained 

Panelists 
Swartz (1980) 

TI Sweet taste in Sucrose Solutions 
Trained 

Panelists 
Birch and Munton (1981) 

TI 
Viscosity, Sweetness, and Flavor in 

Chocolate desserts 

Trained 

Panelists 

Pangborn and Koyasako 

(1981) 

TI Bitter taste in model systems and beer 
Trained 

Panelists 
Pangborn et al. (1983) 

TI Sweet taste in Lactose Sweetened Solutions 
Trained 

Panelists 

Harrison and Bernhard 

(1984) 

TI Bitter taste in beer 
Trained 

Panelists 
Schmitt et al. (1984) 

TI Bitter taste in Iso-α-acids Solution 
Trained 

Panelists 
Guinard et al. (1985) 

TI 
Fruit-aromatic, chocolate, bitter, and sweet 

taste in chocolate 

Trained 

Panelists 
Lee III (1985) 

TI 
Sweet taste in Sugar and sugar substitute 

Solutions 

Trained 

Panelists 
Yoshida (1986) 

TI Astringency in Wine (repeat ingestion) 
Trained 

Panelists 
Guinard et al. (1986) 

TI Bitter taste in Beer (repeat ingestion) 
Trained 

Panelists 
Guinard et al. (1986a) 

TI Flavor intensity in model system 
Trained 

Panelists 
Lee III (1986) 
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Table 1.1 (continued). Summary of Temporal Methods. 

TI 2-pentanone in Vegetable oil 
Trained 

Panelists 
Overbosch et al. (1986) 

TI Salt taste in Bread 
Trained 

Panelists 

Barylkopikielna et al. 

(1990) 

TL Liking in Chocolate milk Consumers 
Taylor and Pangborn 

(1990) 

TI 
Fruity and sweet taste in orange flavored 

model systems 

Trained 

Panelists 

Matysiak and Noble 

(1991) 

TI Sweeteners in water 
Trained 

Panelists 
Ott et al. (1991) 

TI 
Sweet and Bitter taste in Amino acid 

solutions 

Trained 

Panelists 
Kemp and Birch (1992) 

TI 
Aroma and sweetness in strawberry model 

beverages 

Trained 

panelists 

Clark and Lawless 

(1994) 

TI Bitter taste in Beer 
Trained 

Panelists 
Guinard et al. (1995) 

TI Astringency and Sweet taste in Red Wine 
Trained 

Panelists 

Ishikawa and Noble 

(1995) 

TI Sweet taste in sweetened model solutions 
Trained 

Panelists 
Bloom et al. (1995) 

TI Bitter taste in Beer 
Trained 

Panelists 
King and Moreau (1996) 

DATI Peppermint and Sweet taste in chewing gum 
Trained 

panelists 
Duizer et al. (1996) 

TI 
Vanilla flavor and sweet taste in vanilla ice 

cream 

Trained 

Panelists 
Li et al. (1997) 

DATI Peppermint and Sweet taste in chewing gum 
Trained 

panelists 
Duizer et al. (1997) 

TI Fruity aroma in ice cream 
Trained 

Panelists 
Lallemand et al. (1999) 

TI Sweet taste in Whiskey 
Trained 

Panelists 
Piggott et al. (2000) 

TI Flavor and texture of Casseler rib 
Trained 

Panelists 

Peyvieux and 

Dijksterhuis (2001) 

TI Strawberry aroma in ice cream 
Trained 

Panelists 
Hyvönen et al. (2003) 

TI Sweet taste in Beer 
Trained 

Panelists 

Techakriengkrai et al. 

(2004) 

DATI 

vs TI 
Toughness and juiciness in meat 

Trained 

panelists 

Zimoch and Findlay 

(2006) 

TI 
Cinnamon Aroma and sweet taste in 

Chewing gum 

Trained 

Panelists 

Potineni and Peterson 

(2008) 
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Table 1.1 (continued). Summary of Temporal Methods. 

TDS vs 

TI 
Organoleptic properties of Hot beverages 

Trained 

panelists 
Le Révérend et al. (2008) 

TDS vs 

TI 

Flavor and texture attributes in dairy 

products 

Trained 

panelists 
Pineau et al. (2009) 

TDS Texture attributes in wheat flakes 
Trained 

panelists 
Lenfant et al. (2009) 

TDS vs 

DA 
Flavor properties in flavored gels 

Trained 

panelists 
Labbe et al. (2009) 

TDS Flavor and mouthfeel attributes of Red wines 
Trained 

Panelists 
Meillon et al. (2009) 

TDS vs 

DA 
Flavor attributes in Syrah wine 

Trained 

Panelists 
Meillon et al. (2010) 

TDS Flavor attributes in Water 
Trained 

Panelists 
Teillet et al. (2010) 

TI Cream, sweet, and bitter taste in ice cream 
Trained 

Panelists 

Cadena and Bolini 

(2011) 

TI Sweet taste in chocolate 
Trained 

Panelists 
Palazzo et al. (2011) 

TI Bitter taste in White Wine 
Trained 

Panelists 

Sokolowsky and Fischer 

(2012) 

TI Banana Aroma in gelled candy 
Trained 

Panelists 

Leclercq and Blancher 

(2012) 

TL Liking of wheat flavor cereals Consumers Sudre et al. (2012) 

DATI Bitter taste and Astringency in sorghum 
Trained 

panelists 

Kobue-Lekalake et al. 

(2012) 

TDS vs 

QDA 
Flavor attributes in blackcurrant squashes 

Trained 

panelists 
Ng et al. (2012) 

TDS Flavor and mouthfeel attributes in Coffee 
Trained 

Panelists 
Barron et al. (2012) 

TDS vs 

DA 
Texture attributes in Fish sticks 

Consumers 

(TDS) and 

Trained 

Panelists 

(DA) 

Albert et al. (2012) 

TCATA 

vs DA 
Flavor and texture attributes of Olive oil 

Trained 

panelists 
Dinnella et al. (2012) 

TL, 

Interval 

Liking, 

and 

Static 

liking 

Temporal liking, static liking and set interval 

liking of cereal 
Consumers Sudre et al. (2012) 
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Table 1.1 (continued). Summary of Temporal Methods. 

TI, TDS, 

and DA 
Bitter taste in Dry Wines 

Trained 

Panelists 

Sokolowsky and Fischer 

(2012) 

TI Sweet and Bitter taste in Fruit Jam 
Trained 

Panelists 
De Souza et al. (2013) 

MATI Texture and Flavor attributes in Taffy 
Trained 

panelists 
Kuesten et al. (2013) 

TDS vs 

DA 
Flavor attributes in Salmon sauce 

Trained 

Panelists 
Paulsen et al. (2013) 

TDS 

with and 

without 

intensity 

Flavor attributes of Sweetened Coffee 
Trained 

panelists 
Dinnella et al. (2013) 

TI, TDS 

and DP 
Flavor Attributes of Beer 

Trained 

Panelists 

Vázquez-Araújo et al. 

(2013) 

TI and 

TDS 
Flavor attributes of chocolate dairy desserts 

Trained 

Panelists 
Morais et al. (2014) 

TDS 

(multiple 

sip) 

Flavor attributes in Orange juices 
Trained 

panelists 
Zorn et al. (2014) 

TDS and 

TDE 

Flavor attributes and Emotions of dark 

chocolate 
Consumers Jager et al. (2014) 

TI Sweet taste of sweeteners in espresso 
Trained 

Panelists 
Azevedo et al. (2015) 

TI Sweet taste in Chocolate milk with chia oil 
Trained 

Panelists 
Rodrigues et al. (2015) 

TI Bitterness and Retronasal aroma in coffee Consumers Gotow et al. (2015a) 

TI Bitterness and Retronasal aroma in coffee Consumers Gotow et al. (2015b) 

TDS and 

TL 
Flavor attributes in cheeses Consumers Thomas et al. (2015) 

M-TDS Texture and flavor attributes in fruit fillings 
Trained 

panelists 
Agudelo et al. (2015) 

TCATA 
Flavor and Texture Attributes of Probiotic 

chocolate milk 

Trained 

Panelists 

compared to 

Consumers 

Oliveira et al. (2015) 

TCATA Functional aspects of Cosmetic Cream 
Semi-trained 

Panelists 
Boinbaser et al. (2015) 

TCATA 

and TDS 

Flavor and texture attributes of yogurt, 

salami, cheese, orange juice, French bread, 

and marinated mussels 

Trained 

panelists and 

consumers 

Ares et al. (2015) 
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Table 1.1 (continued). Summary of Temporal Methods. 

TDS and TL 
Texture and Flavor attributes in Gouda 

Cheese 
Consumers 

Thomas Carr and 

Lesniauskas (2016) 

TDS and TL 
Flavor and texture attributes in oral 

supplements 
Consumers Thomas et al. (2016) 

M-TDS Flavor and Texture attributes of cheese 
Trained 

panelists 
Bemfeito et al. (2016) 

TCATA Flavor attributes of strawberry yogurt 
Trained 

panelists 
Castura et al. (2016) 

TCATA 
Flavor and mouthfeel attributes of Syrah 

Wine 

Trained 

panelists 
Baker et al. (2016) 

TCATA with 

and without 

fading 

Flavor and texture attributes of milk 

desserts, mint chocolate, mussels, hard 

cheese, bread, salami, and Pategrás cheese 

Trained 

Panelists 

and 

Consumers 

Ares et al. (2016) and 

Vidal et al. (2017) 

TI vs TDS Flavor and texture of Dry-cured hams 
Trained 

Panelists 
Lorido et al. (2016) 

TDS and TL 
Flavor and texture attributes in oral 

supplements 
Consumers Thomas et al. (2017) 

TDS and 

TCATA with 

static hedonic 

liking 

Texture and flavor attributes in chocolate 

and French bread 
Consumers Ares et al. (2017) 

TDS (single 

and multiple 

intake) 

Flavor attributes in Wine 
Trained 

panelists 
Galmarini et al. (2017) 

TCATA vs 

DA 

Mouthfeel and Flavor attributes of 

Sparkling Wine 

Trained 

Panelists 
McMahon et al. (2017) 

TCATA with 

and without 

familiarization 

Flavor and Texture attributes in Milk 

chocolate, dried apricots, and peanuts 
Consumers Jaeger et al. (2017) 

TCATA, TDS 

and PP 

Flavor attributes in Fermented Dairy 

Products 
Consumers Esmerino et al. (2017) 

TCATA vs 

static CATA 

Flavor and Texture attributes in Orange 

juice, Strawberry yogurt, and Vanilla milk 

desserts 

Consumers Alcaire et al. (2017) 
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Table 1.1 (continued). Summary of Temporal Methods. 

TI 
Bitter taste in coffee, yerba mate, 

and grapefruit juice 
Trained Panelists 

León Bianchi et 

al. (2018) 

TI 
Retronasal aroma in Oolong tea 

(multi-sip) 
Trained Panelists 

Gotow et al. 

(2018b) 

TI 
Bitterness and Retronasal aroma in 

coffee 
Consumers 

Gotow et al. 

(2018a) 

TDS vs TI and 

TCATA 

Flavor attributes in vanilla protein 

beverages 
Trained panelists 

Parker et al. 

(2018) 

TDS 
Flavor attributes of model whey 

protein solutions 
Trained panelists 

Wagoner et al. 

(2018) 

TDS; TDE and TL 
Flavor attributes and Emotions for 

Wines 
Consumers Silva et al. (2018) 

TCATA 
Flavor and Texture attributes in 

canned pineapple and crackers 
Consumers 

Jaeger et al. 

(2018) 

MATI 
Flavor and Texture attributes in 

Fruit chews 
Trained Panelists 

Kuesten and Bi 

(2018) 

TCATA, TDS and 

M-TDS 

Flavor and Texture attributes of 

yogurts 
Trained Panelists 

Nguyen et al. 

(2018) 

TDS 
Flavor and Texture attributes of 

Wagyu beef strip loin 
Trained Panelists 

Watanabe et al. 

(2019) 

TCATA 
Flavor and mouthfeel attributes of 

sweeteners in water 
Trained Panelists Tan et al. (2019) 

TDS 
Flavor and mouthfeel attributes of 

Wagyu beef strip loin 
Trained Panelists 

Watanabe et al. 

(2019) 

TCATA and TDS 

and dTCATA 
Flavor attributes of Corn Soups Trained panelists 

Kawasaki et al. 

(2019) 

M-TDS 
Flavor and Texture attributes of 

strawberry yogurt 
Trained panelists 

Lesme et al. 

(2020) 

TDS (multiple 

intake) 

Flavor and texture attributes of 

Chocolate and Coffee 

Semi-Trained 

panelists 

Olegario et al. 

(2020) 

TDS vs TCATA 
Flavor and Texture attributes of 

Bread, cheese, and yogurt 
Trained Panelists 

Berget et al. 

(2020) 

TCATA 
Flavor and Texture attributes in 

protein bars 
Trained panelists 

Keefer et al. 

(2020) 
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Table 1.1 (continued). Summary of Temporal Methods. 

TCATA Flavor attributes in Cold Brew coffee Trained panelists 
McCain-Keefer et 

al. (2020) 

TCATA vs 

static CATA 

Flavor and Texture attributes in Dried 

apricots, bread, cheese, peas, and milk 

chocolate 

Consumers 
Vidal Berriel et al. 

(2020) 

TCATA 
Flavor and mouthfeel attributes in 

Rum 
Trained Panelists 

Harwood et al. 

(2020) 

TCATA with 

fading 

Flavor and Texture attributes in 

Cooked Ham, strawberry dessert, and 

orange juice 

Semi- trained 

panelists and 

consumers 

Rizo et al. (2020) 

TDS and 

TCATA 

Visual, Flavor, and Texture attributes 

in circles and milk desserts 
Children 

Velázquez et al. 

(2020) 

TDS (multiple 

intake) 

Flavor and texture attributes of 

Iberian dry-cured loins 
Trained panelists 

González-Mohino 

et al. (2021) 

TDS vs DTI 
Flavor attributes of Alcoholic 

Cocktails 
Trained panelists 

Pierguidi et al. 

(2021) 

TI Astringency of whey proteins Trained panelists 
Carter and Drake 

(2021) 

TDS vs TI Mouthfeel attributes of Baijiu Trained panelists He et al. (2021) 

TDS vs DA Flavor attributes of Grape Beverages Trained panelists 
Crepalde et al. 

(2021) 

TPA 
Flavor attributes in Vanilla protein 

beverages 
Consumers 

Harwood and 

Drake (2021) 

TCATA 

(multiple sip) 

Flavor and Texture attributes in 

Model vanilla milkshakes 

Trained Panelists 

and Consumers 

Weerawarna et al. 

(2021) 

TCATA and 

Category 

Scaling 

Flavor attributes in Dry and Sweet 

Cider 
Trained Panelists Moss et al. (2021) 

TCATA Flavor attributes in Wine 
Trained Panelists 

and Consumers 
Wang et al. (2021) 

 

TI= Time Intensity; TCATA= Temporal Check-All-That-Apply; dTCATA= Dominance-highlighted Temporal Check-All-That-Apply; TDS= 
Temporal Dominance of Sensations; DA= Descriptive Analysis; DP= Drinking Profile; TDE= Temporal Dominance of Emotions; PP= 

Progressive Profile; MATI= Multiple Attribute Time Intensity; TPA= Temporal Penalty Analysis; DATI= Dual-Attribute Time-Intensity; TL= 

Temporal Liking; M-TDS= Temporal Dominance of Sensations by modality; DTI= Discrete Time intensity 
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CHAPTER 2: The Effect of Carrier on Consumer Liking of Soy Sauce 
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ABSTRACT  

Soy sauce may be consumed as an ingredient, a marinade, or as a compliment to sushi. 

The objective of this study was to determine the role of carrier in the context of consumer liking 

and differentiation of soy sauces. A trained descriptive analysis panel (n=8) documented 

aromatics, basic tastes, and mouthfeel factors of 27 different soy sauces. Ten representative soy 

sauces were selected for consumer evaluation. Soy sauces were presented on meatballs, 

cucumber sushi rolls and neat in three separate sessions. Within each session, consumers (n=121) 

reported overall liking for each soy sauce. Overall liking scores were evaluated by two-way 

analysis of variance (soy sauce x context) and landscape segmentation analysis (LSA) was 

applied to visualize consumer ideal points for each context. Soy sauce liking scores were highest 

for meatballs and lowest for neat evaluation (p<0.05). Context and soy sauce impacted liking 

(p<0.05), but there was no interaction (p>0.05), and liking scores were generally consistent, 

regardless of context. Drivers of liking determined via LSA differed slightly among the various 

contexts tested, and there was evidence that consumer ideals within a product space shifted in 

different contexts.  

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

Selection of a carrier for a consumer taste test can be time consuming and expensive. 

This study demonstrates that consumers can evaluate soy sauces neat and provide the same 

directional information as if the consumers evaluated the soy sauces with a carrier.  

KEYWORDS: Soy sauce, Carriers, Context, Preference Mapping, Landscape Segmentation 

Analysis 
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INTRODUCTION 

Context is defined as the condition in which perception of a product is impacted by the 

presence of other factors within the evaluation session (Lawless and Heymann, 2010). These 

factors can include other products used in the test, questions asked on the ballot, or the 

conditions in which the products are served. Previous work has evaluated how perception is 

affected by age of the person, sample concentration or intensity, order bias, product evaluation 

with or without carriers, environmental context, halo/horns effects, and testing location (CLT vs 

HUT) (Pilgrim and Kroll, 1960; Lawless and Skinner, 1979; Palluel et al., 2008; Lawless and 

Heymann, 2010; Leksrisompong et al., 2012; Hathaway and Simons, 2017; Zhang et al., 2020; 

Delarue et al., 2019). Some context effects can be product specific, such as compulsive or 

impulsive buying, time of day, or seasonal or holiday food, and can greatly impact the overall 

experience of eating a product (Meiselman, 2006; Blake et al., 2007; Johnson and Attmann, 

2009). Some products, such as condiments, can be consumed in a variety of ways on many 

different foods and are rarely eaten by themselves. Since there are many contexts in which a 

given item may be consumed, it can be difficult to accurately gauge consumer liking. This issue 

poses the question, what is the best way to present a product to consumers to get the best 

optimization information if the product can be consumed in many different ways? 

Soy sauce, for example, may be consumed as an ingredient, a marinade, or as a 

compliment to sushi. Carriers are frequently used with consumer acceptance test of condiments 

in order to make a food more palatable to consumers. Carriers help reduce the intensity of a 

specific condiment making the product more desirable to consumers and more familiar since the 

product is used/presented in a manner that is “typical” to the consumer (Pilgrim and Kroll, 1960; 

Cherdchu and Chambers IV, 2014). Cherdchu and Chambers IV (2014) evaluated the effect of 
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carriers on trained panel profiles of soy sauce. The authors found that differences were 

documented by trained panelists in the soy sauces, regardless of the carrier used, but solid foods, 

i.e. white rice or chicken, changed the sensory profile more than a liquid food carrier, i.e. chicken 

broth (Cherdchu and Chambers IV, 2014). van Eck et al. (2019b) investigated if solid food 

carriers, condiments and their interaction impacted dynamic and static sensory perception with a 

trained panel. The study demonstrated that carriers drive major texture differences in the food 

whereas condiments or toppings drive many flavor differences in the food (van Eck et al., 

2019a). Therefore, condiments affect the sensory perception of carriers and condiment 

perception was altered by the presence of carriers (van Eck et al., 2019a; 2019b). Since carriers 

are thought to increase stimulus complexity, carriers can then in turn decrease consumer 

sensitivity to detect differences creating major debate about whether or not carriers should be 

used for consumer product evaluation (Pilgrim and Kroll, 1961; Lawless and Heymann, 2010; 

Carpenter et al., 2012; Stone et al., 2012; van Eck et al., 2019a).  

Preference mapping is commonly used to understand consumer preferences and provides 

valuable product insight and optimization information (Thompson et al., 2004; Childs and Drake, 

2009; Lovely and Meullenet, 2009; Lawless and Heymann, 2010; Leksrisompong et al., 2013; 

Lawrence et al., 2016). External preference mapping techniques relate consumer data to 

descriptive analysis and/or instrumental data and can identify consumer drivers of liking whereas 

internal preference mapping derives a multidimensional representation from consumer 

preferences (Arditti, 1997; Guinard, 2002; Lawlor and Delahunty, 2007; Lawless and Heymann, 

2010). Landscape segmentation analysis (LSA) is a hedonic unfolding technique that visualizes 

consumer ideal points (Ennis and Johnson, 1993; Thompson et al., 2004; Lovely and Meullenet, 

2009).  LSA has advantages over traditional external preference mapping because LSA is able to 
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account for external factors while still building the map based on hedonic responses alone (Ennis 

et al., 2007). The LSA process also accounts for nonlinear relationships which can be a shortfall 

of traditional approaches.  In regards to carriers with condiments, LSA can clarify if drivers of 

liking shift when different carriers are used with a condiment. To our knowledge, no published 

study has evaluated multiple contexts for their effect on consumer liking of soy sauces. The 

objective of this study was to determine the role of context in consumer liking and differentiation 

of commercial soy sauces.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample preparation 

All sensory testing was reviewed and exempted by the North Carolina State University 

Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects. Twenty-seven commercially available soy 

sauces were purchased from the Raleigh/Durham area (Raleigh, NC; Durham, NC). Soy sauces 

were evaluated neat and poured directly from the bottle. Twenty milliliters of each soy sauce 

were dispensed into lidded soufflé cups and labelled with a random 3-digit code. Samples were 

served at room temperature (21 ˚C) and were allowed to equilibrate for 1 h prior to evaluation to 

allow volatiles to fill the head space.  

Descriptive analysis (da) 

Two sensory experts with more than 1,000 h of experience with descriptive analysis and 

more than 50 h of experience with soy sauce screened 27 different soy sauces straight and 

documented the defining characteristics for each soy sauce (Cherdchu et al., 2013; Imamura, 

2016; Irie et al., 2018). The screening took place over the course of 5 days. The sensory experts 

additionally reviewed several published soy sauce lexicons to identify preliminary sensory 

attributes and references for the descriptive analysis panel during this time (Lioe et al., 2010; 

Cherdchu et al., 2013; Cherdchu and Chambers IV, 2014; Imamura, 2016; Pujchakarn et al., 
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2016). The preliminary lexicon then underwent a language refinement process with the trained 

panel in which the panel reviewed and discussed attributes. The panel then confirmed specific 

references and definitions for each term while evaluated soy sauces the sensory experts identified 

as the most diverse soy sauces in the initial screening (Table 1) (Cherdchu et al., 2013; Imamura, 

2016; Irie et al., 2018). The panel then profiled the 27 soy sauces using the developed lexicon. 

Eight trained sensory panelists (n=8; 6 females, 2 males; age 24-56 y) were utilized for 

descriptive analysis. Each panelist had more than 100 h of training using the 0 to 15-point 

Spectrum™ universal intensity scale and participated in an additional 20 h of training on soy 

sauce flavor prior to evaluation including a two- 2-hour soy sauce orientation and training 

session before the study began.  

Each soy sauce was evaluated in triplicate by each panelist in a randomized balanced 

complete block design. Five to six soy sauces were evaluated in each session over the course of 

sixteen separate sessions. Panelists were instructed to expectorate the soy sauces after evaluation 

and a five minute rest period between each sample was enforced. During the rest period, 

panelists rinsed their mouths with spring water and consumed a bite of unsalted saltine cracker.  

Panelists documented aromatics, basic tastes, and mouthfeel factors of the soy sauces. Data was 

collected using paper ballots. Ten representative soy sauces were selected for consumer 

evaluation based on examination of trained panel sensory profile means and principal component 

analysis (PCA) biplots (Hampson et al., 2000; Mahanna and Lee, 2010; Chung et al., 2011; Kim 

et al., 2015; Harwood et al., 2020). 

Consumer evaluation 

Consumer testing took place in three separate sessions separated by one week. Ten soy 

sauces were evaluated in each session and consumers (n=121) evaluated soy sauces in a 
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randomized and balanced order. A $30 gift card to a local store was provided as an incentive for 

participation in all three days of testing. The participation goal in this study was n=120 consumer 

evaluations. In order to ensure this participation goal, n=150 consumers were recruited. 

Consumers were recruited with an online screener using SSI Web (Lighthouse Software Version 

9.5.3, Orem, Utah, U.S.A.) from an online database of more than 10,000 consumers maintained 

by the NCSU Sensory Service Center (Raleigh, N.C., U.S.A.). Panelists recruited for this test 

were self-reported soy sauce consumers and were open to consuming soy sauce on a meatball, 

sushi roll, and neat (or as-is). Consumers recruited were between the ages of 18-54 y with no 

food allergies. Within each session, consumers evaluated overall liking for each soy sauce on a 9 

pt hedonic scale where 1=dislike extremely and 9= like extremely. 

Across the three sessions, each consumer evaluated soy sauces on a meatball, sushi roll, 

or neat (as is) in a randomized and balanced order. Context (neat, meatball, sushi roll) was 

consistent for each consumer within each tasting session. Soy sauces were presented to panelists 

monadically in a randomized order. For presentation with a meatball, half a meatball (Great 

Value, beef and pork meatballs, Walmart, Bentonville, AR) was presented with each soy sauce. 

Consumers were instructed to dip the half meatball into the soy sauce and place the entire sample 

in their mouth to evaluate overall liking. Approximately 20 mL of each soy sauce was served at 

21 ˚C and presented in an unlidded 60 mL clear plastic soufflé cup with a random 3-digit code.  

The meatball half (heated in conventional oven to an internal temperature of 60 ˚C) was provided 

on a 6 inch Styrofoam plate. After each sample, a five minute rest period was enforced and 

consumers were instructed to take a bite of unsalted cracker and rinse their mouth with deionized 

water. For sushi roll context, soy sauces were presented in the same fashion but with a cucumber 

sushi roll (Whole Foods, Raleigh, NC). The cucumber sushi roll was composed of seaweed, 
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sushi rice, and cucumber slices and was served at 4 ºC. Each consumer also evaluated soy sauces 

as-is (neat) and consumers were instructed to taste soy sauces off the back of a plastic fork. For 

each sample, overall liking was evaluated using a 9 point hedonic scale where 1=dislike 

extremely and 9= liking extremely. Consumers were allowed 70 min to complete each session.  

Data was collected using Compusense Cloud (Compusense, Guelph, Canada). 

Statistical analysis 

Principal component analysis was applied to trained panel means to visualize soy sauce 

similarities and differences using XLStat version 2018.5 (Addinsoft, New York, NY). For 

consumer liking, two-way analysis of variance (soy sauce x context) was performed on the 

overall liking data with means separation performed using Fisher’s least significant difference 

test. A hedonic unfolding method, landscape segmentation analysis (LSA), was applied to 

visualize consumer ideal points for each context (IFPrograms, Richmond, VA). Consumer 

cluster segmentation was validated using Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) and 

done with k means (XLSTAT Addinsoft, Paris, France). Chi square statistic was done to 

determine how frequently consumers group together (XLSTAT Addinsoft, Paris, France).  All 

statistical analyses were performed at 95% confidence level. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Descriptive analysis 

The twenty-seven soy sauces were differentiated with the selected attributes (p<0.05), 

and three principal components explained 66.2% of variability (Figure 1a and 1b). Based on 

Eigenvector loadings, PC1 loaded positively with caramel/sweet aromatic flavor, mouth burn, 

salty and umami tastes and loaded negatively with fermented fruity/malty flavor. PC2 loaded 

positively with aroma impact, fruity/grape, methional/potato, and chemical flavors, and sour 
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taste. PC3 loaded positively with beefy/brothy and nutty flavors and negatively with brown 

fruit/prune flavor and sweet taste. Samples A and D loaded positively with PC1 whereas samples 

F and Q loaded negatively with PC1. Sample P loaded positively with PC2 and sample H loaded 

negatively. For PC3, samples B, U, W, and R loaded positively and L loaded negatively. 

Beefy/brothy flavor was the only attribute present in all samples, but most samples had 

caramel/sweet aromatic flavor with the except of F, Q, B, G, C. Methional/potato flavor was 

present in 11 out of 23 soy sauces (R, I, D, G, O, M, Q, C, L, J, and P). Salty taste was present 

above a 20 intensity in all samples with soy sauce D having the highest salty taste intensity. Lioe 

et al. (2010) and Pujchakarn et al. (2016) reported that all soy sauces have fermented and dark 

brown (sharp burn aromatic of meat or bouillon cubes) flavors, salty and umami taste, regardless 

of the origin. Some attributes present in a few samples were nutty flavor in R and B, and fruity 

grape flavor (highest in C, I, and J, but present in L, K, E, F, N, A, P, Q, T, and W). Consistent 

with the findings of this paper, Cherdchu and Chambers IV (2014) also reported that different 

soy sauces had different sensory characteristics in that some soy sauces were more 

fermented/fruity, whereas others were spicy, and some were woodier. Imamura (2016) 

additionally reported that soy sauce processing methods impacted soy sauce flavors but outside 

of Japan, processing method for soy sauce does not have to be reported. Letters in bold represent 

samples that were selected for consumer testing. 

Consumer acceptance 

A total of 121 consumers participated in the three day acceptance test. In general, liking 

scores for soy sauce were highest for meatballs and lowest for neat evaluation (p<0.05) (Table 

2a). Cherdchu and Chambers IV (2014) found that the use of carriers diluted soy sauce attribute 

intensities for trained panelists, which may explain why consumer liking scores decreased for 
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neat evaluation. Lower hedonic scores for neat evaluation may be due not only to intense flavor 

but also general lack of familiarity with tasting of soy sauces neat.  Soy sauce sample B scored 

highest in overall liking regardless of the context used. Wongthahan et al. (2020) reported that 

trained culinary chefs and regular soy sauce consumers were able to document differences 

among soy sauces, consistent with this research. There was no interaction between soy sauce and 

context (p>0.05), and therefore, the order of liking was generally consistent, with a few 

exceptions, regardless of context used (Figure 2). Pilgrim and Kroll (1960) found a similar effect 

when they investigated carrier effects on overall liking of cheese spread, cake icing, catsup, 

Worcestershire sauce, cheese sauce, and whipped topping. They also found no interaction 

between the products and carrier and that liking order was consistent, regardless of context.  

Landscape segmentation analysis 

In landscape segmentation analysis, consumers that have similar ideal points are located 

next to each other on the LSA graphs and areas of lighter shading represent a higher density of 

consumers (Figures 3a-3c) (Ennis and Johnson, 1993; Ennis et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2007; 

Jervis et al., 2012). For meatballs, soy sauces J, E, B, and F scored at parity but loaded in 

different places on the LSA graph suggesting that there are multiple consumer ideal points for 

soy sauces (Ennis et al., 2007). Soy sauces D, A, I, H, and G had the lowest overall liking scores 

for meatballs and are shown outside consumer ideal points on the LSA graphs. Drivers of liking 

for soy sauces on meatballs were overall aroma, fermented/malty, sweet taste, and sour taste 

(Table 3).  

For sushi, soy sauces F, B, E, G all fell into the multiple ideal points for soy sauces. For 

sushi, fruity/grape flavor beyond a certain intensity was a driver of dislike. The ideal point for 

soy sauce on sushi can be described as fermented with a sweet taste, and a fruity/grape flavor but 
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less sweet than soy sauce F and less fruity grape flavor than soy sauce I. Drivers of liking for 

sushi were overall aroma, fermented/malty, and sweet taste.  

For neat soy sauce evaluation, Soy sauces B, F, and E scored the highest in overall liking 

and were also closest to the consumer ideal point for neat soy sauce. Soy sauce I scored the 

lowest in overall liking and was farthest from consumer ideal point. Drivers of liking for plain 

soy sauce were overall aroma, fermented/malty, sweet taste, salty taste, and umami taste.  

Cluster analysis 

Clustering is shown on the landscape segmentation analysis graphs based on the color of 

the consumer ideal points (red, green, and white) (Figure 3a-3c). Three consumer clusters were 

present for all three contexts. Heo and Lee (2017) similarly reported clustering for soy sauce 

consumers when investigating the top four soy sauces in terms of sales in the USA. For meatball 

evaluation, soy sauces were evenly split between red and green clusters (Figure 3a). The red 

cluster consumers were driven by overall aroma and sour taste and had higher liking scores for 

soy sauces E, G and C. The red cluster disliked soy sauce F. The white cluster consumers were 

driven by soy sauces that had fermented/malty flavor and a sweet taste. The white cluster liked 

soy sauce F the most and soy sauce A the least. The green cluster consumers liked soy sauce B 

the best and I the least. Soy sauce B was close to the green cluster ideal soy sauce, which was 

reduced sodium and moderate sweet taste.  

For sushi, the red cluster consumers disliked soy sauce F the most and liked soy sauces A 

and E the most (Figure 3b). Soy sauce E was close to the red cluster ideal point. The white 

cluster consumers disliked soy sauce C on sushi the most and liked soy sauce G on sushi the 

most. The white cluster ideal soy sauce would be a flavor profile between samples G, B and F. 

The soy sauce would be beefy/brothy, slightly fruity/grape and potato flavor, with a sweet taste 
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but less than soy sauce F, with a small amount of mouth burn. The green cluster consumers liked 

soy sauce F the most and disliked soy sauce D the most on sushi. The green cluster ideal soy 

sauce would be less sweet and less fermented than soy sauce F.  

When looking at the neat consumer liking results, the red cluster consistently disliked soy 

sauce F and in general, sweet taste was a driver of dislike for this group (Figure 3c). Neat red 

cluster consumers liked soy sauces E and B the most. The red cluster ideal soy sauce was 

between A, I, J, E and C, G, D. Consumers in the white and green clusters both liked soy sauce F 

neat the most. The white and green clusters were driven by sweet and fermented/malty taste. The 

clusters differed in that the green cluster disliked sample H the most whereas the white cluster 

disliked sample J.  

Consistent with market segmentation theories or the process of dividing consumers into 

different homogenous groups of similar needs and wants, consumers consistently clustered in at 

least two of the three groups across contexts (Table 4) (Goyat, 2011). Since there was no 

interaction between contexts and liking, researchers might be able to predict segmentation of soy 

sauce consumers regardless of the three contexts evaluated in this study. Consumer ideals do 

shift in different contexts within a product space. Soy sauce liking for a savory application 

(meatball), revealed that sweet and sour tastes were polarizing drivers with some consumers 

always preferring sweet taste and more consumers preferring sour taste for a savory application. 

However, when the soy sauces were consumed neat or on a sushi roll, more consumers preferred 

a sweet taste for those applications. Humans are born with an innate preference for sweet taste 

and consistent with this study, the sweeter the item is, the higher liking scores usually are 

(Yebra-Biurrun, 2005; Mahar and Duizer, 2007; Behrens et al., 2011). Overall trends of the 

segments of soy sauce consumers remained relatively consistent and can be predicted. The red 
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cluster ideal soy sauce would have high flavor impact and be high in beefy/brothy, fruity/grape, 

potato flavor with moderate to high sour taste. The white cluster ideal soy sauce would have 

lower mouth burn, moderate sweet taste, low sour taste, and reduced salty taste. The green 

cluster ideal soy sauce would have caramel and fruity/grape flavor with a sweet taste. 

Limitations of this study include only one condiment was used in this study and results 

are product specific so other condiments could cause an interaction when used on certain 

carriers. Future work could include a different context related study with other condiments such 

as hot sauce, mustard, or ketchup to determine if these results are soy sauce specific or if they 

can be applied to all condiments. 

CONCLUSIONS 

These results suggest that context plays a role in consumer acceptance of soy sauce and 

the consumer ideal sensory profile of soy sauce. However, general product differentiation and 

drivers of liking were consistent across context suggesting that there are soy sauce sensory 

attributes that are generally desirable to consumers. Drivers of liking determined via LSA 

differed slightly among the various contexts evaluated and consumer ideal points can be 

predicted.  
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 2.1. Trained panel sensory attributes for soy sauce. 

Term Definition Reference 

Overall Aroma Intensity7 

The overall orthonasal 

impact  

Ashy1 

Dry, dusty, smoky 

aromatics associated with 

the residual of burnt 

products. 

Ashes from burnt wood 

(from fireplace or outdoor 

fire pit). 

Beefy / brothy5 

Aromatics associated with 

beef stock or bouillon 

cubes 

Bouillon cubes rehydrated 

in water and then 20 mL 

placed in a 58-mL lidded 

Brown fruity / prune3 

A sweet, floral aromatic 

associated with prunes Mariani brand Prunes 

Brown spice clove1 

Aromatics associated with 

nutmeg, clove, and 

cinnamon 

Nutmeg, clove, and 

cinnamon 

Caramel / sweet aromatic1 

Sweet aromatics associated 

with vanilla, vanillin, burnt 

sugar, caramel and 

molasses 

Vanilla extract, vanillin, 

burnt sugar, caramel and 

molasses 

Chemical1 

The aromatic associated 

with plastic and burnt 

plastics. clear PET bottle 

Fruity ester4 

A sweet, floral aromatic 

blend of a variety of ripe 

fruits 

Juicy Juice Nestle All 

Natural 100% Kiwi 

Strawberry 

Ethyl hexanoate 

Fruity fermented / beer / malty1 

A sour, sweet fermented 

aromatic associated with 

fermented fruit, beer, fruits 

and malt 

225-mL amber sniff jar 

with 10 ppm of 2-ethyl-3-

methylbutanal, grape nuts 

soaked in water, beer 

Fruity/grape 

A sweet aromatic 

associated with grape juice Welch's Grape Juice 

Maple 

Aromatic associated with 

Maple Syrup 

Store brand (Harris Teeter) 

Maple Syrup 
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Table 2.1 (continued). Trained panel sensory attributes for soy sauce. 

Methional/ potato5 

Aromatics associated with vegetable 

soup stock, bouillon cubes or canned 

potatoes, methional.  

Bouillon cubes rehydrated 

in water and then 20 mL 

placed in a 58-mL lidded 

soufflé cup or a 225-mL 

amber sniff jar with 10 

ppm of methional or potato 

flakes 

Mushroom 

The earthy aromatic associated with 

fresh mushrooms 

1 octen-3-one 

Shiitake Mushroom 

Nutty/ sesame1 

The non-specific nutlike flavors that 

are characteristic of several different 

nuts, e.g. peanuts, hazelnuts, pecans, 

and almonds 

Shamrock mixed crushed 

nuts or sesame seeds 

Olive 

Aromatic Associated with green 

olives Green Olives 

Phenolic6 Aromatic associated with phenol 

225-mL amber sniff jar 

with 10 ppm of phenol or 

Band-Aids 

Pyrazine green/Raw1 

Aromatic Associated with pyrazine 

or raw peanuts 

225-mL amber sniff jar 

with 10 ppm of pyrazine 

Smoky1 

A sweet, pungent, dry and woody 

aroma/aromatic associated with 

smoke 

Tone’s liquid smoke with 

hickory barbecue flavor 

Sour aromatic/vinegar1 

Sour aromatic associated with acetic 

acid 

225-mL amber sniff jar 

with 10 ppm of acetic acid 

Surimi (sweet aroma) 

Sweet aromatic Associated with 

Imitation Crab 

Fisherman's Market 

Imitation Crab 

Astringent mouthfeel2 

Chemical feeling factor on the 

tongue or oral cavity described as 

puckering or dry  Alum (1% in water)  

Mouth burn2 

Trigeminal pain response to the 

activation of neural receptors on the 

tongue and soft palate Soda water or ethanol 

Sweet taste2 

Fundamental taste sensation elicited 

by sugars  Sucrose (5% in water)  

Sour taste2 

Fundamental taste sensation elicited 

by citric acid  

Citric acid (0.05% in 

water)  

Salty taste2 

Fundamental taste sensation elicited 

by salts 

Sodium Chloride (5% in 

water)  
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Table 2.1 (continued). Trained panel sensory attributes for soy sauce. 

Bitter taste2 

Fundamental taste sensation elicited by 

caffeine and quinine  

Caffeine (0.05% in 

water)  

Umami taste2 

Fundamental taste sensation elicited by 

certain peptides and nucleotides MSG (1% in water) 
1Terms adapted from (Cherdchu et al., 2013) 
2 Terms adapted from (Meilgaard et al., 2016) 
3 Terms adapted from (Pujchakarn et al., 2016) 
4Terms adapted from (Chambers et al., 2016)  
5Terms adapted from (Drake et al., 2010) 
6Terms adapted from (Drake et al., 2001) 
7Terms adapted from (Lawrence et al., 2016) 

 

Table 2.2a. Mean consumer liking scores for soy sauce context. 

Content Meatball Sushi Neat 

Overall 

Liking 
5.7a 5.3b 4.9c 

Columns that do not share the same letter are significantly different from one another (p-value <0.05). Liking was scored on a 9 point hedonic 
scale where 1 = dislike extremely and 9 = like extremely. Means represent the average of 121 consumers from 10 soy sauces for each context. 

There was not a soy sauce x context interaction (p>0.05).   

 

Table 2.2b. Consumer liking scores for specific soy sauces averaged across context. 

Codes B F E C G J A D H I 

Soy Sauce 6.1a 5.9a 5.8a 5.4b 5.3bc 5.2bcd 5.1cde 4.9de 4.8ef 4.5f 

 

Columns that do not share the same letter are significantly different from one another (p-value <0.05).  Liking was scored on a 9 point hedonic 

scale where 1 = dislike extremely and 9 = like extremely. 

Means represent 121 consumers across three contexts (meatball, sushi, neat) for each soy sauce.  There was not a soy sauce x context interaction 

(p>0.05).   

 

Table 2.3. Overall drivers of liking for soy sauce by context by landscape segmentation analysis 

(LSA). 

Factor Meatball Sushi Neat 

Overall Aroma ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Fermented/Malty ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Fruity/Grape - ▼ - 

Sweet taste ▲ ▲ ▲ 

Sour taste ▲ - - 

Salty taste - - ▲ 

Umami taste - - ▲ 

▲= driver of liking for soy sauces 

▼= driver of dislike for soy sauces 

Drivers of liking generated from 121 consumers for each context 
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Table 2.4. Clustering for consumer liking consistency across context (121 consumers across 

three sessions with three different contexts and the same 10 soy sauces). 
Number of times same 

consumers clustered 

together across the three 

contexts 

Proportion 

Never- all different groups 18.2%b 

Sometimes- Clustered in two 

of the same groups 
69.4%a 

Always- Clustered with same 

consumers each time 
12.4%b 

Columns that do not share the same letter are significantly different from one another (p-value <0.05).  Statistical lettering was determined by 
Chi-square. 
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Figure 2.1a. Principal component biplot of trained panel flavor profiles of soy sauces. Capital letters represent soy sauces.  Boxed 

samples were included in consumer testing. Active variables (red) and observations are used to build the correlation matrix whereas 

supplementary variables (orange) are overlayed on graph but not used to build the biplot. 
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Figure 2.1b. Principal component biplot of trained panel flavor profiles of soy sauces. Capital letters represent soy sauces.  Boxed 

samples were included in consumer testing. Active variables (red) and observations are used to build the correlation matrix whereas 

supplementary variables (orange) are overlayed on graph but not used to build the biplot. 
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Figure 2.2. Overall liking of soy sauces by context (n=121 consumers per context). Soy sauces are represented by capital letters. 

Lettering across samples regardless of context and represented by soy sauce average; Samples that do not share the same letter are 

significantly different from one another (p-value <0.05). Bars around means represent standard error. 
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Figure 2.3a. Landscape Segmentation Analysis (LSA) with clustering for consumer liking (n=121) of soy sauce presented on a 

meatball. Different clusters are represented by different colors. Soy sauces are represented by letters. *Lighter regions indicate a 

higher density of individual ideal points. **Colors of sensory vectors are associated with correlation to overall liking to identify 

important drivers. White vector = highly significant (p < .01). Green vector = significant (p < .05). Product R2 = 0.986 (n = 10), 

Product ×Subject R2 = 0.560 (n = 1210) based on observed and predicted values. 
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Figure 2.3b. Landscape Segmentation Analysis (LSA) with clustering for consumer liking (n=121) of soy sauce presented on a sushi 

roll. Different clusters are represented by different colors. Soy sauces are represented by letters. *Lighter regions indicate a higher 

density of individual ideal points. **Colors of sensory vectors are associated with correlation to overall liking to identify important 

drivers. White vector = highly significant (p < .01). Green vector = significant (p < .05). Product R2 = 0.995 (n = 10), Product ×Subject 

R2 = 0.554 (n = 1210) based on observed and predicted values. 
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Figure 2.3c. Landscape Segmentation Analysis (LSA) with clustering for consumer liking (n=121) of soy sauce neat. Different 

clusters are represented by different colors. Soy sauces are represented by letters. *Lighter regions indicate a higher density of 

individual ideal points. **Colors of sensory vectors are associated with correlation to overall liking to identify important drivers. 

White vector = highly significant (p < .01). Green vector = significant (p < .05). Dashed black vector = significant (p < .05). Product R2 

= 0.993 (n = 10), Product ×Subject R2 = 0.559 (n = 1210) based on observed and predicted values.
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CHAPTER 3: Children’s perceptions of fluid milk with varying levels of milkfat 
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INTERPRETIVE SUMMARY 

This study identified children’s liking and ability to differentiate among milks with 

different milk fat contents. In the absence of visual cues, children had no milkfat-related 

preference for unflavored milk but had distinct preferences for chocolate milk with at least 1% 

milkfat.   These results suggest approaches to increase child acceptance of the milks currently 

served in school meal programs. 

 

ABSTRACT  

Schools participating in federal meal programs are limited to serving skim or lowfat 

(≤1%) flavored and unflavored milk. Few studies have directly addressed child perceptions and 

preferences for milk containing different amounts of milkfat. The objective of this study was to 

determine whether children can differentiate between flavored and unflavored fluid milk 

containing varying levels of milkfat and whether preferences for certain levels of milkfat exist. 

Flavored and unflavored milks containing 4 different percentages of milkfat (≤0.5%, 1%, 2%, 

3.25%) were high temperature short time processed, filled into half-gallon light shielded milk 

jugs, and stored at 4°C in the dark. Milks were evaluated by children (ages 8 to 13 y) following 7 

days at 4°C. Acceptance testing and tetrad difference testing were conducted on flavored and 

unflavored milks with and without visual cues to determine if differences were driven by visual 

or flavor/mouthfeel cues. Child acceptance testing (n=138 unflavored and n= 123 flavored) was 

conducted to evaluate liking and perception of selected attributes. Tetrad testing (n=127 

unflavored and n=129 flavored) was conducted to determine if children could differentiate 

between different fat levels even in the absence of a difference in acceptance. The experiment 

was replicated twice.  When visual cues were present, children had higher overall liking for 1% 
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and 2% milks than skim for unflavored milk and higher liking for chocolate milks containing at 

least 1% milk fat than for skim. Differences in liking were driven by appearance, viscosity, and 

flavor. In the absence of visual cues, no differences were observed in liking or flavor/mouthfeel 

attributes for unflavored milk but higher liking for at least 1% milk fat in chocolate milk 

compared to skim was consistent with the presence of visual cues. From tetrad testing, children 

could visually tell a difference between all unflavored pairs except 2% vs whole milk and could 

not detect consistent differences between milkfat pairs in the absence of visual cues. For 

chocolate milk, children could tell a difference between all milk fat pairs with visual cues and 

could tell a difference between skim versus 2% and skim versus whole milk without visual cues. 

These results demonstrate that in the absence of package-related flavors, school age children like 

unflavored skim milk as well as milk with higher fat content in the absence of visual cues.  In 

contrast, appearance as well as flavor and mouthfeel attributes play a role in children’s liking as 

well as their ability to discriminate between chocolate milks containing different amounts of fat, 

with chocolate milk containing at least 1% fat preferred.  The sensory quality of school lunch 

milk is vital to child preference and processing efforts are needed to maximize school milk 

sensory quality. 

 

KEY WORDS: Milk, Milkfat, Child liking 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dairy foods provide valuable vitamins and nutrients for all walks of life, and many dietary 

habits, like drinking milk, are formed in early childhood years (Stewart et al., 2012; McCarthy et 

al., 2017c; The Dairy Alliance, 2020). McCarthy et al. (2017b) reported that childhood milk 

consumption and habit were major drivers for adult milk consumption. Declines in milk 

consumption with the substitution of less healthy beverages are associated with children not 

receiving enough dietary calcium (Johnson et al., 2002; Fayet-Moore, 2016). Even as child fluid 

milk consumption continues to decline, schools participating in federal meal programs, such as 

the National School Lunch Program and the National Breakfast Program, are limited to serving 

skim or lowfat (≤1%) milk (Sipple et al., 2020a).  

Flavored milks, such as chocolate, have a nutritional profile similar to that of unflavored 

white milk but with the addition of added sugar, hydrocolloids, and chocolate (Hough et al., 

1997). Added sugar found in flavored milks is a concern for some parents when choosing 

between unflavored white milk and flavored milk (Li et al., 2014). However, Johnson et al. 

(2002) reported that children who consumed flavored milk during lunch time did not have higher 

added sugar intakes than other children who were not milk consumers, as non-milk drinkers were 

more likely to consume fruit juice or soft drinks. Currently, chocolate milk is the most popular 

flavored milk for both children and adults in the United States but similar to unflavored white 

milk, child school meal programs that are eligible for federal compensation are limited to serving 

fat free or lowfat (<1%) chocolate milk (Sipple et al., 2020). Federal guidelines limit calories per 

meal so the fat content, and added sugar in the case of flavored milk, are critical to the calorie 

count of the entire meal. The added sugar in school lunch chocolate milk remains a concern.  

However, wasted (unconsumed) milk in these programs also remains an issue and given the 
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nutrients provided by milk and the potential for lifelong fluid milk consumption, ensuring that 

children enjoy school lunch milk remains a challenge.   

Fat contributes a variety of desirable visual attributes, unique flavors, and mouthfeel to milk 

(Phillips et al., 1995; McCarthy et al., 2017a; Cheng et al., 2019). Higher milk fat in fluid milk is 

associated with increased whiteness, mouthcoating and milkfat flavor (Phillips et al., 1995; 

Quinones et al., 1997; McCarthy et al., 2017b) which some consumers describe as “creamier” 

(Richardson-Harman et al., 2000). Current guidelines, such as the USDA Dietary Guidelines for 

Americans or American Heart Association, suggests that choosing milks lower in fat content 

decreases the risk of cardiovascular disease by limiting intake of saturated fat (USDA-HHS, 

2015). However, research suggests that higher milk fat intakes do not increase the risk of heart 

disease (Benatar et al., 2013) and that higher plasma dairy fatty acid concentrations were 

associated with a lower incident of diabetes mellitus (Yakoob et al., 2016).  Vanderhout et al. 

(2019) concluded that parents provide and physicians recommend a variety of cow’s milks for 

children and hold mixed interpretations of the role of cow’s milk fat in children’s diets, 

suggesting that more clarity about the effect of milk and milkfat on child adiposity is needed to 

help make informed decisions about cow’s milk fat for children.  

Few studies have directly addressed child perceptions and preferences for milk containing 

different amounts of milkfat or whether children can detect difference between milks at different 

fat contents. Kling et al. (2016) evaluated child liking (age 3-6 y) of unflavored low-fat (1%) 

versus whole (3.25%) milk and reported that child liking and preference scores were similar for 

both milk types. Johnson et al. (1991) and Kern et al. (1993) both reported that children’s 

preference for higher fat foods was driven by liking of desired flavor attributes that were 

positively correlated with fat content of foods. Kildegaard et al. (2011) reported a study of 
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acidified milk products with 0.5 to 3.5% fat and 5 to 20% fruit content and found that at low fruit 

level there was a preference for higher fat but as fruit content increased there was no preference 

for higher fat content by children and that fruit content drove preference, liking and wanting, 

with a high correlation between liking and wanting.  Thus, liking of a dairy product will drive 

wanting of that product. This could be the key to want milk and dairy products.  In a review by 

Ventura and Worobey (2013), they indicated that shortly after birth, young infants show 

characteristic taste preferences: sweet and umami elicit positive responses; bitter and sour elicit 

negative responses.  While early likes and dislikes are influenced by these innate taste 

preferences, they are also modifiable as a child develops likes and dislikes of food flavors and 

textures.  This could be opportunity for healthy dairy products that focus on development of 

flavor preferences for very young children.  The fact that product liking by children drives 

preference and desire is clearly demonstrated in the school lunch program. School children like 

chocolate milk and this has driven sales of chocolate milk in schools to 60% of the total sales 

(MilkPep, 2017, Sipple et al., 2020).  Sipple et al. (2021) evaluated child perception of school 

lunch packaging and child perception of the liking of fluid milk packaged in paperboard 

(laminated tetra bricks), HDPE (opaque and flexible bottles) or PET packaging(clear and glass-

like bottle packaging). Their study demonstrated that children ages 8-13 y had extrinsic and 

intrinsic preferences for fluid milk.  Children preferred milk that was packaged in HDPE or PET 

bottles when milks were not tasted and when milks were tasted, they also preferred the flavor of 

unflavored milk packaged in HDPE or PET bottles over milk packaged in paperboard cartons.  In 

contrast, package had no impact on child acceptance of skim chocolate milk (Sipple et al., 2021).  

Sipple et al. (2021) evaluated unflavored skim and lowfat (1%) milk and skim chocolate milk but 

the role of milkfat on child liking was not determined.  If children have a preference for a certain 
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percentage of fat in milk that is currently not being offered in schools, school meal guidelines 

could shift to accommodate this desire in order to increase milk consumption and/or milk liking 

and enjoyment of school aged children.  

Difference testing is a common way to see if consumers can detect a difference between two 

samples and has been successfully done with children (ages 6-11 y) (Garcia et al., 2012). Tetrad 

testing is a relatively new difference testing technique where panelists are presented with four 

samples, two from one sample and two from the other sample, and then asked to group together 

the two samples they think are the most similar (Garcia et al., 2012).  The tetrad test has greater 

power to detect differences than the other commonly applied difference tests: triangle or duo trio 

tests (Ennis and Jesionka, 2011). In terms of acceptance tests, 5- and 7- point hedonic rating 

scales have been most commonly used to evaluate child liking (Guinard, 2000; Laureati and 

Pagliarini, 2013). Guinard (2000) reported that children (as young as 4 y) were able to 

successfully evaluate products using hedonic liking scales. The objective of the present study 

was to determine whether children can differentiate between unflavored or chocolate fluid milk 

containing varying levels of milkfat and whether children have preferences for certain levels of 

milkfat in fluid milks.  Fluid milks (unflavored and chocolate) with varying fat levels were 

processed followed by tetrad tests and acceptance testing with children to accomplish this goal. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Experimental overview 

Skim and whole unflavored and chocolate milks were high temperature short time 

(HTST) pasteurized followed by blending and standardization to each fat content (≤0.5%, 1%, 

2%, 3.25%).  Unflavored and chocolate milks were processed on separate occasions in duplicate.  

Descriptive analysis with a trained panel was conducted to document sensory differences 
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attributed to fat content within each flavor. Child tetrad difference testing was conducted in clear 

plastic tumblers (with visual cues) and Styrofoam cups (without visual cues) to determine if 

differences between milks were driven by visual or flavor/mouthfeel cues. Children also 

participated in separate acceptance tests to document liking of unflavored and chocolate milks in 

separate sessions. Although children were recruited separately for acceptance and tetrad tests, the 

same children could participate in both acceptance and tetrad testing. The experiment was 

replicated twice.  All sensory testing was conduction in compliance with North Carolina State 

University Institutional Review Board (NCSU IRB) regulations.  

Milk processing 

Whole and skim unflavored pasteurized milk (somatic cell count (SCC) <100,000 raw, 43 

liters processed per replication; fat content of skim (0.07-0.08%) and whole (3.9-4.4%)) were 

processed by the North Carolina State University commercial dairy facility (Raleigh, NC, USA). 

Milks were high temperature short time (HTST) pasteurized at 78°C for 28 seconds and 

homogenized at 17.1 MPa in a 2-stage homogenization process (Stage 1=13.7 MPa; Stage 2=3.4 

MPa) (Douglas et al., 2000). Milkfat content of skim and whole milks was determined by a 

Fourier Transform Mid-Infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer (Lactoscope FTA, Delta Instruments, 

Drachten, Netherlands). The FTIR milk product group was used and calibrated using modified 

milk samples as described by Kaylegian et al. (2006).  The milks (cooled to 4°C) were filled into 

sanitized stainless steel milk cans and different milk fat blends (≤0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3.25%) were 

created using the Pearson square equation to calculate the amounts of whole and skim milk 

needed to reach each target fat percentage.  Milks were filled into sanitized half-gallon light 

shielded milk jugs (high-density polyethylene (HDPE) bottles (VWR®, Radnor, PA)) under a 

clean-fill hood with a HEPA filter (Microthermics, Raleigh, NC).  Fat content and total solids of 
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each milk were confirmed prior to packaging using the FTIR spectrophotometer.  The process 

was repeated for chocolate milk in a similar manner.  Whole and skim chocolate milks were 

pasteurized at 83.9°C for 28 seconds and homogenized at 17.1 MPa in a 2-stage homogenization 

process. Chocolate milk was made using a typical school lunch milk formulation with chocolate 

dairy powder PFI 178 (0.7%) (cocoa, salt, carrageenan, natural flavor, silicon dioxide (anticaking 

agent)) (Profile Food Ingredients, Elgin, IL) and cane sugar (3.7%) (United Sugars® 

Corporation, Clewiston, FL). Chocolate milks differed only in the amount of fat.   

Chocolate milks and unflavored milk were produced on separate occasions in duplicate.   

The milks were stored at 4 ºC under black laser cloth to prevent development of light oxidized 

flavors.  Microbiological analyses were performed on the milks at 0 and 7 d following milk 

production. Samples were taken from each fat type and plated in triplicate for aerobic plate count 

(APC) and coliform count (CC) and allowed to incubate at 35°C for 24 and 48 h, respectively, 

using Petrifilm™ plates (Aerobic Count Plates and Coliform Count Plates, 3M™, St. Paul, MN).  

Milks were evaluated by child consumers at 7-11 days post- production (5 days to complete all 

child testing for each experimental replication) and by trained panelists at 10 days post 

production.  

Total solids, fat, protein, and particle size 

Total solids was analyzed by direct forced-air method (AOACI  2016, method number 

990.20), fat by ether extraction (AOACI  2016, method number 989.05), total nitrogen (TN) 

(AOACI  2016, method number 990.20), nonprotein nitrogen (NPN) (AOACI, 2016; method 

number 990.21), and noncasein nitrogen (NCN) AOACI, 2016; method number 998.05). True 

protein (TP) was calculated as TN minus NPN multiplied by 6.38.  Fat particle size was 
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determined with a Mastersizer 2000 (Malvern, Worchestire, UK) as previously described (Di 

Marzo and Barbano, 2016).  

Color  

Hunter Lab L, a and Commission Internationale de l'Elcairage (CIE) b* values were 

measured in triplicate at day 7 of storage on each milk type from each replicate using an Ultra 

Scan Pro Spectrophotometer (Hunter Associates Laboratory, Inc., Reston, VA) at 4 ºC. 

Luminosity (L) measures the degree of lightness from dark (0) to light (100), a measures the 

degree of redness defined by a positive number or greenness defined by a negative number, and 

b* measures the degree of yellowness defined by a positive number or blueness defined by a 

negative number (Quinones et al., 1997; Cheng et al., 2018). Lab and CIE values were collected 

from the reflectance data in the range of 360-750 nm at 5 nm intervals, Illuminant A with a 10 

degree observer angle (Cheng et al., 2018).   

Descriptive analysis 

Seven trained panelists (2 males, 5 females, ages 23 to 55 y), each with more than 70 h of 

previous descriptive analysis experience with dairy products, including unflavored white and 

chocolate milk, evaluated the milks using previously established lexicons for unflavored and 

chocolate milk (Lee et al., 2017; Sipple et al., 2021).  Milks (30 mL) were presented in 60 mL 

soufflé cup with lids and randomly generated 3-digit codes. Samples were prepared with 

overhead lights off to prevent light oxidation.  Milks were equilibrated to 15°C prior to 

evaluation. Data was collected on paper ballots, hand entered into excel (Microsoft Excel, 

Arlington, VA) and crossed checked by authors.  Each panelist evaluated milks from each 

experimental replication in duplicate in separate sessions.    
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Child consumers 

Children (ages 8 to 13 y; grades 3rd to 8th) were recruited (n=140) with parental consent 

using a survey constructed in Lighthouse Studio 9 (version 9.7.2, Orem, UT). The survey was 

sent to an online database of >10,000 individuals in the Raleigh/Durham, NC area maintained by 

North Carolina State University Sensory Service Center. Children were recruited based on 

parental self-reported frequency of milk consumption and were required to have no food 

allergies, intolerance or dietary restrictions. Children that participated in the unflavored milk test 

(acceptance n=138, tetrad n=128) consumed unflavored milk most frequently and children that 

participated in the chocolate milk test (acceptance n=123, tetrad n=129) consumed chocolate 

milk most frequently. Children were also required to attend public or private school and to 

purchase and consume milk at school (chocolate or unflavored for perspective tests) in order to 

participate. For each test, half of the kids recruited consumed skim or low-fat milk most 

frequently and the other half of the kids consumed reduced fat or whole milk most frequently. 

For each replication, sensory testing occurred on days 7-11 post production for acceptance and 

tetrad testing. For the first replication of unflavored and chocolate milks, acceptance testing was 

completed on days 7 and 8 post-production and tetrad testing was completed on days 9, 10, and 

11 post-production. This order was then reversed for the second milk replication to prevent test 

order effects.  Children were permitted to participate in both acceptance and tetrad testing. 

However, per recruitment criteria stated above, the same children could not participate in both 

unflavored white and chocolate milk tests.  

Acceptance test 

Milks were evaluated with and without visual cues to determine the role of appearance on 

child liking of milks with different fat levels. The goal was 120 children to evaluate each 
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replication of unflavored white and chocolate milk for a total of 240 children through unflavored 

and chocolate milks. The acceptance test took place over two days (1 session per child consumer 

each day) where the same cohort of child consumers were presented milks with and without 

visual cues. With visual cues presentation would be representative of if a child were to pour their 

milk out of the bottle into another cup or peel off the label. Without visual cues would be 

representative of most packages (i.e. paperboard, HDPE, or PET). Milk were blocked within 

visual or nonvisual cues to eliminate confusion.  For the visual cue presentation, children were 

presented each of the four milks (60 mL) monadically in clear 177 mL plastic tumblers labeled 

with a random three-digit code. Milks were served at 4 ºC.  For the no visual cues presentation, 

milks (60 mL) were prepared in the same way  but served in 148-mL Styrofoam cups with 

opaque lids and straws with a random three-digit blinding code. In addition to microbial quality 

analyses on milks (described previously), each milk was screened by an experienced milk judge 

as it was poured for children to ensure no spoilage or atypical flavors.  Samples were prepared 

and poured with overhead lights off to prevent light oxidation. Samples were served monadically 

under 25 W fluorescent white lights in a Williams design to prevent presentation order effects.  

A two min rest was required between samples. During the rest, each child was instructed to rinse 

their mouths with deionized water and to take a bite of an unsalted cracker as a palate cleanser. 

For the second rep of both milk types, the order of presentation of with and without visual cue 

days were reversed to eliminate blocking order effect.  

For unflavored milks, children were asked to evaluate their liking of the color (with 

visual cues only) and overall liking on a modified 7-point smiley face scale where 1 = “Really 

Bad” and 7 = “Really good” (Sipple et al., 2021). Furthermore, children were asked to evaluate 

the color (visual cues only), flavor, and thickness of the milks on a modified “smiley face” Just-
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About-Right (JAR) scale (1 = Not Enough and 5 = Too Much), purchase intent in regards to how 

much they want their mom or dad to buy each milk (where 1 = Definitely do not want mom or 

dad to buy” and 5 = “Definitely want mom or dad to buy”), as well as how much they like the 

milk in comparison to school milk they currently consume (1 = “I like it a lot less” and 5 = “I 

like it a lot more”) (Sipple et al., 2021). After all milks were presented, children were asked to 

select which sample they would like to take home with them, then asked to rank samples in order 

of preference. For chocolate milk, children were additionally asked about chocolate flavor and 

sweetness JAR.  Data was collected using an online ballot through Compusense Cloud (Guelph, 

Canada). After completing both days of acceptance testing, children were compensated with a 

$60 gift card to a local store. 

Tetrad testing 

Tetrad testing took place over three days and was identical to acceptance testing in that 

tests were conducted with and without visual cues (Table 2). Each day, each child consumer 

evaluated 2 tetrads out of 4 possible tetrads. Before testing, to ensure each child cognitively 

understood the directions of the tetrad test, every child first completed a tetrad activity where the 

child received 4 pieces of candy that were two similar shades of red. The panelists were asked to 

group together the two pieces of candy they thought were most similar and if they could do this 

exercise, the child was then allowed to proceed with the tetrad tests. Every child that was 

recruited for this test was able to complete this pre-activity. Milks were prepared in the same 

manner as described above and each child was given two milk tetrads, one at a time, one with 

visual cues and one with no visual cues. Milks were blocked (i.e. visual and non-visual cues 

were shown at one time together) within milk fat pairs. Additionally, clear plastics tumblers and 

Styrofoam cups (visual cues vs no visual cues) presentation order was rotated for each panelist to 
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ensure differences in detection was not due to sensory fatigue, adaptation, or memory effects. A 

two-minute rest was enforced between each tetrad set. Data was collected using an online ballot 

through Compusense Cloud (Guelph, Canada). After completion of all three days of tetrad 

testing, participants were compensated with a $70 gift card to a local store. 

Statistical analysis 

A one-way ANOVA with Fishers LSD for means separation was performed on 

descriptive analysis data and 7-point hedonic data from consumer acceptance testing. JAR scores 

were analyzed using chi-square and reported as the percentage of respondents who selected each 

option with Marasculio procedure for multiple comparisons. Kruskal Wallis with Dunn’s post-

hoc test for multiple comparisons was used to analyze 5-point non-JAR scales. Additionally, a 

two-way ANOVA with Fisher’s LSD was used to investigate potential interactions between milk 

fat and visual cues and between fat content normally consumed (based on parental screener 

responses) and overall liking scores.  Tetrad test results were evaluated by chi-square distribution 

to determine the p-value. All statistical analyses were performed at a 95% confidence level using 

XLSTAT (version 2019.3.1; Addinsoft, New York, NY, U.S.A).  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Proximate analysis and instrumental color 

The d(0.9) (the maximum diameter at which 90% of the particles are below) for milkfat 

particle size was less than 1.26 microns for unflavored milks indicating appropriate 

homogenization.  Fat concentration were within acceptable range for reported milk fat 

percentage (Tables 1, 2) (FDA, 2017). True protein and total solids composition for all milks 

were within expected ranges for unflavored and flavored milks, respectively (Tables 1 and 2).   

At day 0, microbiological counts for all unflavored white milk and chocolate milks were <10 
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cfu/ml aerobic plate counts and <1 cfu coliform counts. At day 7, unflavored white milk had <10 

cfu/ml aerobic plate counts and <1 cfu coliform counts, and chocolate milk had between 1.3 x 

103 cfu/ml and 2.2 x 103 aerobic plate counts and <1 cfu coliform counts for all fat contents. 

Instrumental color differences were documented between all milk fat levels within each 

milk flavor (Tables 3, 4). Consistent with Cheng et al. (2018), L values increased as fat content 

increased with milk appearing lighter for both unflavored white and chocolate milk with higher 

fat contents. As fat content increased, unflavored white milk moved from negative a value (-) or 

more green in color to 0 (Table 3) on the a scale consistent with Phillips et al. (1995). Chocolate 

milk ranged from 7.7 (skim) to 9.5 (2%) with no trend observed for a values. Chocolate milks 

had more red color character (i.e., higher a value) than unflavored white milks.  For b*, 

chocolate and unflavored white milk both became more yellow (increased in b*) with increasing 

fat content (Tables 3 and 4) but chocolate milks had more yellowness than unflavored white 

milks. Reflectance data for unflavored milks was consistent with reflectance data presented by 

Phillips and Barbano (1997) and also confirms that as fat content increased in both unflavored 

white and chocolate milks there was a progressive increase in percent reflectance at all 

wavelengths from 360 to 750 nm with an increasing amount of light reflected as wavelength 

increased (Figure 1).   

Descriptive analysis 

Trained panelists documented sensory differences among the milks due to milk fat. For 

unflavored milks, skim milk was associated with less opacity, lower sweet aromatic and 

cooked/milky flavors, lower viscosity and higher astringency (p<0.05) (Tables 5). Whole milk 

was the most opaque and had the highest sweet aromatic, cooked/milky, and milk fat flavors, and 

was the most viscous with the lowest astringency (p<0.05). Milks with 1 and 2% fat scored at 
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parity with one another and were in between whole milk and skim milk for all attributes. These 

results align with previous studies on the effect of milk fat on milk appearance, flavor, and 

texture (Phillips et al., 1995; Frost et al., 2001; Francis et al., 2005; McCarthy et al., 2017a; 

Cheng et al., 2019).   Consistent with McCarthy et al. (2017a), milks with higher fat content had 

higher viscosity and more milk fat flavor.   

Similar trends were documented in chocolate milks for sensory attributes, sensory 

appearance, flavor and mouthfeel were impacted by fat content (p<0.05) (Table 6). Chocolate 

skim milk was the lowest in cooked/milky flavor and viscosity, and the highest in cocoa flavor, 

and astringency. Chocolate whole milk had the lightest color, was the most opaque, and was the 

highest in cooked/milky flavor and viscosity. Chocolate whole milk additionally had the lowest 

cocoa flavor and was the least astringent (p<0.05). Chocolate milks with 1 and 2% fat scored at 

parity with one another in everything except color intensity and were in between chocolate whole 

milk and skim milk for all attributes.   

Child acceptance and difference testing 

Unflavored milk  

Children that participated in the unflavored milk acceptance test (n=138) were 52.8% male 

and 47.2% female and attended elementary (54.2%) or middle (45.8%) school, with an average 

age of 10.2 y (age range 8-13 y). Based on screening information reported by parents/guardians, 

unflavored milk was indicated as the milk type most often consumed, with approximately half of 

the children consuming fat free or low-fat milk (45.7%) and half the children consuming 

reduced-fat or whole milk (54.3%).  

For difference tests, with visual cues, children differentiated between 1%, 2%, and whole 

milk compared with skim (Table 7). Without visual cues, children could not consistently 
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differentiate between the milks with different milk fats which is consistent with what McCarthy 

et al. (2017a) reported for adult consumers.  The just noticeable difference (JND) value for 

milkfat content in skim milk was 0.4% milkfat with visual cues and greater than 4% fat without 

visual cues (McCarthy et al., 2017a).  Children preferred and had the highest overall liking 

scores for milks with at least 1% milk fat with visual cues (Table 8). Milks scored at parity for 

thickness, flavor and comparison to school milk. With visual cues, skim milk was penalized for 

being too dark, too thin, and children were in disagreement on whether the skim milk should 

have more or less flavor (Table 9). Without visual cues, children had no preference and all 

unflavored milks scored at parity for each question (p>0.05). Additionally, without visual cues, 

all milks were penalized for being too thin. There was no interaction between milkfat content and 

visual/non visual presentation on overall liking (p>0.05) (data not shown). The milk fat content 

that the child currently consumed at home did impact overall liking of unflavored milks with 

visual cues (p<0.05). Children, who typically consumed 2% or whole milk, had higher liking 

scores for all milks than children who typically drink skim milk. This results suggests that 

children who consume higher milk fat content have a more positive perception of milk, adding 

more incentive for schools to increase milk fat percentages offered in school as milk fat may 

increase positive attributes of milk and promote lifelong fluid milk consumption. McCarthy et al. 

(2017a) reported that when blinded from milk fat content, adult consumers always preferred 

higher fat milk than the fat content that they self reported typically consumed. However, at 

higher than whole milk fat concentrations (6.6 % milkfat), consumers who typically consumed 

skim milk preferred skim over milk with 6.6% milk fat in the absence of visual cues confirming 

that fat impacts flavor and mouthfeel properties and consumers don’t deviate too far from what 

they are familiar with (McCarthy et al., 2017a). When McCarthy et al. (2017a) asked consumers 
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about milk fat preference in follow up qualitative interviews, skim milk consumers stated the 

6.6% milk fat was “too thick” and “too heavy” resulting in rejection of the milk. Consistent with 

McCarthy et al. (2017a), Bakke et al. (2016) noted that increased fat content, blinded, did not 

necessarily increase adult consumer liking for all segments of the population and they also found 

a correlation in liking of milk with the milk fat concentration that consumers typically consumed 

when milks were evaluated blinded. Additionally, Bakke et al. (2016) also reported that health-

conscious choices for picking lower fat milk had no effect on liking when tasting the milks 

blinded.  Consumers always selected the higher fat option, again confirming that fat contributes 

positive sensory benefits to milk beyond a more opaque and thicker appearance. Chapman and 

Lawless (2005) also determined that when two groups of consumers (2% milk fat consumers and 

non-fat milk consumers) were presented with milks, both groups preferred 2% milk suggesting 

again that non-fat milk consumers choose non-fat milk for health or nutrition beliefs as opposed 

to flavor preference.  

Ogden et al. (2006) reported that children preferred high fat energy dense snack foods over 

lower fat foods when their snack intake was previously heavily controlled. Ervina et al. (2020) 

recently reported that 11 y children who were more sensitive to differences between milk fat 

content preferred low-fat milks. However, the authors in this study did not report if visual cues 

were included.  Further, the approach to determine fat sensitivity was between 0.5 and 1.5% fat 

milks (well beyond the JND value of >4% reported by McCarthy et al., 2017a) and the results 

were from a 50:50 split in a forced choice test, suggesting random odds rather than true fat 

sensitivity. Mennaella et al. (2012) reported that children had a higher sugar and a lower fat 

preference than their mothers for chocolate puddings, demonstrating that children prefer higher 

sweet taste than adults. In the nutrition realm, children’s weight in association with their 
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sensitivity to fat has been studied extensively but currently there is no evidence that there is a 

negative association between fat taste sensitivity and weight status (Cox et al., 2016). Cox et al. 

(2016) reported there was some evidence for an association between children who have higher 

liking and preference scores for fat and increased weight status based on several studies reporting 

a positive relationship between hedonic liking and weight status (Mela and Sacchetti, 1991; 

Ricketts, 1997; Duffy et al., 2009; Matsushita et al., 2009). However, Kildegaard et al. (2011) 

demonstrated that child liking of fermented milks with 0.5 or 3.5% fat was driven largely by the 

amount of fruit flavor rather than fat content suggesting that the liking score and fat relationship 

observed by Cox et al. (2016) may be due to flavor preferences and not necessarily due to a fat 

preference.  

Results from the current study suggest that child preferences for different milk fat 

percentages with unflavored milk are based primarily on appearance. It is well established that 

milk fat plays an important role in visual perception of milk and that milk appearance has 

previously been linked to preference in adults (Phillips et al., 1995; Phillips and Barbano 1997, 

Bakke et al., 2016; McCarthy et al., 2017a). Phillips and Barbano (1997) reported that as the 

whiteness of skim milk was increased by addition of titanium dioxide, panelists indicated that 

skim milk had more cream aroma and more mouthfeel demonstrating a halo effect of visible 

whiteness/opacity on perceived cream aroma and mouthfeel.     

Sipple et al. (2021) demonstrated that cardboard cartons imparted undesirable flavors to skim 

milks that children disliked and that children preferred the flavor of skim milk and 1% fat milk 

packaged in plastic containers over either milk packaged cardboard carton containers. Trained 

panelists in that study documented stale and cardboard flavors in the skim and 1% milks 

packaged in cardboard cartons with both of these flavors not detected in milks packaged in 
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plastic containers.  The milks in the current study were filled into half gallon light shielded 

HDPE containers and then further shielded with laser cloth to prevent light oxidation.  They were 

also evaluated within 10 days of processing.  As such, these unflavored milks represent an 

optimal flavor quality and presumably, flavor differences only due to fat content differences.  In 

contrast, Sipple et al. (2021) confirmed distinct sensory and liking differences in unflavored skim 

and 1% fat milks in cardboard cartons compared to milks packaged in plastic containers.  Our 

current results suggest that in the absence of package related or light oxidation off flavors and no 

visible cues, children like unflavored skim milk as much as low fat, reduced fat or whole milks.   

Chocolate Milk Results 

Children that participated in the chocolate milk acceptance test (n=138) were 50.0% male 

and 50.0% female and attended elementary (51.2%) or middle (48.8%) school, with an average 

age of 10.2 y (age range 8-13 y). Based on screening information reported by parents/guardians, 

flavored milk was indicated as the milk type most often consumed, with half of the children 

consuming fat free or low-fat milk (50.0%) and half the children consuming reduced-fat or 

whole milk (50.0%).  

Consistent with tetrad results with unflavored milk, children could consistently differentiate 

between all chocolate milks with all milk fat combinations with visual cues (p<0.05) (Table 10). 

Without visual cues, children could consistently differentiate between skim and 2% or whole 

chocolate milk. Since chocolate milk has a more complex flavor and mouthfeel compared to 

unflavored white milk, children could be more sensitive to fat-related differences between the 

milks. The sugar content of chocolate milks in the current study was constant, but the school 

lunch formulation used in the current study has a low amount of added sugar (8.8 g per 237 ml 

serving) and children may have experienced a similar sensitivity to fat-related sensory 
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differences. Children had the highest overall liking scores for chocolate milk with at least 1% 

milk fat with or without visual cues (p<0.05) (Tables 11 and 12). In terms of color liking and 

JAR, chocolate milks with 1 and 2% fat scored the highest, significantly higher than skim milk 

and whole milk. Chocolate milks with fat, had higher flavor JAR scores and were ranked higher 

than skim milks. For other questions, i.e. chocolate flavor JAR, sweetness JAR, thickness JAR, 

comparison to school milk, purchase intent, and preference, chocolate milks scored at parity 

(p>0.05). Similar results were seen without visual cues with children giving the highest scores to 

milks with at least 1% fat.  

Skim chocolate milk was penalized for being too dark, for strong flavor, too chocolatey, not 

sweet enough, and too thin. Chocolate milk with 1% fat was penalized for being too strong in 

flavor, and not chocolatey enough and too chocolatey, suggesting that children did not like the 

chocolate flavor but were unsure how to verbalize their dislike. Like skim chocolate milk, 1% fat 

chocolate milk was also penalized for not being sweet enough, and for being too thin. Both 2% 

and whole chocolate milk were penalized for being too light in color and for not being 

chocolatey enough. Without visual cues, the chocolate milks received similar penalties with the 

exception of skim and whole milk were noted for being too thick. There was not a significant 

interaction between milk fat and visual cues and the milk fat content the child currently 

consumed had no impact on overall liking for chocolate milk (p>0.05) (data not shown). In 

contrast to unflavored white milk, differences between milk fat were seen with and without 

visual cues for chocolate milk, suggesting that sensory properties other than appearance 

contributed to child liking. Trained panelists documented aromatic, viscosity and astringency 

differences among the chocolate milks with different fat contents.  As previously noted, these 

sensory differences may be more evident to children in chocolate milks than in unflavored milks.    
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Flavored milk is an important component in the school lunch program as many children 

choose to consume flavored milk as opposed to unflavored white milk (Yon et al., 2012). 

Thompson et al. (2004) reported adult consumer drivers of liking for chocolate milk were cocoa 

aroma, and cocoa, cooked/eggy and malty flavors.  In the current study, trained panelists noted 

increased cooked/milky flavor in chocolate milks with increasing fat content which might play a 

role in increased child liking for chocolate milks containing at least 1% milkfat in the absence of 

visual cues. Trained panelists also documented increased viscosity and decreased cocoa flavor 

and decreased astringency in 1, 2% and whole chocolate milks compared to skim chocolate 

milks.  These differences with the exception of cocoa flavor were also documented in unflavored 

milks but since children documented decreased liking for skim chocolate milk compared to 

chocolate milks with at least 1% fat content, these results suggest a flavor or mouthfeel impact 

due to milkfat in chocolate milk that was not noticeable to children in unflavored milk. From 

tetrad results, children could consistently detect differences between skim and 2% or whole 

chocolate milks with or without visual cues which was not the case with unflavored milks.    

Dairy products, like chocolate milk, are potentially high in unwanted added sugar and 

strategies to make heathier products with reduced fat, sugar, and salt, have been reported to 

produce unacceptable flavor in dairy products (Biguzzi et al., 2014; McCain et al., 2018). 

Chocolate milk has an increased caloric intake from added sugars present which naturally makes 

flavored milk an unwanted item for many parents, but removing flavored milk from schools 

results in a significant decline in school milk consumption (Quann and Adams, 2013). Recently, 

there has been a national push for sugar reduction in many foods including dairy foods.  Studies 

have shown direct sugar reduction at 30%, sugar substitution with non-nutritive sweeteners, 

lactose hydrolysis, and ultrafiltration to be successful methods for chocolate milk sugar reduction 
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for adults and children (Jelen and Tossavainen, 2003; USDA-FNS, 2012; Li et al., 2015a; b; 

Oliveira et al., 2015; McCain et al., 2018). The current study utilized a school lunch formulation 

with minimal added sugar (3.7%) for a total of only 8.8 g of added sugar per 1 cup (237 mL) 

serving and still received relatively high overall liking scores from children (5.2-5.8 on 7 pt 

hedonic scale). However, as sugar content is reduced, the role of other sensory properties, such 

as fat, becomes more important (Keast, 2016; Wagoner et al., 2018; Mahato et al., 2020). Our 

current results suggest that chocolate milk in the school lunch program should contain at least 

1% fat to optimize child liking.  

CONCLUSION 

Differences in liking for unflavored and chocolate flavored milks were driven by appearance, 

viscosity, and flavor. With visual cues, children preferred unflavored and chocolate milks with at 

least 1% milk fat. In the absence of visual cues for unflavored milk, no differences were 

observed in liking or flavor/mouthfeel attributes for any of the milks. In tetrad testing of 

unflavored milks, children could visually tell a difference between all pairs but could not 

consistently detect a difference when visual cues were removed. In flavored milk, children 

preferred at least 1% milk fat with and without visual cues. Consistent with tetrad results with 

unflavored milk, children could consistently differentiate between all milk fat combinations with 

visual cues, but could also consistently detect a difference in chocolate milk in higher milk fats 

compared to skim without visual cues. These results suggest that, in the absence of other intrinsic 

parameters that can influence milk flavor (light, flavor migration from package), appearance 

plays a key role in children’s ability to discriminate between unflavored milks containing 

different amounts of fat as well as their liking.  Discrimination and preference among chocolate 

milk formulations in the current study were driven by visual as well as other fat-related sensory 
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properties.  The milk in the U.S. school lunch program plays a vital role in child nutrition as well 

as potential adult consumption of fluid milk.  Both milk processing and packaging parameters as 

well as regulations should take these issues into account to provide fluid milk with optimum 

sensory quality to children in the school lunch program. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

Table 3.1. Mean ± standard deviation (n = 3) composition in (%w/w) of unflavored white milks. 

Sample Name Fat TP (calculated) TS 

Raw skim milk N/A 3.4 ± 0.001 9.36 ± 0.001 

Raw unstandardized whole milk N/A 3.25 ± 0.001 13.1 ± 0.001 

Pasteurized skim milk 0.06 ± 0.01 3.37 ± 0.03 9.41 ± 0.01 

Pasteurized 1% milk 1.02 ± 0.02 3.33 ± 0.03 10.26 ± 0.03 

Pasteurized 2% milk 2.0 ± 0.001 3.3 ± 0.03 11.16 ±  0.001 

Pasteurized whole milk 3.24 ± 0.01 3.25 ± 0.04 12.25 ± 0.03 
NPN = nonprotein nitrogen x 6.38; TP = true protein (TN - NPN) ; N/A= not applicable 

 

Table 3.2. Mean ± standard deviation (n = 3) composition in (%w/w) of flavored chocolate 

milks. 
 

Sample Name Fat TP (calculated) TS 

Raw skim milk N/A 3.43 ± 0.04 9.45 ± 0.07 

Raw unstandardized whole milk N/A 3.27 ± 0.04 13.36 ± 0.12 

Flavored pasteurized skim milk 0.11 ± 0.001 3.36 ± 0.03 13.32 ± 0.17 

Flavored pasteurized 1% milk 1.05 ± 0.02 3.33 ± 0.05 14.2 ± 0.02 

Flavored pasteurized 2% milk 1.95 ± 0.001 3.29 ± 0.09 15.07 ± 0.01 

Flavored pasteurized whole milk 3.15 ± 0.02 3.25 ± 0.06 16.04 ± 0.06 
NPN = nonprotein nitrogen x 6.38; TP = true protein (TN - NPN); N/A= not applicable 
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Table 3.3. Instrumental Hunter L, a values and Commission Internationale de l'Elcairage (CIE) 

b* values for unflavored white milks at viewer angle of 10˚.  

White Milk 

ID Skim 1% 2% Whole 

L 79.0d 84.3c 86.3b 87.4a 

a -4.1d -1.4c -0.6b -0.1a 

b* 4.5c 7.3b 7.7a 7.7a 

Data represents average of 3 replications averaged over 2 replications.  
Lab Luminosity (L) measures the degree of lightness from dark (0) to light (100). 
Lab a measures the degree of redness (+) or greenness (-). 

CIE b* measures the degree of yellowness (+) or blueness (-).  

 

Table 3.4. Instrumental Hunter L, a values and Commission Internationale de l'Elcairage (CIE) 

b* values for flavored chocolate milks at viewer angle of 10˚.   

Chocolate milk 

ID Skim 1% 2% Whole 

L 44.4d 48.8c 55.6b 60.2a 

a 7.7b 8.9a 9.5a 9.0a 

b* 7.9c 9.9b 11.0a 10.7ab 

Data represents average of 3 replications averaged over 2 replications.  
Lab Luminosity (L) measures the degree of lightness from dark (0) to light (100). 
Lab a measures the degree of redness (+) or greenness (-). 

CIE b* measu res the degree of yellowness (+) or blueness (-). 
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Figure 3.1. Instrumental reflectance curves for unflavored white and chocolate milks at viewer 

angle of 10˚.   
 

Data represents the average of 3 replications on 2 experimental lots of each milk. 
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Table 3.5. Mean trained panel sensory attribute intensities for pasteurized unflavored white 

milks with different fat contents at 10 d post-production.  
 Skim 1% 2% Whole 

Opacity 8.0c 10.9b 10.9b 11.9a 

Sweet aromatic 1.5c 1.7b 1.8b 2.0a 

Cooked/milky 3.1c 3.2b 3.2b 3.4a 

Milkfat ND 1.8b 1.8b 2.4a 

Sweet taste 2.1a 2.1a 2.0a 2.0a 

Astringency 1.9a 1.8b 1.8b 1.7c 

Viscosity 1.9c 2.0b 2.0b 2.2a 
ND= not detected.. Attribute intensities were scored on a 0- to 15-point universal intensity scale (Meilgaard et al., 2016). Within rows, means 
followed by a different letter represent differences (P < 0.05).   

 

Table 3.6. Mean trained panel sensory attribute intensities for chocolate milks with different fat 

contents at 10 d post-production. 

  Skim 1% 2% Whole 

Color intensity 8.6a 7.5b 6.7c 6.0d 

Opacity 7.9c 10.8b 10.8b 11.7a 

Cooked/milky 3.1c 3.3b 3.4a 3.5a 

Cocoa 2.5a 2.3b 2.3b 2.0c 

Milkfat ND 1.7b 1.8b 2.4a 

Sweet taste 5.3a 5.4a 5.4a 5.3a 

Astringency 2.2a 1.9b 1.9b 1.6c 

Viscosity 1.9c 2.0b 2.0b 2.2a 
ND= not detected. Attribute intensities were scored on a 0- to 15-point universal intensity scale (Meilgaard et al., 2016). Within rows, means 
followed by a different letter represent differences (P < 0.05). 
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Table 3.7: Tetrad test results from children for unflavored white milks with different milk fat levels with and without visual cues.  
 Skim vs 1% 1% vs 2% 1% vs Whole 2% vs Whole Skim vs 2% Skim vs Whole 

 

# 

correct 

out of # 

of 
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Signific

ant 

α=0.05 

# 

correct 
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ers 
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ant 

α=0.05 

# correct 
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of 
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rs 
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ant 

α=0.05 
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correct 
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ant 
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correct 

out of # 
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consum

ers 
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ant 

α=0.05 

# 

correct 

out of # 

of 

consum

ers 

Signific

ant 

α=0.05 

Visual 

cues 
34/64 Yes 29/65 Yes 31/64 Yes 24/63 No 42/64 Yes 45/63 Yes 

No visual 

cues 
25/64 No 29/65 Yes 19/64 No 32/63 Yes 16/64 No 29/63 Yes 

Numbers for each tetrad are compiled from tetrad tests from two replications of unflavored white milks 
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Table 3.8: Child acceptance scores for unflavored white milk 7 d post-production (ages 8 to 13 

y, n=138) with visual cues. 
  Skim 1% 2% Whole 

Color Liking 4.7b 5.4a 5.6a 5.5a 

Color JAR 

Too Light 19.6%a 11.6%a 13.8%a 18.8%a 

JAR 47.8%b 71.7%a 72.5%a 73.2%a 

Too Dark 32.6%a 16.7%b 13.8%b 8.0%b 

Overall Liking 4.9b 5.4a 5.3a 5.2ab 

Flavor JAR 

Not Strong Enough 22.5%a 15.2%a 17.4%a 17.4%a 

JAR 53.6%a 67.4%a 61.6%a 61.6%a 

Too Strong 23.9%a 17.4%a 21.0%a 21.0%a 

Purchase Intent 3.2a 3.6a 3.6a 3.5a 

Thickness JAR 

Too Thin 25.4%a 19.6%a 19.6%a 17.4%a 

JAR 57.2%a 66.7%a 65.9%a 68.8%a 

Too Thick 17.4%a 13.8%a 14.5%a 13.8%a 

Compared to School Milk 3.2a 3.5a 3.5a 3.4a 

Preference 
13.0%b 29.0%a 31.2%a 26.8%a 

(n=18) (n=40) (n=43) (n=37) 

Rank All 2.9b 2.4a 2.2a 2.4a 
Data Represents 138 consumers 
Liking attributes were scored on a 7-point hedonic scale where 1 = really bad and 7 = really good  

Just-About-Right (JAR) questions were scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = too little, 3 = just about right, and 4 or 5 = too much. Percentage 

of consumers that selected these options is presented and statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 
Purchase Intent was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = do not want mom or dad to buy, 3 = might or might not want mom or dad to buy, 

and 4 or 5 = want mom or dad to buy. 

Compared to School Milk question was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = like it less, 3 = like it about the same, and 4 or 5 = like it more 
than school milk.  

Percentage of consumers who preferred each sample is presented for preference question. Statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 

Average rank is reported as the mean rank value from the ranking question where 1 = “Like the Most” and 4 = “Like the Least”. A lower score 
indicates a better rank score.  

Bold numbers represents attribute received a significant penalty 

Different letters in rows following means signify significant differences (p < 0.05). 
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Table 3.9: Child acceptance scores for unflavored white milk 7 d post-production (ages 8 to 13 

y, n=138) without visual cues. 
   Skim 1% 2% Whole 

Overall Liking  5.2a 5.3a 5.2a 5.3a 

Flavor JAR 

Not Strong Enough  25.4%a 18.1%a 21.7%a 18.8%a 

JAR  52.2%a 65.2%a 58.7%a 64.5%a 

Too Strong  22.5%a 16.7%a 19.6%a 16.7%a 

Purchase Intent  3.5a 3.6a 3.6a 3.7a 

Thickness JAR 

Too Thin  29.7%a 26.8%a 29.7%a 23.9%a 

JAR  56.5%a 60.9%a 58.7%a 58.7%a 

Too Thick  13.8%a 12.3%a 11.6%a 17.4%a 

Compared to School Milk  3.4a 3.6a 3.5a 3.6a 

Preference 
 18.8%a 24.6%a 32.6%a 23.9%a 

 (n=26) (n=34) (n=45) (n=33) 

Rank All  2.6a 2.5a 2.3a 2.5a 
Data Represents 138 consumers 

Liking attributes were scored on a 7-point hedonic scale where 1 = really bad and 7 = really good  
Just-About-Right (JAR) questions were scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = too little, 3 = just about right, and 4 or 5 = too much. Percentage 

of consumers that selected these options is presented and statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 

Purchase Intent was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = do not want mom or dad to buy, 3 = might or might not want mom or dad to buy, 
and 4 or 5 = want mom or dad to buy. 

Compared to School Milk question was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = like it less, 3 = like it about the same, and 4 or 5 = like it more 

than school milk.  
Percentage of consumers who preferred each sample is presented for preference question. Statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 

Average rank is reported as the mean rank value from the ranking question where 1 = “Like the Most” and 4 = “Like the Least”. A lower score 

indicates a better rank score.  
Bold numbers represents attribute received a significant penalty 

Different letters in rows following means signify significant differences (p < 0.05). 
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Table 3.10: Tetrad test results from children for chocolate milks with different milk fat levels with and without visual cues.   
 Skim vs 1% 1% vs 2% 1% vs Whole 2% vs Whole Skim vs 2% Skim vs Whole 
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Visual 

cues 
46/64 Yes 41/64 Yes 44/65 Yes 30/65 Yes 53/64 Yes 50/63 Yes 

No visual 

cues 
19/64 No 21/64 No 17/65 No 22/65 No 33/64 Yes 30/63 Yes 

Numbers for each tetrad are compiled from tetrad tests from two replications of unflavored white milks 
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Table 3.11: Child acceptance scores for chocolate milk 7 d post-production (ages 8 to 13 y, 

n=123) without visual cues. 
  Skim 1% 2% Whole 

Color Liking 5.1c 5.6a 5.6ab 5.2bc 

Color JAR 

Too Light 6.5%c 17.1%bc 23.6%ab 39.8%a 

JAR 45.5%b 71.5%a 68.3%a 58.5%ab 

Too Dark 48.0%a 11.4%b 8.1%bc 1.6%c 

Overall Liking 5.2b 5.7a 5.8a 5.7a 

Flavor JAR 

Not Strong Enough 13.0%a 14.6%a 10.6%a 14.6%a 

JAR 57.7%b 65.0%ab 76.4%a 74.0%ab 

Too Strong 29.3%a 20.3%ab 13.0%b 11.4%b 

Chocolate 

Flavor JAR 

Not Chocolatey Enough 17.9%a 20.3%a 21.1%a 22.0%a 

JAR 54.5%a 59.3%a 61.8%a 59.3%a 

Too Chocolatey 27.6%a 20.3%a 17.1%a 18.7%a 

Sweetness JAR 

Not Sweet Enough 22.0%a 22.0%a 17.9%a 16.3%a 

JAR 59.3%a 63.4%a 66.7%a 66.7%a 

Too Sweet 18.7%a 14.6%a 15.4%a 17.1%a 

Purchase Intent 3.6a 3.9a 3.9a 3.9a 

Thickness JAR 

Too Thin 24.4%a 22.8%a 20.3%a 15.4%a 

JAR 62.6%a 65.9%a 67.5%a 69.1%a 

Too Thick 13.0%a 11.4%a 12.2%a 15.4%a 

Compared to School Milk 3.5a 3.9a 3.8a 3.9a 

Preference 
21.1%a 25.2%a 23.6%a 30.1%a 

(n=26) (n=31) (n=29) (n=37) 

Rank All 2.8b 2.42ab 2.37a 2.41ab 
Data Represents 123 consumers 
Liking attributes were scored on a 7-point hedonic scale where 1 = really bad and 7 = really good  

Just-About-Right (JAR) questions were scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = too little, 3 = just about right, and 4 or 5 = too much. Percentage 

of consumers that selected these options is presented and statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 
Purchase Intent was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = do not want mom or dad to buy, 3 = might or might not want mom or dad to buy, 

and 4 or 5 = want mom or dad to buy. 

Compared to School Milk question was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = like it less, 3 = like it about the same, and 4 or 5 = like it more 
than school milk.  

Percentage of consumers who preferred each sample is presented for preference question. Statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 

Average rank is reported as the mean rank value from the ranking question where 1 = “Like the Most” and 4 = “Like the Least”. A lower score 
indicates a better rank score.  

Bold numbers represents attribute received a significant penalty 

Different letters in rows following means signify significant differences (p < 0.05). 
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Table 3.12: Child acceptance scores for chocolate milk 7 d post-production (ages 8 to 13 y, 

n=123) without visual cues. 
  Skim 1% 2% Whole 

Overall Liking 5.2b 5.7a 5.8a 5.9a 

Flavor JAR 

Not Strong Enough 18.7%a 11.4%a 9.8%a 9.8%a 

JAR 61.0%a 73.2%a 74.0%a 71.5%a 

Too Strong 20.3%a 15.4%a 16.3%a 18.7%a 

Chocolate Flavor JAR 

Not Chocolatey Enough 27.6%a 18.7%ab 13%b 13.8%ab 

JAR 52%b 56.1%ab 70.7%a 61%ab 

Too Chocolatey 20.3%a 25.2%a 16.3%a 25.2%a 

Sweetness JAR 

Not Sweet Enough 24.4%a 18.7%ab 9.8%b 15.4%ab 

JAR 59.3%a 65%a 75.6%a 68.3%a 

Too Sweet 16.3%a 16.3%a 14.6%a 16.3%a 

Purchase Intent 3.6a 3.8a 3.9a 4.0a 

Thickness JAR 

Too Thin 22.0%a 16.3%a 17.1%a 11.4%a 

JAR 56.9%a 69.1%a 69.1%a 68.3%a 

Too Thick 21.1%a 14.6%a 13.8%a 20.3%a 

Compared to School Milk 3.6b 3.98ab 4.00a 3.9ab 

Preference 
15.4%a 29.3%a 26.8%a 28.5%a 

(n=19) (n=36) (n=33) (n=35) 

Rank All 2.9b 2.4a 2.4a 2.4a 
Data Represents 123 consumers 

Liking attributes were scored on a 7-point hedonic scale where 1 = really bad and 7 = really good  

Just-About-Right (JAR) questions were scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = too little, 3 = just about right, and 4 or 5 = too much. Percentage 

of consumers that selected these options is presented and statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 

Purchase Intent was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = do not want mom or dad to buy, 3 = might or might not want mom or dad to buy, 
and 4 or 5 = want mom or dad to buy. 

Compared to School Milk question was scored on a 5-point scale where 1 or 2 = like it less, 3 = like it about the same, and 4 or 5 = like it more 

than school milk.  
Percentage of consumers who preferred each sample is presented for preference question. Statistical lettering was determined by Chi-square. 

Average rank is reported as the mean rank value from the ranking question where 1 = “Like the Most” and 4 = “Like the Least”. A lower score 

indicates a better rank score.  
Bold numbers represents attribute received a significant penalty 

Different letters in rows following means signify significant differences (p < 0.05). 
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ABSTRACT 

We propose a new temporal sensory method called temporal ranking (TR) in which 

assessors indicate and rank the three most noticeable sensations at every time point. The TR 

method was compared to temporal-check-all-that-apply (TCATA) in two trained-panel studies, 

one study involving six ready-to-mix (RTM) protein beverages and one study involving seven 

ready-to-drink (RTD) protein beverages. In each study, the same attributes were used in both 

methods; six attributes were evaluated for RTMs and ten attributes for RTDs. A trained sensory 

panel (n=10) completed TCATA and temporal ranking (TR) training exercises, then evaluated 

each beverage in triplicate using each method in a replicated balanced randomized design. To 

evaluate each temporal method (TR and TCATA), each test beverage was compared with the 

sucrose- or sucralose-sweetened control beverage within each study (RTM, RTD). Although 

results from TR and TCATA often coincided, TR better differentiated the protein beverage 

formulations on more sensory attributes and detected differences between the test and control 

beverages (p<0.05) when TCATA did not. Overall, TR was found to be more sensitive in 

detecting sensory differences than TCATA, and thus could improve the guidance for the 

development and formulation of foods.  

 

KEY WORDS: Temporal Methods, Protein Beverages, Ranking, Temporal-check-all-that-apply 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

This study proposes a new temporal method, temporal ranking, which has assessors 

continuously rank the three most noticeable attributes when evaluating a beverage. Temporal 

ranking data can give improved guidance, especially for products that might have side flavors, 

such as natural nonnutritive sweeteners or alternative protein sources. Further application of 

findings and methodologies from this study may help guide development and formulation of 

foods.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Food perception is a dynamic process that involves multiple senses, not just one sense in 

isolation, but developing methods that capture the complexity of foods is challenging (Verhagen 

and Engelen, 2006; Lawless and Heymann, 2010). Temporal sensory methods are dynamic 

evaluation techniques that can be used to characterize complex food products. Temporal methods 

were first proposed in the 1930s, but as technology has improved, so have temporal methods 

(Lawless and Heymann, 2010). Several temporal methods have been proposed, such as Time 

Intensity (TI; Cliff and Heymann, 1993) , Temporal Dominance of Sensations (TDS; Pineau et 

al., 2009), Temporal Liking (TL; Taylor and Pangborn, 1990), Temporal Check All that Apply 

(TCATA; Castura et al., 2016), and several more (Kobue-Lekalake et al., 2012; Jager et al., 

2014; Castura, 2018), but arguably the most popular methods at the moment are TDS and 

TCATA.  

TCATA instructs panelists to select and deselect multiple attributes as they evolve and 

has been considered an effective temporal methodology for complex foods and beverages (Ares 

et al., 2015; Boinbaser et al., 2015; Castura et al., 2016; Harwood et al., 2019; McCain-Keefer et 

al., 2020). TDS allows panelists to temporally indicate a single dominant attribute (Pineau et al., 

2009). Data from these two methods (TCATA and TDS) are treated as frequencies or 

proportions; the data cannot be interpreted as attribute intensity data in the manner of TI or 

multiple attribute time intensity (MATI; Kuesten et al., 2013). Ares et al. (2015) found both TDS 

and TCATA provided valuable but different insight into how products differ. TCATA provided 

more detailed sensory temporal profiles, whereas TDS identified attributes that catch panelists’ 

attention at any moment throughout evaluation (Berget et al., 2020; Ares et al., 2015). TCATA 

has been used to profile a wide variety of products (Li et al., 2015; Oltman et al., 2015; Parker et 
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al., 2018; Tan et al., 2019; Keefer et al., 2020; Makame et al., 2019). TCATA has also been used 

to document the temporality of undesirable side attributes (bitter taste, lingering sweetness, 

metallic) in natural nonnutritive sweeteners (Tan et al., 2019; Reyes et al., 2017). Although 

TCATA provides valuable information, it does not provide direct insight into product intensity or 

relative dominance (Varela et al., 2018), only whether or not an attribute describes a product at 

any given time. A few refinements have been proposed to improve TCATA data by combining 

TCATA and TDS methods (e.g. Kawasaki et al., 2019) and using attribute fading to improve 

panelist attention (Jaeger et al., 2018; Ares et al, 2016). The former approach adds time and 

costs, whereas the latter may decrease the cognitive difficulty of the task for panelists. 

In the Temporal Order of Sensations (TOS) method, each assessor selects the first three 

attributes that are noticed, in order (Pecore et al., 2010). Once the panelists write down the first 

three attributes that are noticed, the data collection is complete. So it is similar to TDS, but 

without the inclusion of times (Castura, 2018). TOS data collection is possible with just a pen 

and paper, and is essentially a semi-static evaluation that provides insight into how products are 

initially perceived during consumption. This is a critical limitation of TOS: it focuses on the 

initial impressions, which are a relevant but limited portion of the consumption experience. TOS 

will not be useful in product reformulation applications with ingredient substitution(s) if the 

prototype mimics the control sample initially but side-flavors become apparent later in the 

evaluation (Parker et al., 2018; Keefer et al., 2020). In this case, information pertaining the 

whole consumption experience is needed. 

The ranking test method is well known in sensory evaluation. It allows panelists to sort 

products from least to most perceived intensity, without the need for absolute scaling (Lawless 

and Heymann, 2010). Conventionally, ranking is used to profile multiple products that are 
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presented simultaneously, but it can also be used to profile multiple attribute intensities within 

one product (Meilgaard et al., 2016). Ranking is easy for panelists to grasp compared to scaling 

and has been used in several studies involving consumers (Barylko-Pikielna et al., 2004; Lee and 

O’Mahony, 2005; Hein et al., 2008). However, ranking multiple items can be cognitively 

difficult when too many attributes or samples are evaluated (Heymann, 2017). Previous studies 

have shown that untrained panelists can efficiently rank three to five attributes or samples 

successfully (Curtis, 2013; Heymann, 2017; Wolf, 2020). Ranking, to the authors’ knowledge, 

has never been used as part of a sensory temporal method.  

TR is proposed as a dynamic method for tracking the top three attributes as they change 

over time. This study applies the novel TR methodology in two studies in which beverages are 

evaluated. To investigate the validity and sensitivity of the TR method, we compare it to the 

TCATA method. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

All sensory testing was approved as exempt by the North Carolina State University Institutional 

Review Board for human subjects. 

Sample preparation (stimuli) 

Stimuli 1- Ready-To-Mix (RTM) protein beverages 

Formulations for protein beverages used in this study were taken from Parker et al. 

(2018). All beverages were formulated (25 g protein/350 mL serving) using whey protein isolate 

(38.92 g per beverage; WPI; Provon 192; Glanbia Nutritionals, Twin Falls, ID), deionized water 

(DIW), and vanilla flavorings (0.834 g per beverage of natural vanilla 1032, 0.6255 g per 

beverage of natural cream 0151, 0.2085 g per beverage of natural French vanilla 1068; Flavor 

Artistry, Corona, CA) per 500 mL batch. The five RTM formulations were each sweetened 
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differently. Sucrose (Imperial Sugar Co., Sugar Land, TX), crystalline fructose (Krystar 300; 

Tate & Lyle, Decatur, IL), sucralose (Hard Eight Nutrition, Henderson, NV), monk fruit extract 

(Purefruit Select monk fruit extract; Tate & Lyle), and stevia leaf extract (Tasteva stevia 

sweetener; Tate & Lyle) were added as sweeteners to the RTM vanilla protein beverage base 

such that each of the five beverages were equisweet in taste intensity, as reported by Parker et al., 

(2018). Two sweetener blends (stevia/monk fruit 25:75 and stevia: monk fruit: fructose 

25:25:50) were formulated to be equisweet in taste intensity to the other beverages, also as 

determined by Parker et al. (2018).  

Stimuli 2- Ready-To-Drink (RTD) vanilla flavored protein beverages 

Seven commercial RTD vanilla-flavored protein beverages (Table 2) with a variety of 

different sweeteners, sweet taste intensities, protein sources, and protein loads were selected for 

TCATA and TR analysis. Beverages (Figure 1a and 1b) were selected from a set of 33 

commercial protein beverages that were evaluated in a previous study (Liu et al., 2021). The 

RTD beverages were selected to give high differentiation between samples based on sensory 

profile means and the first four components in principal component analysis (PCA; see PCA 

biplots, Figure 1a and 1b). The RTD beverages were ordered online or purchased locally in 

Raleigh, NC.  

Presentation of samples 

For each RTM beverage in study 1, 15 mL (approximately one mouthful) were presented 

in 60 mL lidded soufflé cups (PFS Sales, Raleigh, NC), which were labeled with random 3-digit 

blinding codes. For RTD beverages in study 2, two containers of each RTD protein beverage 

were pooled to limit bottle-to-bottle variability. Once pooled, 15 mL samples were presented in 

60 mL lidded soufflé cups with random 3-digit codes. For descriptive analysis, 30 mL of RTM 
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and RTD protein beverages were presented in 60 mL soufflé cups with lids and randomly 

generated 3-digit codes in separate sessions. Samples were prepared with overhead lights off to 

prevent light oxidation. All samples were equilibrated for one hour prior to evaluation and served 

at 21 ºC.  

METHODS, SOFTWARE PROCEDURES, AND STATISTICS   

Temporal ranking (TR) method and statistical analysis 

Training — Training for TR was completed in four 30-minute sessions. During each 

training session, panelists evaluated and discussed a range of commercial RTM and RTD protein 

beverages and practiced the task using the TR software.  

Attributes — Attributes in the RTM study were taken from Parker et al. (2018): 

cardboard and sweet aromatic flavors, sweet taste, bitter taste, metallic, and astringency. The 10 

attributes in the RTD study were a subset of the attributes evaluated by Liu et al. (2021): sweet 

aromatic/vanilla, vitamin, green pea, cardboard, caramelized/cooked, sweet, bitter and salty 

tastes, metallic, and astringency. These attributes were chosen by retasting and removing 

attributes not present in the subset of products to be evaluated (as determined by three sensory 

experts at NC State University) and by combining similar attributes (i.e. caramelized/cooked) so 

that there were only 10 attributes presented, which was recommended as an upper limit by 

Pineau et al. (2012).  

Data collection—Data were collected using a specially designed TR data collection 

interface in Compusense Cloud (Compusense Inc., Guelph, ON, Canada). During the TR 

evaluation, assessors were instructed to review the attribute list before placing the entire sample 

in their mouth and pressing the Start button. Panelists evaluated the sample in mouth (0-15 

seconds), expectorated (at 15 seconds), then evaluated the aftertaste (15-192 seconds) for a total 
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of 192 s (Parker et al., 2018). Assessors were able to rank up to three attributes, at any time, and 

in any order, throughout the evaluation. Panelists could also change the attributes they ranked at 

any time. If a panelist no longer perceived any attributes, then the evaluation could be ended 

early by pressing the Stop button.  

Data analysis — Ranking data were collected at one-second intervals. For a given sample 

evaluation (Panelist x Session x Treatment), between 0 and 3 Attributes could be ranked at each 

Time Slice (Figure 2). A TR data set is exported as ranks (0, 1, 2, or 3) given by 10 assessors on 

6 (RTM) or 7 (RTD) products in 3 replications on 6 (RTM) or 10 (RTD) attributes, and 193 time 

slices (from 0 s to 192 s). Data analysis was done in R version 4.0.3 (R Core Team, 2020). For 

graphing, ranks were converted to inverse rank values (i.e. 3=1st, 2=2nd, 1=3rd, and 0=not 

ranked) (Figure 3 and 4). It is possible for a TR inverse average rank to exceed 1.0; possible 

values are between 0 and 3.0. (By contrast, attribute elicitation rates in TCATA and TDS are 

between 0 and 1 (Castura et al., 2016)). TR data was aggregated for all assessors and sessions, 

and smoothing was performed via the get.smooth function in the R package tempR (Castura, 

2019).  

Attributes that were not ranked were “tied for last” and assigned the average score of the 

remaining ranks. For example, if two attributes in the RTM beverages test were ranked 1 and 2, 

then the remaining 4 attributes would be assigned the rank 4.5. If two attributes were ranked 1 

and 2 in the RTD beverages test, then the remaining 8 attributes would be assigned the rank 6.5. 

Friedman’s nonparametric two-way analysis of variance was applied per treatment and followed 

by pairwise comparisons to determine which differences were significant (p<0.05). All test 

beverages were compared to a control beverage. In the RTM study, the control beverage was 

sweetened with sucrose. In the RTD study, the control was sweetened with sucralose. In TR, the 
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repeatability of panelists is considered to be the similarity among replicate evaluations. 

Agreement among panelists is considered to be the similarity of the panelist with all other 

panelists. Repeatability and agreement were calculated in tempR using same methods that were 

suggested for TCATA data (Castura, 2019; Castura et al., 2016). First, the inverse rankings (data 

between 0 to 3) were normalized by dividing by 3 such that all values were between 0 and 1. 

Repeatability was obtained by subtracting from one the average Manhattan distance among all 

that panelist’s replicate evaluations. The agreement between a panelist and the rest of the panel 

was obtained by subtracting from one the average Manhattan distance between the panelist’s 

replicate evaluations and each of the other panelists. Both repeatability and replication range 

from 0 (none) to 1 (perfect). 

Temporal check all that apply (tcata) and tcata statistics 

Training — TCATA training was completed in two 30-minute sessions. Panelists evaluated 

and discussed a range of commercial RTM and RTD protein beverages and practiced the task 

using the TCATA software. All panelists had prior experience with the TCATA software.  

Attributes — TCATA evaluations were conducted using the same attributes as in TR. 

Data collection — TCATA data was collected over the same duration as in TR using the 

method and instructions described by Castura et al. (2016).  

Data analysis— At any time, panelists can have between 0 and 6 attributes selected for RTM 

beverages and between 0 and 10 attributes selected for RTD beverages. Data were exported with 

values being either 0 (not checked) or 1 (checked) with 10 assessors, 6 (RTM) or 7 (RTD) 

products, 3 reps, 6 (RTM) or 10 (RTD) attributes and time from 0 to 192 seconds at 1-s intervals. 

Data analysis was done in R version 4.0.3 (R Core Team, 2020). Smoothing and statistical 

analysis of TCATA data was conducted using the tempR package (Castura, 2020). Comparisons 
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between treatments were made at each second of evaluation using 2-sided Fisher’s Exact Test at 

the 95% confidence level (Castura, 2016).  

COMPARISON OF TWO TR AND TCATA METHODS 

A total of 10 panelists (6 males and 4 females; age 23-50 y) evaluated the RTM and RTD 

beverages. Each panelist had > 50 hours of descriptive analysis experience profiling dairy 

products, 10 h of which were with protein beverages, > 10 h of prior TCATA experience and 2 h 

of TR software training. Since the study involved a comparison of methods, an experimental 

design was applied to allocate the order of methods to panelists. Within each study, half of the 

panelists completed their TR evaluations first and half the panelists completed their TCATA 

evaluations first (Figure 5). Within each study, beverages were presented according to a 

Williams Latin square design in order to balance biases associated with attribute position (Pineau 

et al., 2012; Castura et al., 2016). In each session, panelists evaluated 6 beverages with a four-

minute forced rest between each sample. There were three sessions per test, which yielded 

triplicate results for each beverage in each study. 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS (DA) 

To further confirm and clarify the results found using TR and TCATA methods, the same 

10 panelists evaluated the RTM and RTD vanilla-flavored protein beverages using key-attributes 

sensory descriptive analysis (DA), in which the panel evaluated the same attributes that were 

used in the RTM and RTD studies. DA was done after temporal data collection was completed. 

DA data were collected on software on NC State University secure server. Each panelist 

evaluated protein beverages in duplicate in separate sessions. Samples were evaluated in 4 

sessions and panelists evaluated 6 to 7 samples per session.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Stimuli 1- RTM protein beverages 

Overall, TR exhibited greater ability to differentiate temporal sensory properties of RTM 

protein beverages than TCATA in terms of significant differences in citation proportions 

(TCATA) or dominance rate (TR). But both methods consistently detected similar differences 

(Figures 6a-e). Using the TCATA method, beverages with monk fruit received significantly 

higher citation proportions for bitter taste (20-53 s) and metallic mouthfeel (~6-121 s) than the 

sucrose control (Figure 6a; left). Using the TR method, sweet taste was noticed more 

prominently in beverages sweetened with monk fruit than in the beverage sweetened with 

sucrose, whereas sweet aromatic and cardboard flavor were more noticeable in the sucrose 

control beverages than in monk-fruit-sweetened beverages (Figure 6a; right). Both the TR and 

TCATA methods detected similar differences between the monk fruit-sweetened beverage and 

the sucrose-sweetened control beverage, but TR was a more a lot more sensitive in detecting 

differences between these two beverages. Both TR and TCATA showed that stevia-sweetened 

beverages were characterized as sweet, bitter, and metallic more often than the sucrose control 

(Figure 6b; left), whereas the TR method also detected significantly more cardboard and sweet 

aromatic flavors than the sucrose control (Figure 6b; right). TR results indicated that sweet taste 

and metallic were noticed more often in the sucralose beverage and sweet aromatic flavor less 

often in the sucrose control, but TCATA did not detect these differences (Figure 6c; right).  

The differences between the nonnutritive sweeteners and sucrose control beverages that we 

found in the RTM study are consistent with previous studies that evaluated the temporality and 

flavors of nonnutritive sweeteners in protein bars and beverages (Ng et al., 2012; Morais et al., 

2014; Parker et al., 2018; Keefer et al., 2020; Harwood and Drake, 2021). Sugar substitution 
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with nonnutritive sweeteners has been the most successful sugar reduction technique because 

nonnutritive sweeteners are able to provide the sweet taste desired by consumers without added 

calories (Yebra-Biurrun, 2005). However, nonnutritive sweeteners are also associated with off-

flavors and differences in temporalities from sucrose, as observed in this study (Figures 6a-6c).  

The nonnutritive sweeteners that are currently available do not perfectly mimic the 

temporality and sensory profile of sucrose (Lawless and Heymann, 2010; Palazzo et al., 2011; 

Morais et al., 2014; Zorn et al., 2014). Blends of sweeteners have been reported to mitigate off-

flavors produced by natural nonnutritive sweeteners (Parker et al., 2018; Harwood and Drake, 

2021). TCATA results confirmed that the application of sweetener blends reduced off flavors 

and provided additional insight to how these blend-sweetened beverages differed from the 

sucrose control (Figure 6d and 6e; left). In the TCATA results, ST25MF75 beverages were 

characterized as metallic (~5-43 s), bitter (~12-45 s), and astringent (49-70 s) more often than the 

sucrose control, but for shorter durations than beverages sweetened with only stevia or monk 

fruit (Figure 6a, 6b, 6d; left). Using TR, panelists detected fewer off flavors but also ranked bitter 

taste (~11-50 s), metallic (10-59 s) and astringent mouthfeel (~105-137 s) as being more 

noticeable in the Stv25MF75 beverage than the sucrose control beverage (Figure 6d; right). 

Based on TCATA results, beverages sweetened with the St25MF25Fru50 blend were 

characterized as bitter (~20-30 s) and having metallic off-flavor (~17-21 s) only slightly more 

than in the sucrose control (Figure 6e; left), whereas the sucrose control received higher 

dominance rates in TR for cardboard flavor (~62-80 s), sweet aromatic (61-82 s) and astringent 

mouthfeel (47-50 s) than the St25MF25Fru50 blend beverage (Figure 6e; right). Additionally, by 

TR, panelists detected the presence of sweet taste (79-90 s) and metallic mouthfeel (10-52 s) for 
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the St25MF25Fru50 blend compared to the sucrose control beverage. Thus, TR was more 

sensitive in detecting differences in the blend-sweetened formulations. 

Panelists indicated that TR was more difficult than TCATA and required more focused 

attention. Yet TR consistently indicated more subtle differences between sucrose beverages and 

those sweetened with nonnutritive sweeteners including cardboard and sweet aromatic flavors, 

and sweet taste temporality. Flavor differences that were not captured by TCATA were detected 

by descriptive analysis (Table 3). Differences between sucrose-sweetened beverages and those 

with nonnutritive sweeteners can lead to reduced liking or product rejection. For example, Parker 

et al. (2018) reported a significant drop in overall liking for stevia and monk fruit sweetened 

protein beverages among flavor-driven consumers, or consumers purchase and consumption are 

driven by flavor as opposed to other factors (e.g. calorie restriction). 

The temporal sensory results from the RTM study were compared to the DA results to 

investigate further differences between the samples (Table 3). DA results indicate that the 

sucrose-sweetened beverage was more intense in sweet aromatic flavor (Table 3) than the test 

samples. This result was better aligned with the TR results, which also indicated that sweet 

aromatic flavor was most noticeable in the sucrose-sweetened beverage, than with TCATA 

results, which did not characterize this beverage as having significantly higher sweet aromatic 

flavor (Figure 6a, 6b, 6c, and 6d; right) than the control beverage (Supplementary Table 1a and 

1b). Panelists detected few differences in cardboard flavor intensity among beverages in DA and 

detected no difference between sucrose control and stevia beverages for this attribute (Table 3). 

Using TR, panelists did detect a significant difference for cardboard flavor dominance (5-193 s) 

between the stevia beverage and sucrose control beverage. This difference could either be caused 

by a “phantom” difference, panelists searching for a 3rd attribute to rank when they only detect 2 
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attributes, or increased sensitivity of TR (Wansink, 2003; Nacef et al., 2019). Phantom 

differences or appearance of phantom attributes is a potential negative issue for all temporal 

techniques due to the complexity of continuously rating attributes over time but could be a more 

prominent problem in temporal ranking. The appearance of phantom attributes could be due to 

the “tied for last” analysis method. A more robust statistical analysis method might have to be 

developed. In situations where DA results are available, we suggest the possibility of analyzing 

the DA results to reduce the influence of possible “phantom” attributes. However, TR and DA 

measure sensations differently, and this may explain any differences between the results from the 

different methods. For example, TR has panelists indicate the most noticeable attributes over 

time, but attributes can be noticeable even if they are not the most intense. Also, TR follows how 

attributes change over time, whereas in DA each response corresponds to a peak intensity 

perceived over the evaluation period. So cardboard flavor intensity (which is captured by TR) 

might not align with the dominance/prominence of cardboard flavor (captured by TR).  

For RTM beverages, both TCATA and TR had high repeatability (Figure 7) and high 

agreement for both TCATA (between 0.75 and 0.77) and TR (between 0.86 and 0.87) tasks. 

These numerical results for TCATA and TR results cannot be compared directly, but the range of 

results observed indicates that panelist performance was reasonably good and consistent across 

both methods. Ultimately, TR provided additional insight into product differences.  

Stimuli 2- Ready To Drink vanilla flavored protein beverages 

In this study, TR and TCATA again produced similar temporal profiles, but TR was more 

sensitive in terms of detecting significant differences. Both methods consistently detected similar 

differences between RTD beverages. Commercially available RTDs exhibited diverse ingredient 

decks and (compared to the RTM beverages in the previous section) required more complex 
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lexicon development to document all flavor differences that may impact consumer acceptance 

(Table 3) (Russell et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2007, 2008; Oltman et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2021).  

Test beverages were compared to a control beverage (beverage 1), which was sweetened with 

sucralose and had a protein source of milk protein concentrate and calcium caseinate. Both the 

TCATA and TR methods found caramelized/cooked, sweet aromatic/vanilla, vitamin, and sweet 

taste more noticeable in the control sample, whereas green pea flavor and bitter taste were more 

noticeable in beverage 3 (Figure 8a; left). The TR method also found cardboard and salty taste to 

be more noticeable in beverage 3 (Figure 8a; right). Beverage 3 was the only beverage in the 

sample set that used pea protein as the protein source. DA found that this product exhibited 

distinct green pea flavor, as well as sweet and bitter tastes (Table 4). Both TR and TCATA 

detected these flavors and provided additional insights into how the green pea flavor and bitter 

taste of the pea protein beverage evolved over time. 

Beverage 1 received significantly higher citation proportions for vitamin (6-30 s), 

caramelized/cooked flavor (31-43 s), and sweet aromatic/vanilla flavor (2-7 s) than beverage 5, 

whereas beverage 5 received significantly higher citation proportions for cardboard (9-65 s), 

bitter taste (4-7 s; 36-50 s), and metallic mouthfeel (9-14 s) than beverage 1 (Figure 8b; left). 

Similar differences were documented with the TR method, but TR also found sweet taste was 

more noticeable (~21-70 s) in beverage 1 than in beverage 5 (Figure 8b; right). Sensory 

differences between protein beverages 1 and 6 were not detected by TCATA (Figure 8c; left), 

but TR detected sweet aromatic/vanilla flavor (2-56 s) and sweet taste (~9-57 s) as more 

dominant in protein beverage 1, and vitamin flavor (~9-71 s), salty taste (9-17 s; ~69-93s), bitter 

taste (throughout), and astringency (25-27 s; 73-91 s) as more dominant in protein beverage 6 

(Figure 8c; right). The PCA biplot of the DA profiles of the RTD beverages shows that beverage 
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1 and beverage 6 (which are numbered 2 and 22 on the PCA biplots) were located close together 

in all principal components (figure 1a and 1b), which further demonstrates that these beverages 

had similar sensory profiles.  Both of these beverages also contained milk protein and were 

sweetened with sucralose (Table 2). In the TCATA results, beverage 1 received significantly 

higher citation proportions for vitamin flavor (~6-51 s) than beverage 7 (Figure 8d; left). The TR 

results captured more differences: beverage 1 had higher dominance of sweet aromatic (2-43 s) 

and sweet taste (~5-59 s), whereas beverage 7 had higher dominance of caramelized/cooked 

flavor (21-92 s; 139-160), cardboard flavor (~11-92 s), bitter taste (~5-21 s; 110-118 s), salty 

taste (5-93 s; ~110-150 s), and astringency (~19-52 s) (Figure 8d; right). Comparisons of 

beverages 2 and 4 with beverage 1 are omitted as both methods showed similar results and 

differences documented were consistent with DA (Table 4) (Supplemental figures 1a-2b). Liu et 

al. (2021) reported that consumers were also sensitive to differences in beverage flavor due to 

protein type. Beverage 1 and 7, which were made with dairy proteins received the highest 

consumer liking scores, and beverage 3, which was made with pea protein, received the lowest 

overall liking score (Liu et al., 2021). Consumers tend to dislike beverages with off flavors even 

if they cannot identify what the specific off-flavors is. Therefore, using a method that clarifies 

the sensory effect of each ingredient substitutions. These results show that TR detected more 

subtle differences between the beverages that were not always evident in the TCATA results and 

that were not clarified temporally in the DA results (Supplementary Table 2a and 2b). 

Although the diverse array of RTD beverages represented a more sensorially complex task, 

panelists were more consistent in their repeatability in TR than in TCATA (Figure 9). Panelist 

agreement (replication) was high in both the TCATA method (between 0.78 and 0.82) and in the 

TR method (between 0.83 and 0.84). Overall, the TR results demonstrate better product 
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discrimination and greater consistency in their repeatability for the TR method. 

Future research 

In a future study, TR should be attempted with more than 3 rankable attributes, possibly 

allowing panelists to rank 4 or 5 attributes, to determine if reproducible results can be obtained. 

If more than 3 attributes could be simultaneously ranked in a successful manner, this method 

could provide a temporal sensory profile that is more detailed, but perhaps an easier cognitive 

task for panelists than rating intensities of each attribute. Future studies could also investigate TR 

with rankings being defined by intensity, as opposed to dominance (Le Révérend et al., 2008; 

Labbe et al., 2008; Schlich, 2017). This can improve interpretation because it is not necessarily 

clear why an attribute is considered to be dominant (Varela et al., 2018). Better methods could be 

developed to investigate repeatability and replication. The methods used in this case can compare 

the relative performance of panelists, but not comparisons across methods. Lastly, TR data 

collection with consumers could be investigated to assess if consumers could successfully 

complete the temporal method, or if trained panelists are needed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Temporal ranking (TR) was introduced as a new novel dynamic sensory method and a 

logical extension to the already established temporal sensory techniques of TCATA and 

Temporal dominance of sensations (TDS). Temporal ranking permits concurrent selection of 

attributes similar to TCATA while still providing insight into which attributes are most dominant 

like TDS. We found that TR was a more sensitive method than TCATA for detecting sensory 

differences between pairs of RTM beverages and between pairs of RTD protein beverages.  In 

the case of ingredient substitution, using a temporal method that is more sensitive is needed in 

order to perfect sugar substitution/replacement. For this reason, TR is preferred over TCATA. In 
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spite of higher difficulty for trained panelists to complete TR, this method has high product 

discrimination and good agreement and repeatability. Using TR may enhance our ability to 

determine how different sweeteners or ingredients affect a product flavor profile, and thus 

provide better guidance for the development and formulation of food products. Further 

application of findings and methodologies from this study may help guide development and 

formulation of foods.  
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TABLE AND FIGURES 

 

Table 4.1. Formulations for sweetened vanilla Ready-To-Mix whey protein beverages at a 

concentration of 25g protein per 12 oz (360 mL) (Used with permission from Parker et al., 

(2018)). 

 
Sucrose 

(g) 

Sucralose 

(mg) 
Fructose (g) 

Monk fruit 

(mg) 

Stevia 

(mg) 

MF    321.32  

Stevia     393.26 

Sucrose 35.00     

Sucralose  65.36    

STV 25, MF 75    284.88 70.92 

STV 25, MF 25, 

FRU 50 

  16.26 60.52 60.25 
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Table 4.2. Protein blend, protein load and sweetener of selected representative RTD Vanilla 

Protein Beverages. (Used with permission from Liu et al., 2021). 

Sample 

Name in 

current 

study 

Protein Type 

Amount of 

Protein (g/240 mL 

serving) 

Sweetener Source(s) 

2 Beverage 1 

Blend (Milk protein 

concentrate, Calcium 

Caseinate) 

21.8 Sucralose 

7 Beverage 2 Milk Protein 23.8 Sucralose 

12 Beverage 3 Pea Protein  14.3 

Organic Cane Sugar, 

Organic Stevia 

Extract 

15 Beverage 4 

 Blend (Milk Protein 

Concentrate, Whey Protein 

Concentrate) 

22.8 Sucralose 

17 Beverage 5 
Grass Fed Milk Protein 

isolate 
14.3 

Monk Fruit, Stevia 

Leaf Extract  

22 Beverage 6 
Blend (Milk protein, Soy 

protein isolate) 
9 Glucose, Sucralose 

27 Beverage 7 Organic Milk Protein 19 
Organic Stevia 

Extract 
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Figure 4.1a. PCA biplot of the sensory (trained panel) properties of 33 commercial vanilla RTD 

protein beverages (F1 & F2). (Used with permission from Liu et al., 2021). 
 

Samples with bold box were selected for the current study. Samples with underlines were selected for consumer 

testing. Supplementary variables in green are sensory attributes that were detected in fewer than 3 samples. Different 

colors represent different protein sources. Orange represents blend of dairy and plant-based protein sources. Gray 

represents blend of dairy proteins. Blue represents milk proteins only. Yellow represents soy proteins. Green 

represents pea proteins. In current study, 2= Beverage 1, 7= Beverage 2, 12= Beverage 3, 15= Beverage 4, 17= 

Beverage 5, 22= Beverage 6, 27= Beverage 7. 
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Figure 4.1b. PCA biplot of the sensory (trained panel) properties of 33 commercial vanilla RTD 

protein beverages (F3 & F4). (Used with permission from Liu et al., 2021). 

 
Samples with bold box were selected for the current study. Samples with underlines were selected for consumer 

testing. Supplementary variables in green are sensory attributes that were detected in fewer than 3 samples. Different 

colors represent different protein sources. Orange represents blend of dairy and plant-based protein sources. Gray 

represents blend of dairy proteins. Blue represents milk proteins only. Yellow represents soy proteins. Green 

represents pea proteins. In current study, 2= Beverage 1, 7= Beverage 2, 12= Beverage 3, 15= Beverage 4, 17= 

Beverage 5, 22= Beverage 6, 27= Beverage 7. 
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Figure 4.2. Screenshot of temporal ranking interface for RTM beverages taken from 

Compusense Cloud. Figure shows the panelist currently has ranked 3 attributes (1. sweet 

aromatic, 2. sweet taste, 3. cardboard) shown on the right.  

 

 
Figure 4.3. Procedure for aggregation of TR data for one panelist and one attribute over three 

sessions. Different colors represent different ranks.  
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Figure 4.4. Aggregation of Inverse TR data for 10 panelists and all attributes over three sessions 

for a single beverage (monk fruit). 
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Figure 4.5. Flow diagram of experiment showing experimental design for TR and TCATA for 

RTM and for RTD beverages allocated to assessors.   
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Figure 4.6. Difference in inverse ranks (TR) and citation proportions (TCATA) between the test 

beverages and the control beverage in the RTM study. 
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Figure 4.6 (continued). Difference in inverse ranks (TR) and citation proportions (TCATA) 

between the test beverages and the control beverage in the RTM study. 

 

(a) Left: Difference in citation proportion for monk fruit-sweetened samples compared to sucrose control Right: Difference in inverse ranks for monk fruit-sweetened samples 

compared to sucrose control (b) Left: Difference in citation proportion for stevia-sweetened samples compared to sucrose control; Right: Difference in inverse ranks for stevia-

sweetened samples compared to sucrose control (c) Left: Difference in citation proportion for sucralose-sweetened samples compared to sucrose control; Right: Difference in 

inverse ranks for sucralose-sweetened samples compared to sucrose control (d) Left: Difference in citation proportion for stevia (25%) monk fruit (75%) blend-sweetened samples 

compared to sucrose control; Right: Difference in inverse ranks for stevia (25%) monk fruit (75%) blend -sweetened samples compared to sucrose control (e) Left: Difference in 

citation proportion for stevia (25%) monk fruit (25%) fructose (50%) blend -sweetened samples compared to sucrose control; Right: Difference in inverse ranks for stevia (25%) 

monk fruit (25%) fructose (50%) blend -sweetened samples compared to sucrose control 
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Table 4.3. Trained panel profiles of Ready-To-Mix (RTM) vanilla flavored whey protein 

beverages at 25 g of protein/360 mL of water with different sweeteners and two sweetener 

blends at equisweet taste intensities 

 

Sucrose 
Monk 

Fruit 
Stevia Sucralose 

25% stevia/ 

25% monk 

fruit/ 

50% fructose 

25% stevia/ 

75% monk 

fruit 

Aroma Intensity 2.8a 2.5b 2.0c 2.8a 2.4b 2.5b 
Sweet aromatic 

Flavor 1.9a 1.4c 1.2d 1.6b 1.4c 1.3d 

Cardboard Flavor 1.5a 1.4c 1.5a 1.5a 1.2d 1.4b 

Bitter Taste ND 1.1b 1.6a 0.5d ND 1.0c 

Sweet Taste 7.0a 7.0a 7.1a 7.0a 7.0a 6.9a 

Metallic ND 1.1c 2.0a 1.0d 0.6e 1.7b 

Astringency 1.8d 2.2b 2.1b 2.2b 2.0c 2.4a 

Aftertaste Intensity 1.0e 1.6b 2.0a 1.5c 1.1e 1.3d 
ND= not detected.. Attribute intensities were scored on a 0- to 15-point universal intensity scale (Meilgaard et al., 2016). Within rows, means 
followed by a different letter represent differences (P < 0.05).   
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Figure 4.7. Panelist repeatability in the Ready-To-Mix (RTM) protein beverage panel using 

Temporal Ranking (TR) and Temporal Check-All-That-Apply (TCATA) for 10 panelists and all 

attributes over three sessions. 

 

Repeatability is defined as similarity between replications.  
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Figure 4.8. Difference in inverse ranks (TR) and citation proportion (TCATA) test beverages 

and the control beverage in the RTD protein beverage study. 
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Figure 4.8 (continued). Difference in inverse ranks (TR) and citation proportion (TCATA) test 

beverages and the control beverage in the RTD protein beverage study. 
 

a. Left: Difference in citation proportion for beverage 1 - beverage 3; Right: Difference in inverse ranks for beverage 1 - beverage 3 (b) Left: Difference in citation proportion for 

beverage 1 - beverage 5; Right: Difference in inverse ranks for beverage 1 - beverage 5 (c) Left: Difference in citation proportion for beverage 1 - beverage 6; Right: Difference 

in inverse ranks for beverage 1 - beverage 6 (d) Left: Difference in citation proportion for beverage 1 - beverage 7; Right: Difference in inverse ranks for beverage 1 - beverage 7  
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Table 4.4. Trained panel profiles of Ready-To-Drink (RTD) vanilla flavored protein beverages 

 
Sweet 

Aromatic/ 

Vanilla 

Caramelized/ 

cooked 
Cardboard Vitamin 

Green 

pea 
Sweet Bitter Salty 

Metallic 

mouthfeel 
Astringency 

Protein 

Beverage 1 
2.0a 3.2b 1.4c 1.4ab ND 8.1b 1.3c 0.5c 1.4bc 2.7bc 

Protein 

Beverage 2 
1.7bc 3.3ab ND ND ND 8.2b 2.2b ND 1.1c 2.5cd 

Protein 

Beverage 3 
1.3de ND 1.8bc 0.6c 3.1a 7.1d 3.4a 0.9b 1.7ab 3.0a 

Protein 

Beverage 4 
2.1a 2.8bc 1.8bc 1.3ab ND 9.6a 1.2c ND 1.8ab 3.0a 

Protein 

Beverage 5 
1.4cd 2.5c 2.7a 1.1b ND 8.0bc 2.4b ND 2.0a 2.8ab 

Protein 

Beverage 6 
1.9ab 3.9a 1.9b 1.5a ND 7.7c 3.3a 1.7a 1.4bc 2.7bc 

Protein 

Beverage 7 
1.1e 3.9a 0.9d ND ND 5.9e 0.6c 1.4ab ND 2.4d 

ND= not detected. Attribute intensities were scored on a 16-point universal intensity scale with endpoints 0 and 15 (Meilgaard et al., 2016). Within rows, means followed by a different letter represent 
differences (P < 0.05).   
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Figure 4.9. Panelist repeatability in the Ready To Drink (RTD) vanilla flavored protein beverage 

panel using Temporal Ranking (TR) and Temporal Check-All-That-Apply (TCATA) for 10 

panelists and all attributes over three sessions. 

 

Repeatability is defined as similarity between replicates.  
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 

 

 
Figure 4.1a. Difference in citation proportion (TCATA) between RTD protein beverage 1 and 

beverage 2. 

 

 
Figure 4.1b. Difference in inverse ranks (TR) between RTD protein beverage 1 and beverage 2. 
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Figure 4.2a. Difference in citation proportion (TCATA) between RTD protein beverage 1 and 

beverage 4. 

 

 
Figure 4.2b. Difference in inverse ranks (TR) between RTD protein beverage 1 and beverage 4. 
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Table 4.1a. Smoothed Citation Proportions (TCATA) for RTM Sucrose Control Beverage for 0-10 seconds  

Attribute 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Astringency 0.0007 0.0115 0.0223 0.0327 0.0421 0.0499 0.0557 0.0599 0.0626 0.0646 0.0664 

Bitter 0.0348 0.0564 0.0773 0.0970 0.1154 0.1325 0.1481 0.1618 0.1730 0.1813 0.1869 

Cardboard 0.0000 0.0540 0.1141 0.1746 0.2347 0.2934 0.3498 0.4031 0.4525 0.4975 0.5380 

Metallic 0.0000 0.0039 0.0169 0.0302 0.0436 0.0569 0.0694 0.0806 0.0901 0.0980 0.1046 

Sweet 0.1892 0.3352 0.4763 0.6063 0.7201 0.8134 0.8862 0.9402 0.9779 1.0000 1.0000 

Sweet Aromatic 0.0323 0.1562 0.2788 0.3981 0.5106 0.6127 0.7024 0.7783 0.8405 0.8898 0.9272 

 

Table 4.1b. Smoothed Dominance Rates (TR) for RTM Sucrose Control Beverage for 0-10 seconds  

Attribute 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Astringency 0.0009 0.0012 0.0015 0.0017 0.0017 0.0016 0.0013 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Bitter 0.0000 0.0000 0.0069 0.0122 0.0177 0.0232 0.0283 0.0326 0.0361 0.0385 0.0403 

Cardboard 0.0000 0.0000 0.0124 0.0458 0.0826 0.1236 0.1676 0.2133 0.2587 0.3019 0.3412 

Metallic 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0006 0.0011 0.0016 0.0024 0.0034 0.0046 0.0060 

Sweet 0.1955 0.6152 1.0273 1.4188 1.7731 2.0750 2.3206 2.5103 2.6498 2.7466 2.8091 

Sweet Aromatic 0.0000 0.1457 0.3731 0.6004 0.8218 1.0304 1.2194 1.3838 1.5238 1.6411 1.7362 
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Table 4.2a. Smoothed Citation Proportions (TCATA) for RTD Control Beverage 1 for 0-10 seconds 

Attribute 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Astringency 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0028 0.0090 0.0165 0.0257 0.0362 0.0472 0.0575 0.0662 

Bitter 0.0000 0.0000 0.0244 0.0499 0.0771 0.1064 0.1376 0.1703 0.2029 0.2336 0.2616 

Caramelized/Cooked 0.0580 0.1721 0.2845 0.3930 0.4932 0.5811 0.6549 0.7138 0.7599 0.7958 0.8230 

Cardboard 0.0055 0.0378 0.0697 0.1007 0.1295 0.1553 0.1774 0.1956 0.2105 0.2233 0.2349 

Green Pea 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Metallic Mouthfeel 0.0000 0.0006 0.0084 0.0164 0.0245 0.0326 0.0403 0.0473 0.0535 0.0589 0.0638 

Salty 0.0000 0.0000 0.0039 0.0192 0.0362 0.0555 0.0769 0.1003 0.1249 0.1497 0.1738 

Sweet 0.1412 0.2726 0.4005 0.5209 0.6301 0.7249 0.8036 0.8653 0.9114 0.9436 0.9646 

Sweet Aromatic/ Vanilla 0.1741 0.2960 0.4138 0.5228 0.6190 0.6995 0.7639 0.8130 0.8491 0.8749 0.8924 

Vitamin 0.0000 0.0457 0.1093 0.1726 0.2349 0.2953 0.3526 0.4055 0.4528 0.4937 0.5280 

 

Table 4.2b. Smoothed Dominance Rates (TR) for RTD Control Beverage 1 for 0-10 seconds  

Attribute 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Astringency 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 

Bitter 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.0009 

Caramelized / cooked 0.0000 0.0185 0.0984 0.1806 0.2646 0.3496 0.4329 0.5117 0.5837 0.6473 0.7018 

Cardboard 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0007 0.0012 0.0019 0.0028 0.0038 0.0049 

Green pea 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Metallic mouthfeel 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Salty 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Sweet 0.0000 0.0876 0.2680 0.4504 0.6299 0.8000 0.9541 1.0868 1.1980 1.2891 1.3620 

Sweet aromatic / vanilla 0.0000 0.1102 0.3370 0.5665 0.7937 1.0120 1.2130 1.3886 1.5351 1.6508 1.7381 

Vitamin 0.0000 0.0000 0.0024 0.0084 0.0150 0.0223 0.0303 0.0388 0.0476 0.0564 0.0646 
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CHAPTER 5: Investigation of Temporal Check All that Apply Profiles within liking 

clusters of consumers 
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ABSTRACT 

Protein beverage formulations that use natural nonnutritive sweeteners (stevia or monk 

fruit) are associated with off-flavors that can decrease overall liking. In the present study, four 

ready-to-mix (RTM) vanilla protein beverages were formulated with different nutritive and 

nonnutritive sweeteners at iso-sweetness for two separate studies. Consumers (n=71 study 1; 

n=72 study 2) evaluated temporal liking (TL) and Temporal Check All That Apply (TCATA) on 

the protein beverages in separate sessions. The average TL score was calculated for each 

consumer and beverage. Consumers were then clustered based on their average TL scores using 

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) followed by k-means. In each study, two distinct 

liking clusters (n=39 and n= 22 study 1; n= 37 and n= 23 study 2) were identified and a noise 

cluster (n=10 study 1; n=12 study 2) was removed. For each beverage and attribute, TCATA 

citation rates differed significantly between the two clusters (p<0.10). For both studies, cluster 1 

consumers had lower average TL scores than cluster 2 consumers across all beverages (p<0.10). 

Clustering consumers based on their hedonic responses allowed investigation of the dynamics of 

consumer perception of the RTM beverages within each of the hedonic clusters. In both studies, 

we find evidence of two distinct consumer clusters. One cluster prefers conventional sweeteners 

such sucrose and sucralose and experiences natural nonnutritive sweeteners as having 

characteristic off-flavors. But there is also a smaller, emergent consumer cluster that prefers 

natural nonnutritive sweeteners over conventional sweeteners. Additionally, this data analysis 

method can provide insights to product developers to best meet the needs of different groups of 

consumers. 
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PRACTICAL APPLICATION 

The current study investigated the consumer clusters based on their TL scores, then 

evaluated differences in TCATA responses within each cluster. The process can provide insight 

into consumer temporal preferences and ultimately provide guidance to food developers on how 

to best formulation products to meet the needs of many different consumers. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Although food consumption is a dynamic experience, the hedonic experience is regularly 

summarized with a singular liking score in traditional consumer acceptance tests (Lawless and 

Heymann, 2010). Often consumers make their opinions about their overall liking of a food 

product within the first few moments of consumption (Thomas et al., 2015), but may change this 

initial impression after experiencing the full consumption experience. Lee and Pangborn (1986) 

found evidence that liking was a temporal process. Temporal Liking (TL) was first used to 

investigate consumers’ perception of the pleasantness of chocolate milk over time (Taylor and 

Pangborn, 1990). Since then, consumer TL responses have been collected in various studies 

involving protein beverages, cheese, beer, orange lemonade beverage, and other products 

(Veldhuizen et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2015; Harwood and Drake, 2021; Silva et al., 2018).  

TL is a technique where consumers report their perceived liking of a product continually 

over the course of consumption. Thomas et al. (2015) reported that TL was more discriminating 

than traditional liking, which consumers often assign before swallowing (Thomas et al., 2015). 

These authors also proposed to find temporal drivers of liking by combining averaging TL 

responses for all durations that an attribute was dominant in the Temporal Dominance of 

Sensation (TDS; Pineau et al., 2009) data (Thomas et al., 2015). Temporal penalty analysis is a 

similar approach; it combines TL and temporal check-all-that-apply (TCATA; Castura et al., 

2016) data to determine which sensations are associated with decrease in TL (Harwood & Drake, 

2021). One limitation with penalty analysis is that it averages over consumers. If consumers are 

variable in their product liking, then cluster analysis prior to penalty analysis could be 

appropriate.   

Consumers naturally disagree in their liking and preference of many products. Several 
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cluster analysis methods, including k-means and AHC, have been applied to efficiently group 

consumers based on their liking scores (Gan and Ng, 2017; Yenket and Chambers, 2017). AHC 

begins with every consumer in a separate group. In each step, the dissimilarity of each group 

with all the other groups are determined and the two groups that minimize the agglomeration 

criterion are merged (Johnson and Wichern, 2007). The process continues to merge consumers 

together until all the consumers are contained in one single cluster. The steps of a hierarchical 

cluster analysis can be visualized as a dendrogram (Johnson and Wichern, 2007). By contrast, 

the k-means clustering algorithm goal is to find a partition (or grouping) such that the sum of 

squared error between the empirical centroid of a cluster and the points in the cluster is 

minimized. -means starts with an initial partition with k clusters and continues to generate new 

partitions by assigning each point (consumer) to the closest cluster centroid. Then new cluster 

centers are calculated, and the process continues until cluster membership is stabilized and each 

cluster’s centroid no longer changes (Jain, 2010; Gan and Ng, 2017). AHC can be run to 

determine the number of clusters prior to k-means cluster analysis (Lawrence et al., 2016; 

Harwood et al., 2020; McCain-Keefer et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). 

Sugar substitution with nonnutritive sweeteners is increasingly popular because they 

provide sweet taste desired by consumers without added calories (Yebra-Biurrun, 2005).  

However, natural nonnutritive sweeteners have a different temporality of sweet taste from 

sucrose as well as other sensory properties which can lead to consumer rejection (Lawless and 

Heymann, 2010; Palazzo et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2012; Morais et al., 2014; Zorn et al., 2014; 

Parker et al., 2018). Protein beverages sweetened with natural nonnutritive sweeteners (e.g., 

monk fruit or stevia) often display other off-flavors that can decrease consumers liking (Parker et 

al., 2018; McCain et al., 2018). Parker et al. (2018) reported a segment of consumers that, when 
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primed, preferred natural nonnutritive sweeteners in ready-to-mix (RTM) beverages even when 

the natural blends imparted bitter and metallic tastes. Presumably, labels that indicated that the 

beverage product was naturally and nonnutritively sweetened were preferred. Regardless of label 

claims (i.e. no artificial ingredients, sugar reduction, naturally sweetened, etc.), as there will 

always be consumers that select products (including protein beverages) with the best flavor 

(Oltman et al., 2015; Parker et al., 2018; Harwood and Drake, 2019). Flavor/taste plays a large 

role in repeat purchase behavior (Steptoe et al., 1995; Onwezen et al., 2019). Therefore, it is 

important to gauge consumer perception of different food products. The present study evaluated 

clustering of consumers based on their TL responses to protein beverages, then investigating 

TCATA responses within each cluster for these same beverages. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data 

Temporal data sets (TCATA and TL) were provided by Harwood and Drake (2021). In 

brief, these data sets came from a study involving eight equisweet ready-to-mix (RTM) vanilla 

flavored protein beverages (25 g protein per 12 oz/350 mL serving). Their formulations are 

described in Table 1.  

Vanilla protein beverage consumers (N=143, randomly assigned to two different groups 

of N=71 and N=72) conducted temporal sensory profiling of the protein beverages over 2 

consecutive days (Figure 1) (Harwood and Drake, 2021).  In study 1, consumers evaluated 

beverages that were formulated with individual sweeteners. In the study 2, consumers evaluated 

RTM protein beverages that were formulated with sweetener blends. For both studies, Day 1 

consisted of TL profiling and Day 2 consisted of TCATA profiling of each beverage. TL was 

evaluated on a continuous equally-spaced hedonic scale with three anchors: 1 = Dislike 
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Extremely, 5 = Neither Like nor Dislike, and 9 = Like Extremely. Consumer responses began at 

the center of the scale, which was labelled neither like nor dislike (5). Consumers moved their 

response to indicate their hedonic responses. When they could no longer detect any stimulus, 

they set the response back to neither like nor dislike. For each day of testing, a single practice 

sample (fructose-sweetened beverage) was presented to each consumer so they could familiarize 

themselves with the task and sensory attributes. Attributes evaluated using TCATA were 

astringent, bitter, cardboard, metallic, sweet, and sweet aromatic/vanilla. Consumers were given 

20 ml aliquots of protein beverages, one at a time according to a Williams Latin square 

experimental design, in lidded 60 mL soufflé cups labeled with 3-digit blinding codes. The total 

evaluation time for both exercises was 195 s (in-mouth evaluation: 0-15 s; aftertaste evaluation 

16-195 s). A cue to expectorate was given at the 15-s mark. Following each sample evaluation, 

there was a 4-minute enforced rest period before the next sample was served. All temporal 

sensory profiling was conducted using Compusense Cloud (Compusense Inc., Guelph, ON, 

Canada) software on an iPad interface (Apple, Cupertino, CA). 

Statistical analysis 

Hierarchical clustering of consumers was performed using ClustVarLV package 

(Vigneau et al., 2020) in R (R Core Team, 2020) for each study. AHC was done using a 

dissimilarity matrix based on Euclidean distances that was calculated from the scaled consumer 

liking responses (scaled 1 to 9; Dislike extremely to Like Extremely, respectively). Covariance 

was used as a measure of proximity for the cluster analysis criterion. The number of clusters 

were determined by plotting the variation of the cluster criterion and looking for an “elbow” in 

the scree plot, which depicts the evolution of the aggregation criterion associated with the 

dendrogram (Cariou et al., 2009). The ClustVarLV k-means cluster analysis was then run using 

https://www.google.com/search?safe=strict&sxsrf=ALeKk00ACe84Yp3FhGfqR2H1-HPb2_ZVCQ:1621380485638&q=Cupertino&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAONgVuLQz9U3KDIzt3zEaMwt8PLHPWEprUlrTl5jVOHiCs7IL3fNK8ksqRQS42KDsnikuLjgmngWsXI6lxakFpVk5uUDAA7pXftOAAAA
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this number of clusters. Each consumer’s liking responses were scaled  (Cleaver and Wedel, 

2001; Næs et al., 2010) were clustered multiple times, each time with random start, with the best 

solution selected by the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz, 1978). A noise cluster 

was used in the k-means clustering to absorb consumers who did not fit into any cluster well; the 

size of the noise cluster was determined by inspection of plots showing the number of consumers 

in the noise cluster vs. the noise cluster threshold (rho) (Vigneau et al., 2015, 2016, 2020).  

For each study, beverages and attributes between-cluster differences in TCATA citation 

rates were evaluated using a two-sided Fisher’s exact test (α=0.10) as described by Castura et al. 

(2016). Comparisons of TCATA profiles from different beverages were made at each second 

within each study. Within-cluster average citation rates were smoothed before plotting TCATA 

curves and TCATA difference curves using the tempR package (Castura, 2020) in R version 

3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2020). The average TL score was calculated for each consumer and 

beverage; ANOVA with Type III sums of squares was followed by least significant difference 

(LSD) means separation, the results of which were summarized using homologous subgroup 

letters. The Type I error rate allowed was 0.10 due to the difficulty of the temporal methods for 

consumers, difference in taste preference among consumers, and to showcase the potential of the 

new method with limited numbers of consumers (Lawless and Heymann, 2010; Thiese et al., 

2016). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Study one- pure sweeteners to sweeten RTMs 

Cluster analysis was conducted on the consumers’ average TL responses per beverage. Two 

distinct consumer liking clusters (n= 39 and n= 22) were identified (Figure 2), along with a noise 

cluster (n=10) that fit neither cluster. Clusters were inspected to ensure that cluster membership 
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allocations were not driven by presentation order (Hottenstein et al., 2008). Cluster 1 consumers 

were more sensitive to differences among sweeteners and had lower average TL scores for all 

beverages with nonnutritive sweeteners than cluster 2 (Figure 3a-3d). The clusters differed in 

their responses to the nonnutritive sweeteners. Cluster 1 consumers liked the sucrose-sweetened 

beverage the most (Figure 3a) and found the nonnutritive sweeteners more unacceptable than 

Cluster 2 consumers. Nonnutritive sweeteners on the market do not perfectly mimic the 

temporality of sucrose, and some have side tastes, such as bitter or metallic (Lawless and 

Heymann, 2010; Palazzo et al., 2011; Morais et al., 2014; Zorn et al., 2014; Reyes et al., 2017; 

Tan et al., 2019). Perhaps Cluster 1 consumers do not like the product flavor profile of 

nonnutritive sweeteners or the texture differences associated with removal of sucrose (Wilkinson 

et al., 2001; Cardoso and Bolini, 2008).  

Cluster 1 consumers had higher citation proportions of sweet aromatic/vanilla flavor and 

astringency for the sucrose-sweetened beverages (Figure 3a) and lower average liking scores for 

beverages sweetened with stevia (Figure 3c) and monk fruit (Figure 3d). Cluster 1 consumers 

also had higher citation proportions of metallic and astringent mouthfeel for monk fruit (Figure 

3d) and stevia (figure 3c) compared to cluster 2 consumers. Within each cluster, beverages with 

lower average TL scores also detected significantly more undesirable attributes by TCATA, 

including bitterness, metallic, and astringency (p<0.10). Cluster 1 consumers clearly liked the 

sucrose-sweetened beverages whereas cluster 2 liked the nonnutritive sweetened beverages, 

indicating a respective preference for these beverages by each group. In general, the average TL 

was not high. The highest average response liking score of 6.0 (like moderately). However, the 

liking scores in this study are consistent with historical liking scores for protein beverages, which 

people typically drink for functional purposes (e.g., meal replacer, pre-workout snack, to provide 
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satiety), rather than enjoyment (Parker et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2021). Another explanation for the 

depressed overall liking scores for the beverages could be that consumers were only required to 

self-report that they were protein-beverage consumers. The consumers did not necessarily have 

to be vanilla-flavored protein beverage consumers. A dislike of vanilla flavor could have led to a 

horns effect causing the consumers to be hyper-critical of the beverages (Lawless and Heymann, 

2010). If TL was used to evaluate a product category that was more liked, such as chocolate 

milk, then perhaps more polarization might be observed among the different samples, unless all 

samples are universally liked by all consumers. If polarization in the hedonic response were 

observed, then trends similar to those observed in the protein-beverage study would also be 

expected, with consumers identifying fewer off flavor(s) in the samples that they like.  

Cluster 2 consumers had higher average TL scores for beverages sweetened with 

nonnutritive sweeteners. Overall, Cluster 2 had fewer significant differences in citation 

proportions between beverages than cluster 1 consumers (Figure 4b-4d). This result suggests that 

Cluster 2 consumers were less sensitive to off-flavors present in beverages with nonnutritive 

sweeteners or may even like or be accustomed to beverages with these sweeteners (Bartolotto, 

2015). Studies have shown that individuals differ in their sensory thresholds for various reasons, 

such as genetics (i.e. TAS2R31, number of papillae, etc.) and other factors (Bobowski et al., 

2016), and these individual factors may explain the perceptual differences in cluster 2. Cluster 2 

consumers had lower average TL scores for the sucrose-sweetened beverage than cluster 1 

consumers. In terms of TCATA results, cluster 2 consumers had significantly higher citation 

proportions of cardboard flavor, bitter taste, and metallic mouthfeel for the sucrose-sweetened 

beverage, but descriptive analysis did not find bitter or metallic notes in the sucrose-sweetened 

beverages (Parker et al., 2018), nor would they be expected to have these sensory properties. 
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This result again suggests that cluster 2 consumers might prefer the sensory properties of natural 

nonnutritive sweeteners so much that they expected these sensory attributes and detected them as 

“phantom attributes” (Wansink, 2003; Nacef et al., 2019). However, these consumers may not 

understand or detect these flavors (which would also explain their tendency to like beverages 

sweetened with natural nonnutritive sweeteners). Another explanation could also be that the 

cluster 2 consumers were regular users of natural nonnutritive sweeteners, and do not expect 

these flavors. Parker et al. (2018) also found that consumers who were unprimed (i.e. not given 

sweetener source information) and positively influenced by natural sweetener claims gave higher 

liking scores for natural non-nutritive sweetened beverages than consumers who were motivated 

solely by flavor.  

Study two- sweetener blends to sweeten RTMs  

Cluster analysis found two distinct liking clusters (n= 37 and n= 23) along with a noise 

cluster (n= 12) (Figure 5). In general, average liking scores for all beverages for both clusters in 

study 2 were higher than in both clusters in study 1. Past studies have reported that blends of 

sweeteners can mitigate off-flavors elicited by natural nonnutritive sweeteners, which may 

explain why beverages in study 2 were liked more (Parker et al., 2018; Harwood and Drake, 

2021). Within study 2, cluster 2 had higher liking scores for all beverages than cluster 1, with the 

exception of MF50FRU50 (Figure 6a-6d). We investigated cluster 2 TCATA citation proportions 

for this beverage to understand why it was given such a low overall liking score. Cluster 2 

described this beverage as sweet aromatic/vanilla significantly more than cluster 1, but only 

fleetingly (Figure 5a). Cluster 2 consumers had higher liking scores for beverages sweetened 

with STV25MF25FRU50, STV25MF75, and STV50FRU50 suggesting that this group of 

consumers may like or prefer the sweetener profile of stevia. This result is similar to results seen 
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study 1, in which one subgroup of consumers liked or preferred the taste of the natural 

nonnutritive sweeteners, and the other did not. The goal was to minimize off-flavors due to 

natural nonnutritive sweeteners, but this result suggests that some consumers might like or have 

grown accustomed to the taste of these sweeteners, as suggested by Bartolotto (2015). Past 

research reported higher liking scores for consumers who were primed with a statement 

indicating a beverage sample is sweetened with a natural nonnutritive sweetener (Li et al., 2015; 

Parker et al., 2018). So some consumers might now associate this off-flavor with a healthier 

beverage and now like this off-flavor, even without priming.  

Cluster 1 consumers detected off-flavors such as bitter, metallic, and astringency in all 

beverages. Cluster 1 consumers also had lower average overall liking scores; their highest overall 

liking score was only 5.7 (for MF50FRU50). Cluster 1 consumers were more sensitive to 

differences among the beverages, were more likely to detect off-flavors, and disliked the 

beverages more, compared to cluster 2 consumers.  

Roux et al. (2020) clustered consumers based on overall liking paired with temporal 

dominance of sensation (TDS), then suggested that different liking patterns between clusters of 

consumers could be the result of a difference in which attributes are perceived as dominant. 

Cluster 1 detected the least amount of significant citation proportion differences for 

MF50FRU50 (only sweet taste) (Figure 5a) and STV25MF25FRU50 (Figure 5b) (bitter taste and 

metallic mouthfeel) leading to higher overall liking scores. In contrast, cluster 2 consumers 

appeared to like the stevia blend-sweetened beverages (especially St50FRU50 and St25MF75) 

the most and also perceived bitterness in the St50FRU50-sweetened beverage more than in the 

other beverages. These results suggest that Cluster 2 consumers like or expect some bitterness in 

their beverages, or appreciate the temporal profile of stevia. 
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Harwood and Drake (2021) reported a mitigation of temporal (liking) penalties when 

sweetener blends (rather than single sweeteners) were used in beverages. This suggests that 

blends improve the temporal profile of sweetness or minimize sweetener-related off-flavors, 

consistent with the conclusions of Parker et al. (2018). Other studies used sweetener blends in 

different products to mimic the flavor and texture contributions of sucrose, mitigate off-flavors 

produced by nonnutritive sweeteners, and improve consumer liking (Cardello et al., 1999; 

Cardoso and Bolini, 2007; Parker et al., 2018; Mahato et al., 2021). We also found that blend-

sweetened beverages had a higher average TL than beverages sweetened with only stevia or 

monk fruit alone. Cluster analysis gave insight into why the average TL of stevia and monk fruit 

sweetened beverages was low: some consumers noticed off-flavors. But our results suggest that 

some consumers have gotten used to and now like these off-flavors.  

CONCLUSIONS 

This study proposed the application of cluster analysis to average TL results, then explores 

sensory perception within clusters based on TCATA profiles. In general, blends of sweeteners 

reduced off-flavors detected by consumers when compared to beverages sweetened with a sole 

natural nonnutritive sweetener. To get a deeper understanding, we clustered consumers based on 

their average TL results per beverages. Clustering consumers based on their hedonic responses 

allows us to investigate dynamics of consumer perception of RTM beverages within each of the 

hedonic clusters. For each study, the sweeteners used in the beverages caused different trends in 

liking and for both studies, two groups were formed. In these studies, one group liked beverages 

to be sweetened with sucrose and one group liked beverages to be sweetened with nonnutritive 

sweeteners. Additionally, this data analysis method can provide insights to product developers to 
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best meet the needs of different groups of consumers and give insight to why certain consumers 

are more sensitive to particular ingredients. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

Table 5.1. Formulations for sweetened vanilla Ready-To-Mix whey protein beverages at a 

concentration of 25g protein per 12 oz (360 mL) (Used with permission from Harwood and 

Drake, 2021). 
 

 
Sucr

ose 

(g/L) 

Sucra

lose 

(mg) 

Fruct

ose 

(g/L) 

Monk 

fruit 

(mg/L) 

Stevi

a 

(mg/

L) 

Wat

er 

(mL

) 

Pro

tein 

(g) 

Vanilla 

Flavori

ng (g) 

Cream 

Flavori

ng (g) 

French 

Vanilla 

Flavoring 

(g) 

S
tu

d
y

 1
 

MF    321.32  500 
38.9

2 
0.834 0.626 0.209 

Stevia   393.2

6 
  500 

38.9

2 
0.834 0.626 0.209 

Sucrose 35.00     500 
38.9

2 
0.834 0.626 0.209 

Sucralose  65.36    500 
38.9

2 
0.834 0.626 0.209 

S
tu

d
y

 2
 

STV 25, 

MF 75 
   284.88 70.91 500 

38.9

2 
0.834 0.626 0.209 

STV 25, 

MF 25, 

FRU 50 

  16.26 60.52 60.25 500 
38.9

2 
0.834 0.626 0.209 

STV 50, 

FRU 50   13.82   

139.4

9 500 

38.9

2 0.834 0.626 0.209 

MF 50, 

FRU 50   15.88 141.70   500 

38.9

2 0.834 0.626 0.209 

 

 
Figure 5.1. Experimental overview for temporal clustering study using Ready to Mix (RTM) 

protein beverages.   
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Figure 5.2. Graph of clustering of consumers based on average temporal liking scores 

standardized within each consumer of Ready to Mix (RTM) protein beverages from study 1. 

Gray vectors represents “noise cluster” or consumers excluded from clusters.   
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Figure 5.3a. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for sucrose-

sweetened beverages from study 1. Means represent average temporal liking score as determined 

by ANOVA. 

 
Figure 5.3b. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for sucralose 

sweetened beverages from study 1. Means represent average temporal liking score as determined 

by ANOVA. 
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Figure 5.3c. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for stevia 

sweetened beverages from study 1. Means represent average temporal liking score as determined 

by ANOVA.  

 

 
Figure 5.3d. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for monk fruit 

sweetened beverages from study 1. Means represent average temporal liking score as determined 

by ANOVA. 
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Figure 5.4. Graph of clustering of consumers based on average temporal liking scores 

standardized within each consumer of Ready to Mix (RTM) protein beverages with sweetener 

blends or study 2. Gray vectors represents “noise cluster” or consumers excluded from clusters. 
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Figure 5.5a. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for beverages 

sweetened with monk fruit 50% and fructose 50% from study 2. Means represent average 

temporal liking score as determined by ANOVA.  

 

 
Figure 5.5b. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for beverages 

sweetened with stevia 25%, monk fruit 25%, and fructose 50% from study 2. Means represent 

average temporal liking score as determined by ANOVA.  
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Figure 5.5c. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for beverages 

sweetened with stevia 25% and monk fruit 75% from study 2. Means represent average temporal 

liking score as determined by ANOVA.  

 

 
Figure 5.5d. Difference in citation proportion between cluster 1 and cluster 2 for beverages 

sweetened with stevia 50% and fructose 50% from study 2. Means represent average temporal 

liking score as determined by ANOVA.  
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ABSTRACT 

The protein product category continues to grow, largely driven by consumer desire for 

variety and good-tasting products with nutritional benefits. This study evaluated the factors that 

motivated consumers to choose protein products with specific protein sources. An online survey 

was conducted to evaluate consumer perception of protein products. Participants who purchased 

protein products (n=673) were shown psychographic and agree/disagree questions, along with 

Maximum Difference (MaxDiff), constant sum, and Kano exercises on factors surrounding 

protein choice. In addition, consumers completed a protein comparison tournament to evaluate 

bias for different protein types. Lastly, follow-up qualitative interviews were conducted with 51 

survey participants to further investigate consumer motivations behind protein choice. Survey 

participants conceptually desired a protein product or protein-fortified food that was a good 

source of protein, tasted great, and was healthy. Three clusters of consumers with distinct 

motivations for protein purchase were identified. Cluster 1 (C1) consumers desired plant-based, 

environmentally-friendly products and valued sustainability label claims more than flavor/taste. 

Cluster 2 (C2) consumers were nutritionally-conscious and desired high-protein healthy products 

that were also high in vitamins/minerals. Cluster 3 (C3) consumers showed the most loyalty to 

the products they currently purchased and were also most willing to try new products based on 

the recommendations of others. Cluster 1 consumers placed importance on protein source, while 

C2 valued price most and C3 gave the highest value to flavor. In side-by-side protein 

comparisons, plant-based proteins were considered superior to dairy proteins in sustainability, 

health, ethics, digestibility and at parity for naturalness, satiety, and taste across all consumers, 

but differences were documented among consumer clusters. Additionally, the importance of 

sustainability and claims including grass-fed were significantly different between older and 
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younger demographics (p <0.05). It is important for the dairy industry to understand what drives 

consumer loyalty and purchase habits for protein products in order to create products that best 

meet consumer needs and desires. 

 

KEY WORDS: Protein choice, plant protein, dairy protein  
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INTRODUCTION 

Protein is an important component of consumer diets and provides satiety, daily functions, 

and maintenance of muscle mass. Convenient high protein foods such as protein bars, protein 

powders, protein-fortified beverages, etc., are a staple in American diets as consumers continue 

to look for quick, easy meals that provide satiety (Glanz et al., 1998; Rahkovsky et al., 2021). 

Currently, there are a lot of high protein foods on the market in many different flavors and 

protein types (Mintel, 2020).  Plant-based protein products have been around for several years 

but recently have increased in popularity as consumers look for variety in their diets.  Green 

consumerism/conscious consumerism has grown markedly as consumers were forced to eat more 

meals at home as a result of COVID19 (Grant, 2015; Marty et al., 2021; Mintel, 2021). Due to 

the increase in popularity of plant-based foods, dairy product growth and market share are 

threatened. Plant-based proteins enjoy a healthy halo effect and add variety to diets (Mintel, 

2021). Many consumers that purchase both plant and dairy products do so largely for health 

concerns, in order to achieve a balanced diet, or in order to meet a desire for variety (McCarthy 

et al., 2017; Schiano et al., 2020). In order to successfully position dairy products, the purchase 

factors that motivate consumers must be elucidated in order to strategically position dairy 

products in a way that aligns with consumer perceptions.  

Taste plays a large role in consumer choice and repeat purchase. Oltman et al. (2015) 

determined that the flavor of a protein beverage influenced consumer liking of the product more 

than positive information provided about the product prior to tasting did. Additionally, 

consumers conceptually desired protein beverages that tasted good and provided satiety (Oltman 

et al., 2015). Harwood and Drake (2019) investigated implicit and explicit preference for 

different protein products (bars and beverages) and reported a large conceptual preference for 
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whey protein or milk protein. The study additionally found that flavor, amount of protein (20-29 

g), and sweetener type were the main drivers in purchase of protein products (Harwood and 

Drake, 2019). Schiano et al. (2021a) reported that flavor, healthiness, and price were more 

important than perceived naturalness and sustainability for selection of dried dairy ingredients.  

While these studies consistently report that flavor is a primary driver for consumer 

acceptance and repeat purchase of protein fortified foods, many other factors can lead to product 

purchase. For example, perceived sustainability of the product, guaranteed humane treatment of 

animals, and environmentally concious products can lead to initial product purchase (Grant, 

2015; McCarthy et al., 2017). Schiano et al. (2020) reported that consumers were motivated to 

make sustainable food choices but may have difficulty choosing sustainable options. 

Additionally, before a consumer tries a food product, consumers must first assess the product 

with their eyes (Delwiche, 2004, 2012). Package color, complexity, and product claims affect 

overall consumer acceptance with simpler package designs allowing consumers to make quicker 

decisions about the quality and/or desirable extrinsic attributes of a food product (Feunekes et al., 

2008; Nyilasy et al., 2016). Even consumer attitudes about a product can have an impact on their 

perception. Theben et al. (2020) reported a significant relationship between consumer attitude 

about a product and intention to buy the product, regardless of the color or product claims 

(healthy and hedonic claims), meaning that if consumers have a negative bias against a product 

they are less likely to purchase it. Understanding consumer desires and motivations for purchase 

of different protein products and consumer reasons for differentiation among different protein 

sources is important to identify strategic messaging and to position dairy foods in a changing 

market. The objective of this study was to evaluate the factors that motivate consumers to choose 

protein products in order to learn more about consumer loyalty to protein products. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experimental overview 

This study was conducted to establish consumer familiarity, loyalty, and preference for 

protein sources. All interviews and survey procedures were conducted in compliance with North 

Carolina State University Institutional Review Board regulations. An online survey was first 

conducted for consumers who purchased and consumed protein fortified products (protein bars, 

protein powder, protein-fortified milk, high protein cookies, or protein beverages) followed by 

individual qualitative interviews with selected survey participants. The online survey utilized 

psychographic and agree/disagree questions along with Maximum Difference (MaxDiff), 

constant sum, and Kano exercises on factors surrounding protein choice (Figure 1). In addition, 

consumers completed a protein comparison tournament of six protein types (whey, micellar 

casein, milk, pea, oat, and soy) to evaluate bias for different protein types within dairy and plant 

sources. Lastly, consumers were asked which attribute they would be most willing to 

compromise on and least willing to compromise on. 

Online survey 

An online survey was developed and launched using SSI WebTM (Lighthouse Studio 

version 9.9.1, Sawtooth Software, Orem, UT). The survey link was sent to a database of >11,000 

US consumers managed by the Sensory Service Center (NCSU, Raleigh, NC). Only participants 

over 18 years of age were able to enter the survey. Respondents began the survey with a series of 

demographic, psychographics, and attitude questions regarding their eating habits, current diet, 

use of social media, and what protein-fortified products they currently purchased (i.e. protein 

bars, protein powder, protein-fortified milk, high protein cookies, or protein beverages). 
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Consumers who did less than 50% of shopping and did not consume protein-fortified products 

were disqualified.  

Following these questions, participants progressed through a series of exercises, outlined 

below, to evaluate their perception of protein products. Participants were allowed to take as long 

as they needed to complete the survey and were able to stop and re-enter the survey at any time. 

Attention check questions were additionally included throughout the survey and used to filter out 

respondents who did not pass these questions successfully. Upon completion of the survey, 

participants were entered into a raffle for a chance to win one of several gift cards to a local 

store. A total of 1668 respondents completed the survey and 673 participants who purchased 

protein products were qualified. Respondent who were not qualified exited the survey after the 

demographic questions and their data was discarded. The following exercises are described in the 

order that they appeared in the survey.  

Agreement Exercises. Consumers were asked a series of 32 agree/disagree questions to 

establish if the consumer was a loyal customer, variety seeking customer, price sensitive, or an 

informed/educated customer based on previously published food neophobic scales, general 

neophobic scales, variety seeking behavior, and food technology neophobic scales (van Trijp and 

Steenkamp, 1991; Pliner and Hobden, 1992; Cox and Evans, 2008; Schnettler et al., 2017). 

Attitudes to plant and dairy protein consumption were also gauged.  Agreement questions were 

rated on a 5 point scale where 1 or 2=disagree, 3=neither agree nor disagree, and 4 or 5=agree. 

Agreement questions were presented in a randomized order in sets of 6 questions per screen. 

Protein Type and Information Exercise. In this exercise, respondents were asked what 

protein products they had heard of (17 dairy, plant, or animal protein sources) on a 4 point scale 

where 1- never heard of protein to 4- purchase protein type frequently. Respondents were then 
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asked where they had heard of the protein source in a check-all-that-apply (CATA) format. 

Familiarity and purchase intent questions were then asked for each protein source.  Respondents 

were then asked if they preferred a specific protein type and if respondents indicated yes, they 

were asked to specify which protein type they preferred.  A list of protein sources was then 

provided and consumers were and asked to determine if the protein was a dairy, plant, or animal 

protein source. Specific protein source options were presented in a randomized order for each 

exercise. Lastly, respondents were asked to identify how specific protein types differed from one 

another. Six different protein types, three plant (soy, pea, and oat protein ) and three dairy (milk, 

micellar casein, whey) were shown in side-by-side comparisons and consumers were asked if the 

protein types differed in healthiness, sustainability, perceived ethics, digestibility, naturalness, 

satiety and taste. For each attribute comparison for each protein pair, consumers were given the 

option to pick one or the other protein type or to say the proteins were not different for this 

attribute  

Maximum Difference Scaling Exercise. Maximum Difference scaling (MaxDiff) was 

used to rank the importance of 22 protein product attributes. The MaxDiff exercise was designed 

as 16 sets of best-worst questions, with 6 randomly displayed attributes per set. Each respondent 

was asked to select the attributes out of each set which were “most appealing” and “least 

appealing” characteristics when purchasing protein or protein-fortified products. The attributes 

for the MaxDiff exercises were selected based on previous studies (Harwood and Drake, 2019; 

Schiano et al., 2020) as well as claims currently on found on commercial protein fortified 

products. 

Protein Attribute Importance Constant Sum (CS) Exercises. Constant sum exercises force 

consumers to make tradeoffs they typically have to make when purchasing protein products. In 
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this exercise, respondents were asked to complete a chip allocation/constant sum (CS) exercise in 

which they were asked to distribute 100 points among 10 attributes (flavor, healthy, price, 

natural, sustainable, ethics and ethical treatment of animals, protein digestibility, protein source, 

label claims and satiety) to indicate how important each of those terms were for purchase of 

protein products. Consumers were instructed to only consider those 10 attributes and that the 

total points allocated must equal 100. CS attributes were shown in a randomized order.  

Kano Exercises. Questions were asked about similar features evaluated in the MaxDiff 

and CS exercises but posed in both a constructive (for example, “A protein that is organic”) and 

reductive (for example, “A protein that is not organic”) manner. The respondents rated both 

constructive and reductive statements on a 5 point Kano scale using the following options: ‘This 

would be appealing to me’, ‘This is a basic requirement for me’, ‘This would not affect me’, 

‘This would be a minor inconvenience for me’ and ‘This would be a major problem for me’. The 

attribute categorization method proposed by Kano (1984) was used. Six categories were made: 

Must-have attributes (M), One-dimensional attributes (O), Attractive attributes (A), Indifferent 

(I), and Reverse (R). Must-have attributes (M) are attributes that must be present for the product 

to be acceptable, but their presence does not necessarily increase satisfaction. One-dimensional 

attributes (O) are directly related to customer satisfaction in a linear way (Kano, 1984). These 

attributes drive consumer satisfaction. Attractive attributes (A) will lead to consumer satisfaction 

but will not decrease satisfaction if the product lacks these attributes. Indifferent (I) attributes 

have no effect on consumer satisfaction (Kano, 1984). Reverse (R) attributes drive 

dissatisfaction. Kano results were used to confirm results documented in earlier exercises.  

Lastly, respondents were asked which attribute would they most likely be willing to 

compromise versus what attribute they would not be willing to compromise with the options of: 
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protein type (animal, dairy, or plant-based), protein content per serving, price per serving, 

processing claim, and nutrition claim as a single attribute option. Consumers were asked to 

imagine that they were shopping for their favorite protein or protein-fortified product, but it was 

not available, while other similar options were.  

Survey data analysis 

Survey results were analyzed with univariate and multivariate statistics. Five-point scale 

agree disagree questions were analyzed using with Kruskal-Wallis with Dunn’s nonparametric 

multiple pairwise comparisons. Individual MaxDiff importance scores in the MaxDiff exercises 

were determined via Hierarchical Bayesian (HB) estimation (Sawtooth Software Lighthouse 

Studio, Orem, UT) followed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni correction to 

determine significant differences (XLSTAT version 2019.3.1, Addinsoft, Paris, France). The 

impact of age on MaxDiff importance scores was investigated by analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

with Bonferroni correction to determine significant differences. Preferred protein comparison 

questions were analyzed using correspondence analysis (CA) with Hellinger distances 

(XLSTAT) to characterize the consumer clusters derived from the MaxDiff exercise. Cluster 

analysis of MaxDiff scores was performed using agglomerative hierarchical clustering AHC with 

Euclidean distances and Wards linkage to categorize similar respondents into groups (XLSTAT). 

Kano questions were evaluated according to the model proposed by Kano (1984). All analyses 

were performed at 95% confidence (p < 0.05). 

Individual interviews 

In-depth interview responses were conducted following the online survey with selected 

participants who completed the survey. Fifty-one 45-minute one-on-one interviews were 

conducted to further explore trends reported in the quantitative consumer survey. Consumers for 
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interviews were recruited from the 673 respondents who complete the survey using an online 

questionnaire. Qualified respondents were segmented based on their MaxDiff cluster 

membership and within clusters, a variety of age, gender, and education levels were selected.  

Interviews were conducted using Zoom video conferencing software (Zoom Video 

Communications, Inc., San Jose, CA). During the interviews, a moderator facilitated discussion 

through the use of a pre-established question guide (Figure 2) while a note taker took notes 

throughout. The guide was used to direct the general flow of the conversation, but the moderator 

asked follow-up questions which varied based on the responses of the participant. Audio and 

video were recorded for subsequent reference by both the moderator and note taker to review 

notes and body language of participants. Interviews were completed within a 2 week period. 

Upon completion of the interview, panelists were compensated with a gift card for their 

participation. Notes from in-depth interviews were used to identify key points from individual 

consumer clusters and overall themes from all three clusters of consumers. Notes for each 

question from the moderator guide were manually coded based on consumer responses to 

calculate frequencies and these were analyzed using thematic analysis to identify themes and 

patterns within each cluster of consumers.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Respondent demographics 

Survey data represent n= 673 consumers that purchased a high-protein or protein-fortified 

product. Overall, the average age of respondents was 34.8 y with 24.4% male and 75.6% female 

respondents. In general, there were more younger demographics (Gen Z and Millennials; n= 468) 

than older demographics (Boomer and Gen X; n=205) in this survey. Most respondents lived in a 

house with 2-4 people, did not have children under the age of 18 y (74.1%), and over 60% of 
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respondents had an income over $50,000.  Seventy three percent of the respondents identified as 

white and over 80% of respondents had completed at least 2 y of college. Eighty three percent of 

respondents reported they exercised at least once per week, 41.8% preferred to eat in moderation, 

or watched what they eat most of the time (32.5%). The average survey completion time was 64 

min indicating that consumers did take breaks while completing the survey.  

Agree disagree claims 

A majority of the consumers surveyed were interested in the price and variety of protein 

fortified foods (data not shown). The top agree claim for all respondents was claim 1 

“Sometimes I buy something new because the new brand was on sale” (4.1 out of 5). This claim 

was based on van Trijp and Steenkamp (1991)  who proposed scales to categorize food variety 

seekers.  The overall score for this statement is consistent with variety seeking but also, price 

sensitive behavior.  The top disagree claim for all consumers was  “I am not interested in trying 

plant-based alternatives to the dairy products I usually buy” (2.4 out of 5). Consumers are 

interested in trying plant-based alternatives, possibly due a desire to seek variety in their diets or 

cheaper alternatives. McCarthy et al. (2017) investigated consumer purchase of plant and dairy 

beverages and reported that when consumers purchased both products, they reported a desire for 

flavor variety. Consumers in this survey in general resonated with the agree/disagree statements 

that involved variety and trying new foods. The plant-based foods industry is providing a lot of 

variety which is a large driving force for the growth in the plant-based food category (Mintel, 

2021). Additionally, consumers are evaluating purchase/eating habits and their impact on the 

environment and animals, which is creating a rise in interest for plant-based products due to their 

healthier, sustainable, animal-free appearance (Grant, 2015; Marty et al., 2021). 
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Three distinct consumer clusters were identified from MaxDiff exercise scores (discussed 

later) and these clusters were used to explore consumer responses to all survey questions: a plant 

innovation cluster 1 (C1) (n=176), a variety cluster 2 (C2) (n=271), and a recommendations 

cluster 3 (C3) (n=226). The purchase habits and attitudes from these identified clusters were 

distinct.  C1 consumers were the most curious about new food products, trying new recipes, and 

wanted to consume more plant-based foods. These consumers were not conflicted about their 

desire to consume more plant-based foods, but were open to recommendations from the right 

person (Schiano and Drake, 2021). The C2 consumers were the most motivated by variety and 

wanted to try new food items because the item was on sale, their usual brand was out of stock, or 

because they just wanted to try a new food product. C2 consumers were not motivated by 

advertisements by social media, were not trying to eat less dairy, but were interested in trying 

plant-based alternative to the products they currently buy. C3 consumers were the most 

influenced by recommendations from friends and family and were not trying to eat less dairy. 

Overall, most consumers were price sensitive and very interested in trying new foods – 

especially plant-based foods. Price related claims averaged 4.1, 3.8 and 3.6 out of 5, respectively, 

from all consumers but C3 consumers were the most price sensitive. Price is consistently a major 

barrier to purchase for many consumers (Childs et al., 2008; Childs and Drake, 2009; Jervis et 

al., 2012; Li et al., 2015; Chambers et al., 2016; Harwood and Drake, 2019) and similarly in this 

study, consumers were willing to try something new especially when it was at a lower cost. 

Overall, the agree and disagree claims demonstrated that consumers are interested in variety, 

price, and have a growing interest in plant proteins.  
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Protein comparison data 

Most respondents had heard of dairy protein fortified foods (91.3%) and most people had 

also heard of plant protein foods (87.1%) (Figure 3). Animal protein was the lowest recognized 

protein type for fortified foods (78.4%) (results not shown), not surprisingly since this is not a 

food typical product claim. Approximately 50% of respondents purchased and consumed animal 

or dairy protein at least once a week. Consumer clusters from MaxDiff scores were consistent 

with reported purchase habits, C1 consumers purchased and consumed plant protein most 

frequently, C2 and C3 consumed plant and dairy proteins equally, but C3 consumers reported the 

lowest purchase and consumption frequency of protein-fortified products.  Consumers in C3 

were the most price sensitive and protein fortified foods are value added, often with a higher 

price. 

When asked if respondents knew what type of protein was in their protein-fortified products, 

overall, only slightly greater than 50% of consumers said they were somewhat familiar or 

completely familiar with the protein that was in their protein-fortified products (results not 

shown). Consumers in C1 reported the highest familiarity with the type of protein in their 

products with greater than 60% being somewhat or completely familiar with their protein 

products. C2 and C3 consumers had very similar responses for most of these questions with the 

only major different between the clusters being where they obtained their information. Cluster 2 

preferred to research and obtain their information from reputable sources whereas cluster 3 

welcomed recommendations from friends and family, consistent with what was reported by these 

consumers in the agree disagree section.  

At least 50% of all respondents had heard of every type of protein presented in this survey 

with the exception of pumpkin seed protein, faba bean protein, and potato protein (Figure 3). 
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These are relative new protein types so this result suggests more marketing ore more exposure is 

needed for these protein types. A majority of consumers (>60%) did not have a preference for 

the specific type of protein they would consume in a protein fortified food. Of the 40% of 

consumers that had a preference for a specific protein type, the largest amount of consumers 

(28%) listed whey protein as preferred protein sources followed by plant protein (12.3%) second 

(Figure 4).  

The vast majority of respondents (>90%) correctly identified milk protein and all plant 

proteins (Figure 5).  In contrast, egg white protein, collagen protein, whey protein concentrate, 

whey protein isolate, and casein protein were frequently incorrectly identified. More than 20% of 

people identified whey protein as a plant protein. Casein protein had the largest percentage of 

consumers (28%) selecting they had no idea what type of protein it was. Similar trends (p>0.05) 

were seen across the 3 identified consumer clusters. Schiano and Drake (2021b) investigated 

dairy consumer knowledge of dairy foods. In general, frequent consumers of dairy foods were 

largely uneducated about the macro and micronutrients in dairy products.  A similar percentage 

of consumers in that study were also ignorant that whey protein was a dairy protein suggesting 

that the dairy industry needs to educate consumers (Schiano and Drake, 2021b).  

In side-by-side protein comparisons, plant-based proteins (soy, pea, and oat protein) were 

considered superior to dairy proteins (milk, micellar casein, whey protein) in health, 

sustainability, ethics, and digestibility (Table 1). Many consumers believed that dairy protein 

(milk, whey and casein) were equivalent to plant proteins in naturalness, satiety, and taste (Table 

1). Consistent with Harwood and Drake (2019), consumers thought milk proteins tasted better 

than soy and oat protein (Figure 6). Interestingly, consumers also thought whey protein and oat 

protein did not differ in any attributes (Figure 6). Consumers did not think plant proteins differed 
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from one another in any attribute (Figure 6). However, a significantly larger percentage of 

consumers believed pea protein was more healthy, sustainable, healthy, ethical, and digestible as 

compared to soy protein whereas soy protein was superior in taste and satiety to pea protein.   

Several differences were observed among consumer clusters. C1 consumers thought plant 

proteins (oat, soy, and pea) were healthier, more sustainable, more ethical, easier to digest, and 

more natural than all dairy proteins (Figure 6 and Table 2). Interestingly, C1 was the only group 

that indicated differences between plant vs plant and dairy vs dairy comparisons. C1 consumers 

indicated pea protein was significantly healthier, more ethical, and easier to digest than soy 

protein and that whey protein was healthier and easier to digest compared to casein protein. All 

other groups indicated no differences between these protein comparisons. This result suggests 

that C1 consumers were more educated on the different protein types which is consistent with 

earlier exercises. C2 consumers thought dairy proteins (casein, milk, and whey) tasted better and 

kept them full longer compared with plant proteins. In contrast, C3 consumers consistently noted 

that the protein sources were not different from each other, which indicates C3 just wanted 

protein that tastes good which is consistent with previous exercises (Table 2). C2 and C3 

consumes conceptually believed that whey protein tasted better than pea protein whereas C1 and 

all consumers conceptually thought the proteins did not differ in taste or were at parity (Table 1 

and Figure 7).  Previous research has confirmed differences among flavor of different protein 

sources (Russell et al., 2006; Childs et al., 2007; Keefer et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021).  As such, 

future research should address actual tasting of protein fortified foods to confirm if consumer 

beliefs and preferences are sustained following tasting of foods fortified with different protein 

sources.  Overall, the side by side protein comparison display consumer perceived differences 

and bias that different groups of consumers have toward different protein types.  
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Maximum difference scaling 

The MaxDiff exercise generates importance scores for product attributes that can be 

directly correlated to the value that consumers place on that attribute when purchasing a food 

product (Sawtooth, 2008). Overall, survey participants conceptually desired a product that was a 

good source of protein, tasted great, and was healthy (Figure 8). Good source of protein was the 

most preferred attribute (p<0.05).  This result is not surprising since if a consumer purchases a 

protein-fortified food product they expect the product to be a good source of protein. The legal 

definition of “good source of protein” is 10-19% of the Daily Value (DV) per Reference Amount 

Customarily Consumed (RACC), or 5 to 9.5g of grams of protein per serving (FDA, 2020). 

Consumers also desired a protein-fortified product that was high in vitamin and minerals, a 

complete protein, and sustainably-produced. In contrast to previous studies, consumers desired 

plant-based protein products over dairy-based protein products (Figure 8). Previously, Harwood 

and Drake (2019) reported that soy and non-soy plant protein were ranked in the bottom 5 of 32 

protein product attributes by MaxDiff scaling. Harwood and Drake (2019) also reported that 

consumers wanted a protein product that was all natural and between 20-29 grams of protein per 

serving which is consistent with this survey. Schiano et al. (2020) reported that for plant and 

dairy products to be perceived as sustainable, consumers desired a healthy product with simple 

ingredients and no preservatives that takes carbon emissions and animal welfare into 

consideration. However, in the absence of specific messaging, consumers are biased to believe 

that plant alternatives are more sustainable than dairy counterparts (Schiano et al., 2020). 

Three groups with distinct motivations for protein purchase emerged. The plant 

innovation cluster 1 (C1) was motivated by a desire to consume plant-based, environmentally-

friendly products and valued sustainability, all-natural, organic and minimally processed label 
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claims more than taste (conceptually) (Table 3). The variety cluster C2 consumers were 

nutritionally-conscious and desired high-protein healthy products that were also high in 

vitamins/minerals. This cluster was was more open to purchasing dairy products as opposed to 

the other clusters which further confirms what was seen in the agree disagree statements; C2 

disagreed with the statement “I am trying to eat less dairy”(score of 2.5 out of 5). The 

recommendation cluster 3 (C3) was most motivated by the taste of products and was looking for 

a “good” sources of protein. C3 additionally confirmed they were the most willing to try new 

products based on the recommendation of friends and displayed the highest MaxDiff score out of 

the three clusters for that attribute.  

 Demographics impacted cluster membership (p<0.05). C1 had the highest percentage of 

female respondents (84.1% vs 75.6% overall) and had the largest percentage of parents (31.8% 

vs 25.9% overall). Past studies have shown that young, highly educated females tend to desire 

plant-based meat/dairy alternatives, consistent with these results  (Siegrist and Hartmann, 2019; 

Bryant and Sanctorum, 2021). C2 had the highest average age (37.5 y vs 34.8 y overall) and the 

highest percentage of consumers that self reported trying to consume a low sugar/low carb 

(38.4% vs 27.1% overall) diet. C3 had the largest percentage of males (27.9% vs 24.4% overall), 

the highest percentage of caucasian respondents (80.5% vs 72.7% overall), and the most people 

who did not watch what they eat but occasionally tried to eat healthy (29.2% vs 20.4% overall). 

C3 consumers were the most flavor-focused, price sensitive and variety seeking; these 

demographics align with their purchase habits (Childs et al., 2008; Childs and Drake, 2009; 

Jervis et al., 2012; Li et al., 2015; Chambers et al., 2016; Harwood and Drake, 2019).   

As mass customization continues to be available, consumers desire diverse options and 

age is a large factor in consumer preference and decisions (Peng et al., 2016). In this survey, 
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there were a considerable number of significant differences based on age range when consumers 

were grouped into two groups: Gen Z/Millennials (n= 468); Boomer/Gen X (n=205) for several 

attributes in the MaxDiff (Table 4). Gen Z and Millennial consumers are significantly more 

likely to want a recommendation from a friend or doctor or to want an item that is sustainable. In 

contrast, Boomer and Gen X consumers are significantly more likely to want a complete protein, 

a non-GMO, dairy-based, and/or grass-fed protein product, or a product that is a blend of dairy 

and plant-based proteins. These results suggest that as a consumer ages, they are less influenced 

by recommendations and sustainable practices and more influenced by factors such as complete 

protein, dairy-based, and non-GMO. The opposite was true for the younger demographic. 

Research has shown consumers memory and decision speed decreases with age which leads to 

different needs and desires when purchasing food products especially protein products (Park et 

al., 2002; Gregoire, 2003).  

Constant sum data 

Constant sum results mirror results seen in the MaxDiff exercise (Figure 9). Overall, 

consistent with previous research, price and flavor were the most important attributes to all 

survey participants (Childs et al., 2008; Childs and Drake, 2009; Jervis et al., 2012; Li et al., 

2015; Chambers et al., 2016; Harwood and Drake, 2019). In previous exercises, C1 consumers 

placed the highest importance on protein source which was also observed in this exercise, but C1 

consumers also placed importance on price and flavor by constant sum. Price and flavor of 

protein fortified foods, particularly plant protein fortified foods and plant meat/dairy alternatives, 

may not meet consumer expectations (Childs et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2021; Mintel, 2021). Our 

variety cluster (C2) valued price and flavor highest and the recommendation cluster (C3) gave 

the highest value to flavor, all consistent with previous exercises within the survey.  
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Kano results  

Kano results were consistent with results seen in other exercises (Table 5). Minimally 

processed was a one dimensional attributes for C1 consumers and this cluster consistently 

wanted plant protein in earlier exercises. One-dimensional attributes drive consumer satisfaction. 

Plant proteins and plant protein based alternative products (e.g. plant based meat and dairy 

alternatives) are moderately to highly processed (Avelar et al., 2021) and this consumer desire 

may represent a challenge to the plant protein industry or a potential value-add to the dairy 

industry. C2 were indifferent to all Kano statements. All consumers were indifferent to a 

complete protein claim or only found the claim to be attractive (C1 and C3) which could indicate 

a lack of knowledge on what the term complete protein means (Schiano et al. 2021b). C3 

consumers found complete protein and taste attractive. Since this cluster was most influenced by 

recommendations, this behavior aligns with reliance on recommendations before purchase of a 

product and general satisfaction with products currently purchased/consumed. Interestingly, in 

general, respondents in this survey reported they were not likely to be influenced by a social 

media, although C3 was less negative than other consumers. However, the social media 

“influencer’ category is a huge growing industry. As people follow others on social media, 

consumers feel connected to the influencer and are more likely to take their recommendation on 

social media. This could be true with the recommendation group in that they do not consider 

these people influencers but view them more as friends (Daniels, 2021). 

Most important and least important 

Lastly, respondents were asked if the protein product they normally purchased was not 

available, what attributes would they be most willing and least willing to compromise (Figure 

10). Overall, consumers were most willing and least willing to compromise on their protein type. 
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Differences between clusters and qualitative interviews (discussed later) provided additional 

clarification. C1 consumers were most willing and least willing to compromise on price. This 

shows these consumers were price sensitive but willing to pay more for the product they wanted. 

Similar to overall results, C2 was most willing and least willing to compromise on protein type. 

Lastly, C3 was most willing to compromise on processing claim and least willing to compromise 

on protein type. This suggests that C3 might be more open to novel processing technology that 

might lower price. 

Qualitative interviews  

After the survey was completed, one-on-one interviews were conducted with 51 survey 

participants (Table 6). Consumers from each of the three clusters were selected and at least 15 

interviews from each cluster were completed. These interviews with individual consumers were 

conducted to confirm motivations behind protein product purchase and to provide additional 

insight. Of the 51 consumers interviewed, 85.3% believed that plant and dairy protein products 

were not the same. This result was similar to survey results in that consumers tended to believed 

plant proteins were distinct from dairy proteins in several ways. 

Cluster 1 consumers (n=18) were able to name more protein types than any other group. 

Out of all respondents in the qualitative follow up interviews, these consumers had the highest 

level of education and trended toward plant protein. Consistent with the survey results, C1 

consumers were the most curious about the exploding plant-based product market, were very 

concerned about sustainability, and were seeking variety in their diets. Of the C1 consumers 

interviewed, 100% of the consumers interviewed believed that plant proteins were more 

sustainable than dairy proteins. Additionally, the highest number of consumers (55.6% of the 18 

consumers vs 43.1% out of 51 overall consumers) were familiar with the term complete protein 
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and most (38.9%) believed that dairy proteins were less processed than plant proteins. However, 

when asked if sustainability or complete protein was more important to them, 50.0% of C1 

consumers interviewed said sustainability was more important to them whereas only 11.0% said 

complete protein was more important.  

Cluster 2 (n=16) respondents were the most open to dairy protein in the survey results but 

in qualitative interviews, a large percentage (43.8%) selected plant protein as their preferred 

protein. C2 had the highest percentage of consumers interviewed that selected dairy protein as 

more natural than plant protein (25% of the 16 consumers vs 11.8% out of 51 overall 

consumers).  In contrast to the survey, C2 was the least price sensitive with only 62.5% of 

consumers in qualitative interviews mentioning price as an influential factor in purchase 

decisions. C2 consumers believed that dairy proteins were more natural than plant proteins and 

C2 was split on whether it was more important for a protein to be sustainable or a complete 

protein. These consumers seemed to be most divided on which protein type was better (dairy 

(37.5%) vs plant (43.8%) vs no preference (18.8%)).   

Cluster 3 (n=17) consumers desired variety in their diets and were the most influenced by 

price and recommendations from others. All of these consumers confirmed in interviews that 

they would be willing to try a food if it was on sale and 76% of C3 consumers interviewed said 

they would be willing to try a new food product based on a recommendation. These consumers 

were evenly divided between which protein type was superior with 47.1% selecting dairy and 

52.9% selecting plant, consistent with survey results. This result also suggests that protein type 

was not the most important attribute for this group and C3 consumers would be easiest to 

convince to stay with dairy or switch to plant proteins. This cluster was also the least familiar 
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with the term complete protein (35.3% of the 17 consumers vs 43.1% out of 51 consumers 

overall). Of the C3 consumers interviewed, 88.2% said price was an important factor for them. 

In total, 35.3% (18 consumers out of 51) of consumers interviewed believed plant and 

dairy proteins were similar in their amino acid content (i.e. complete protein) and protein quality 

and therefore, equal in their nutritional benefits. Some consumers (17.6%) believed plant 

proteins were superior in protein quality compared to dairy protein even after the definition of a 

complete protein was read to them. Mintel (2021) reported that plant proteins are currently 

enjoying a healthy halo. Pre-Covid19, Malek et al. (2019) reported consumers were unwilling to 

change from real meat to plant-based meat and this was largely due to consumers believing that 

food choices were inadequate in meat-free diets. However, due to store shortages during Covid-

19, many consumers were forced to try other alternatives to the foods and many preferred the 

new food option (Renner et al., 2020; Mintel, 2021). However, real meat or dairy-based proteins 

are nutritionally superior to their plant counterparts and can have cleaner ingredient decks 

(Burrington, 2019; Silva et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2020). Schiano and Drake (2021b) reported that 

many dairy consumers knew basics about dairy product nutrition but were largely unfamiliar 

with specifics suggesting that consumers that are not frequent consumers may be even less 

educated. However, educating consumers on the nutrition differences between dairy and plant 

proteins may be beneficial but may not be the primary or only way to influence purchase and 

eating behaviors. Antoñanzas and Rodríguez-Ibeas, (2011) reported that educating consumers 

about the negative impacts of unhealthy eating did not necessarily reduce the demand for 

unhealthy food. Therefore, consumers can be educated about the benefits of dairy protein but 

other perceived benefits (tangible or intangible) may override a specific benefit such as nutrition.  
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Although not specifically asked in the moderator guide, many consumers were aware of 

the flavor/taste difference between the plant and dairy proteins. Many consumers (8 out of 51 

consumers) said whey protein or dairy proteins tasted better than pea protein. One C1 consumer 

claimed “If flavor was equal, I would choose plant protein to reduce carbon footprint to make me 

feel better”. This consumer ultimately chose to practice a mixed diet of plant and dairy proteins, 

clearly showing conflict between flavor desires and sustainability. The dairy industry should, 

therefore, showcase sustainability efforts to ease consumer conflict between taste and 

sustainability. Future work should evaluate also consumer acceptance of foods with different 

protein types with these different groups of consumers to see if perceived protein choices align 

with consumer acceptance/liking. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Consumers have different motivations for purchase of protein products. Consumers 

desire a protein product or protein-fortified product that is a good source of protein, tastes great, 

and is healthy. Additionally, consumers are increasingly interested in plant protein fortified 

products due to consumer perception that plant proteins have more variety and are superior in 

sustainably, health, ethics, and digestibility, and naturalness. Currently, dairy products are at a 

disadvantage as plant protein products experience a healthy halo and there is an explosion of 

plant-based product innovation attracting variety and health seeking consumers. Dairy 

companies should market their innovation in the dairy space along with new products, and/or 

new flavors of dairy products. Additionally, the dairy industry should showcase dairy 

sustainability efforts to appeal to a broad range of consumers. The nutritional benefits of dairy 

proteins should be emphasized along with great flavor. Ultimately, the dairy industry needs to 
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educate people on their sustainable practices and initiatives for innovation in order to combat the 

growing plant-based sector. 
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TABLES AND FIGURES 

 

Figure 6.1. Experimental overview for protein loyalty survey.  
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A. Introduction  

• Warm up questions 

o Please tell me how much you agree or disagree with each of the statements I’m 

about to read to you.  

▪ I tend to only buy food items that I’m familiar with. 

▪ Sometimes I buy something new because the new brand was on sale 

▪ I think it is fun to try out food items one is not familiar with 

▪ Word-of-mouth recommendations from family and friends influence my 

food purchasing habits. 

▪ Advertisements on social media influence my food purchasing habits 

▪ I am not interested in trying plant-based alternatives to the dairy products I 

usually buy. 

▪ I am trying to eat less dairy 

• If mention sustainability, Why do you think that? 

• What does that mean? 

• If mention better for environment- why and what does that mean to 

you? 

o Who consumes protein products in your household? 

o Why do you consume protein products? 

B. Plant versus dairy products clarification 

• Plant versus dairy protein 

o What protein products do you purchase most often? Probe if they know the 

specific protein in the product. 

o Do you know how that protein is made? If they can say extraction or filtration, 

probe if they know what each of these mean. 

o Do you tend to look at the nutrition facts when you purchase a protein fortified 

products?  

▪ If yes, probe what nutrients are in protein products? 

▪ Why are those nutrients important to you? 

o What other nutrients are in the protein powder that you buy?  

▪ If they come up with vitamins and minerals ask if naturally present or if 

the product is fortified. Also ask what vitamin and minerals are present.  

o How confident do you feel when choosing the source of protein in your protein 

products?  

• Dairy protein (alternate these two sections) 

o Thinking about dairy protein, can you give me some examples of protein that you 

would call dairy protein? 

o Can you name a product that is high in dairy protein?  

o Are there different types of dairy proteins?  

▪ If different dairy proteins are mentioned: Are these protein types different 

from one another? If yes, how? 

o Do you know how dairy proteins are made? 

o Are dairy proteins complete proteins? Why? 

Figure 6.2. Moderator Guide for In-Depth Interviews. 
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• Plant Protein 

o Thinking about plant protein, can you give me some examples of protein that you 

would call plant protein?  

o Can you name a product that is high in protein?  

o Are there different types or sources of plant proteins?  Can you name a few? 

o Are these protein types different from one another? If yes, how? 

o Do you know how plant proteins are made? 

o Are plant proteins complete proteins? 

• Comparison between plant and dairy questions 

o Now thinking about both plant and dairy proteins that we have discussed today, 

are these protein types the same? If not how or why are they different or similar? 

o Is one more natural? Why? 

o Is one more sustainable? Why? 

o Is one less processed? Why? 

o Are you familiar (or have seen) with the term “complete protein?” If yes, probe 

what they think it means. If no, provide definition. 

Protein quality relates to the ability of a protein source to supple healthy growth, development 

and maintenance of body mass. To be considered a “high-quality” or “complete” protein, a 

protein must contain all the essential amino acids (or building blocks of proteins) in the right 

proportions and be easily digestible.  

o Based on this definition, in terms of amino acid content and protein quality, how 

do plant proteins and dairy proteins differ or are they the same? Probe.  

o Thinking about plant and dairy protein, do you think one is better? If you had to 

pick one, which do you think is better? Probe.  

C. Wrap Up 

 

Figure 6.2 (continued). Moderator Guide for In-Depth Interviews. 
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Figure 6.3. Familiarity of consumers with specific types of protein in food products or protein 

powders (N=673). 
 

Familiarity with specific types of protein question is reported as percentage of consumers that selected each option. 

 

 
Figure 6.4. Protein type preference for consumers who stated they had a preferred protein type 

(N=239). 
 

Preferred Protein type question is reported as percentage of consumers that specified a protein type after indicating 

“yes” they had a preferred protein type preference (n= 239).
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Figure 6.5. Breakout by percentage of how consumers categorize different proteins (N=673).   
 

Percentage of consumers that selected each option is shown 
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Table 6.1. Percentage of consumers that reported a difference between plant protein and dairy 

protein averaged across specific dairy and plant protein comparisons (n=673).  

 Dairy Plant 
Not 

Different 

This protein is healthier 17.3%b 42.2%a 40.5%a 

This protein is more sustainable 11.4%c 57.8%a 30.9%b 

This protein is more ethical 8.0%c 53.9%a 38.1%b 

This protein is easier to digest 15.3%c 44.9%a 39.8%b 

This protein is more natural 11.7%c 43.0%b 45.4%a 

This protein keeps me full for longer 27.1%b 24.3%c 48.6%a 

This protein tastes better 29.1%b 25.7%c 45.2%a 

Rows with different letters within an attribute are significantly different (p<0.05).
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Figure 6.6. Correspondence analysis of protein comparison results for preferred protein product attributes from online survey for all 

consumers (n=673) and the three identified consumer clusters.  
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Table 6.2. Percentage of consumers that reported differences between specific proteins in side-

by-side comparison. Grey shading indicates the largest percentage of consumers for option.  

Label 

Dairy vs Dairy Dairy vs Plant Plant vs Plant 

Whey Casein 

Not 

differe

nt 

Milk Pea 
Not 

different 
Pea Soy 

Not 

different 

All 

Consumers 

(n= 673) 

This 

protein 

is 

healthier 

26.7

%b 

10.8

%c 

62.5

%a 

22.0

%b 

42.2

%a 
35.8%a 

33.0

%b 

15.3

%c 
51.7%a 

This 

protein 

is more 

sustaina

ble 

25.6

%b 

11.9

%c 

62.5

%a 

13.2

%c 

64.9

%a 
21.8%b 

25.0

%b 

16.5

%c 
58.5%a 

This 

protein 

is more 

ethical 

25.0

%b 

13.1

%c 

61.9

%a 
9.5%c 

61.5

%a 
29.0%b 

20.5

%b 

11.4

%c 
68.1%a 

This 

protein 

is easier 

to digest 

30.7

%b 

14.2

%c 

55.1

%a 

17.4

%c 

50.2

%a 
32.4%b 

29.3

%b 

17.1

%c 
53.6%a 

This 

protein 

is more 

natural 

34.1

%b 
8.5%c 

57.4

%a 

16.6

%b 

39.8

%a 
43.5%a 

25.9

%b 

11.0

%c 
63.2%a 

This 

protein 

keeps 

me full 

for 

longer 

30.1

%b 

10.2

%c 

59.7

%a 

37.0

%b 

18.7

%c 
44.3%a 

11.6

%c 

25.9

%b 
62.6%a 

This 

protein 

tastes 

better 

27.3

%b 
6.3%c 

66.5

%a 

48.0

%a 

14.9

%c 
37.1%b 

14.9

%c 

29.7

%b 
55.4%a 

Cluster 1 

(n= 176) 

This 

protein 

is 

healthier 

41.3

%a 

11.1

%b 

47.6

%a 

13.6

%c 

56.8

%a 
29.5%b 

42.0

%a 

11.4

%b 
46.6%a 

This 

protein 

is more 

sustaina

ble 

37.3

%b 

11.4

%c 

51.3

%a 

8.0%

b 

76.7

%a 
15.3%b 

33.0

%b 

16.5

%c 
50.6%a 
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Table 6.2 (continued). Percentage of consumers that reported differences between specific 

proteins in side-by-side comparison. Grey shading indicates the largest percentage of consumers 

for option.  

 

This 

protein is 

more 

ethical 

31.7%

b 
9.6%c 

58.7%

a 
7.4%c 

74.4%

a 

18.2%

b 

31.3%

a 

11.4%

b 

57.4%

a 

This 

protein is 

easier to 

digest 

38.4%

a 

13.7%

b 

48.0%

a 

10.2%

c 

60.2%

a 

29.5%

b 

39.2%

a 

11.9%

b 

48.9%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

natural 

36.5%

b 

10.7%

c 

52.8%

a 

10.8%

c 

51.7%

a 

37.5%

b 

33.0%

b 
9.7%c 

57.4%

a 

This 

protein 

keeps me 

full for 

longer 

33.2%

b 

11.8%

c 

55.0%

a 

29.0%

b 

29.0%

b 

42.0%

a 

15.3%

b 

22.7%

b 

61.9%

a 

This 

protein 

tastes 

better 

39.9%

b 
8.1%c 

52.0%

a 

34.7%

a 

27.8%

a 

37.5%

a 

18.2%

b 

27.3%

b 

54.5%

a 

Cluste

r 2 

(n= 

271) 

This 

protein is 

healthier 

32.7%

b 
8.8%c 

58.4%

a 

28.4%

a 

36.2%

a 

35.4%

a 

31.4%

b 

18.5%

c 

50.2%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

sustainabl

e 

27.0%

b 

13.3%

c 

59.7%

a 

18.5%

b 

57.9%

a 

23.6%

b 

21.8%

b 

18.8%

b 

59.4%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

ethical 

25.7%

b 
9.3%c 

65.0%

a 

12.5%

c 

53.9%

a 

33.6%

b 

15.9%

b 

13.7%

b 

70.5%

a 

This 

protein is 

easier to 

digest 

30.1%

b 

11.9%

c 

58.0%

a 

20.7%

c 

45.8%

a 

33.6%

b 

26.6%

b 

21.4%

b 

52.0%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

natural 

35.4%

b 
7.1%c 

57.5%

a 

21.4%

b 

36.5%

a 

42.1%

a 

22.9%

b 

14.8%

b 

62.4%

a 
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Table 6.2 (continued). Percentage of consumers that reported differences between specific 

proteins in side-by-side comparison. Grey shading indicates the largest percentage of consumers 

for option.  

 

This 

protein 

keeps me 

full for 

longer 

34.5%b 
5.8%

c 

59.7

%a 
43.9%a 

14.4

%b 

41.7%

a 
11.8%b 

29.5

%b 

58.7%

a 

This 

protein 

tastes 

better 

35.0%b 
5.3%

c 

59.7

%a 
52.4%a 

10.3

%c 

37.3%

b 
15.1%b 

29.2

%b 

55.7%

a 

Clust

er 3 

(n= 

226) 

This 

protein is 

healthier 

34.6%b 
10.3

%c 

55.1

%a 
20.8%b 

38.1

%a 

41.2

%a 
27.9%b 

14.6

%c 

57.5%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

sustainab

le 

30.8%b 
12.2

%c 

57.1

%a 
11.1%c 

64.2

%a 

24.8

%b 
22.6%b 

13.7

%c 

63.7%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

ethical 

27.9%b 
10.4

%c 

61.7

%a 
7.5%c 

60.6

%a 

31.9

%b 
17.7%b 8.8%c 

73.5%

a 

This 

protein is 

easier to 

digest 

33.6%b 
13.2

%c 

53.2

%a 
19.0%c 

47.8

%a 

33.2

%b 
24.8%b 

15.9

%b 

59.3%

a 

This 

protein is 

more 

natural 

35.5%b 
8.9%

c 

55.6

%a 
15.5%c 

34.5

%b 

50.0

%a 
23.9%b 7.5%c 

68.6%

a 

This 

protein 

keeps me 

full for 

longer 

32.8%b 
9.4%

c 

57.8

%a 
35.0%b 

15.9

%c 

49.1

%a 
8.4%c 

23.9

%b 

67.7%

a 

This 

protein 

tastes 

better 

34.9%b 
6.7%

c 

58.4

%a 
53.1%a 

10.2

%c 

36.7

%b 
11.9%c 

32.3

%b 

55.8%

a 

 

Row with different letters within an attribute are significantly different within a statement (p<0.05). 
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Figure 6.7. Percentage of consumers that reported differences between whey and pea proteins in 

side-by-side comparisons for flavor. 
 

Bars with different letters within a consumer group are different (p<0.05).  
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Figure 6.8. Mean Maximum Difference (MaxDiff) scores for important characteristics for 

protein and protein-fortified products (n=673) Means followed by different letters are 

significantly different (p<0.05). MaxDiff scores have been rescaled to sum to 100. A higher 

score indicates a more important attribute. 
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Table 6.3. Overall and clustered MaxDiff importance scores for preferred protein product 

attributes from online survey (n=673). MaxDiff scores have been rescaled to sum to 100. A 

higher score indicates a more important attribute. Means followed by different letters within a 

column are significantly different (p<0.05).  

  
All Consumers 

(n= 673) 

Cluster 1 

(n= 176) 

Cluster 2 

(n= 271) 

Cluster 3 

(n= 226) 

All natural 5.5e 6.9bcd 6.6cd 3.2f 

Blend of dairy-based and plant-based 1.4m 1.3ij 1.5lm 1.5ghi 

Complete protein 6.9d 5.9def 7.3c 7.1d 

Dairy-based 2.0k 0.9ij 2.5jkl 2.3fg 

Good source of protein 9.9a 7.9ab 10.5a 10.6b 

Grass-fed 1.9kl 3.5gh 1.5klm 1hi 

Healthy 8.2c 6.2cde 9.3b 8.5c 

High in Vitamins and Minerals 7.9c 6.8bcd 8.7b 7.9cd 

Low Sodium 2.2k 1.8i 3.1hij 1.3ghi 

Low-Fat 2.6j 1.2ij 4gh 2gh 

Minimally processed 5.0f 7.4abc 4.8fg 3.5f 

New product that I haven’t tried before 1.5lm 1.4ij 0.7mn 2.4fg 

No sugar added 4.8fg 4.9efg 6de 3.2f 

Non-GMO or GMO-free 2.8j 4.7fg 3.4hij 0.4i 

Organic 4.3h 8.1ab 4.1fgh 1.5ghi 

Plant-based 4.4gh 8.5a 2.6ijk 3.3f 

Recommended by a friend 3.5i 1.9i 1.7klm 7d 

Recommended by a social media 

personality 

0.4n 0.3j 0.2n 0.9hi 

Recommended by my doctor 5.5e 3.6g 5.3ef 7.3d 

Same product that I usually buy 4.5gh 2.1hi 3.8ghi 7.1d 

Sustainably produced 5.5e 8.2ab 3.6hij 5.8e 

Tastes great 9.2b 6.4cd 8.8b 11.9a 
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Table 6.4. MaxDiff importance scores by age/generation for preferred protein product attributes 

from online survey (n=673). MaxDiff scores have been rescaled to sum to 100. A higher score 

indicates a more important attribute. Means followed by different letters within a row are 

significantly different (p<0.05).  

  

Boomer 

and Gen X  

(n= 205) 

Gen Z and 

Millennial  

(n= 468) 

Organic 4.4 4.2 

Tastes great 9.6 9.0 

New product that I haven’t tried before 1.5 1.5 

Same product that I usually buy 4.0 4.7 

Recommended by my doctor* 4.7b 5.8a 

Recommended by a friend* 2.7b 3.9a 

Recommended by a social media personality 0.3 0.5 

All natural 5.9 5.4 

Minimally processed 5.2 5.0 

Sustainably produced* 4.3b 6.1a 

Grass-fed* 2.3a 1.7b 

Plant-based 3.9 4.6 

Dairy-based* 2.6a 1.8b 

Blend of dairy-based and plant-based* 1.9a 1.2b 

Complete protein* 7.6a 6.6b 

High in Vitamins and Minerals 7.8 8.0 

Healthy 8.0 8.3 

Non-GMO or GMO-free* 3.7a 2.3b 

No sugar added 4.8 4.8 

Low Sodium 2.1 2.2 

Good source of protein 10.1 9.7 

Low-Fat 2.3 2.7 
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Figure 6.9. Overall and clustered constant sum scores for preferred protein product attributes 

from online survey (n=673). Higher scores mean consumers place more importance on the 

attribute whereas lower scores mean less importance.  
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Table 6.5. Kano classifications of Kano descriptors for preferred protein product attributes from online survey for all consumers and 

clusters (n=673).  

Descriptor 

All 

Consumers 

(n= 673) 

Cluster 1 

(n= 176) 

Cluster 2 

(n= 271) 

Cluster 3 

(n= 226) 

Has vitamin and mineral content (high vs low) Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent 

 Essential amino acids (complete protein vs not complete) Indifferent Attractive Indifferent Attractive 

Processing (minimal vs high) Indifferent 
One 

Dimensional 
Indifferent Indifferent 

Is organic (vs conventional) Indifferent Attractive Indifferent Indifferent 

Same protein typically buy (not same protein) Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent 

Same brand typically buy (vs not same brand) Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent 

Plant-based (not plant based) Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent 

Dairy Based (vs not dairy based) Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent 

Taste like protein product I typically consume (does not 

taste like) 
Indifferent Indifferent Indifferent Attractive 

Must-have attributes are attributes that must be present for the product to be acceptable, but their presence does not necessarily increase satisfaction. One-

dimensional attributes is directly related to customer satisfaction in a linear way. Attractive attributes will lead to consumer satisfaction but will not decrease 

satisfaction if the product lacks these attributes. Indifferent attributes have no effect on consumer satisfaction. Reverse attributes are attributes that consumers 

want opposite of. Questionable attributes are attributes that get conflicting responses or are contradictory response pairs (Kano, 1984). 
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Figure 6.10. Attribute that consumers were most willing to compromise on and least willing to 

compromise on if the protein product they normally buy was unavailable (n=673).  
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Table 6.6. Overall and consumer cluster categorized responses from in-depth interviews. 

Question Option 
Overall 

(n= 51) 

Cluster 1 

(n= 18) 

Cluster 2 

(n= 16) 

Cluster 3 

(n= 17) 

Thinking about both plant and 

dairy proteins that we have 

discussed today, are these 

protein types the same? 

Yes 15.7% 11.1% 12.5% 23.5% 

No 84.3% 88.9% 87.5% 76.5% 

Is one more natural? 

Dairy 11.8% 5.6% 25.0% 5.9% 

Plant 25.5% 27.8% 18.8% 29.4% 

no 62.7% 66.7% 56.3% 64.7% 

Is one more sustainable? 

Dairy 2.0% 0.0% 6.3% 0.0% 

Plant 76.5% 100.0% 62.5% 64.7% 

No 21.6% 0.0% 31.3% 35.3% 

Is one less processed? 

Dairy 29.4% 38.9% 18.8% 29.4% 

Plant 31.4% 33.3% 43.8% 17.6% 

No 39.2% 27.8% 37.5% 52.9% 

Are you familiar (or have seen) 

with the term “complete 

protein?” 

Yes 43.1% 55.6% 37.5% 35.3% 

No 56.9% 44.4% 62.5% 64.7% 

Based on this definition, in 

terms of amino acid content and 

protein quality, do plant 

proteins and dairy proteins 

differ or are they the same? 

Dairy 47.1% 72.2% 25.0% 41.2% 

Plant 17.6% 11.1% 25.0% 17.6% 

Same 35.3% 16.7% 50.0% 41.2% 

Thinking about plant and dairy 

protein, do you think one is 

better? If you had to pick one, 

which do you think is better? 

Dairy 41.2% 38.9% 37.5% 47.1% 

Plant 41.2% 55.6% 43.8% 52.9% 

No Preference 17.6% 5.6% 18.8% 0.0% 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES AND FIGURES  

Appendix 6.1. Mean Agree/Disagree scores for all consumers and the three clusters from 

maximum difference scaling.   

Number Claim 
Purpose and 

Source 

Overall 

N=673 

Cluster 1 

N=176 

Cluster 2 

N=271 

Cluster 3 

N=226 

1 

Sometimes I buy 

something new 

because the new 

brand was on sale. 

Variety 

(van Trijp and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van Trijp 

et al., 1996) 

4.1 4.1 4.0 4.2 

2 

I think it is fun to 

try out food items 

one is not familiar 

with. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 1992) 

4.0 4.1 4.0 3.9 

3 

Sometimes I buy 

something new 

because I just 

wanted to try a 

new product. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 1992) 

4.0 4.1 4.0 3.9 

4 

I am curious 

about food 

products I am not 

familiar with. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 1992) 

4.0 4.0 3.9 3.9 

5 

When preparing 

food or snacks, I 

like to try out new 

recipes. 

Study specific 

on protein 

choice 

4.0 4.2 4.0 3.9 

6 

Sometimes I buy 

something new 

because my usual 

brand was out of 

stock. 

Variety 

(van Trijp and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van Trijp 

et al., 1996) 

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 
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Appendix 6.1 (continued). Mean Agree/Disagree scores for all consumers and the three clusters 

from maximum difference scaling.   

7 

Sometimes I buy 

something new 

because this brand 

was recommended to 

me. 

Variety 

(van Trijp 

and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van 

Trijp et al., 

1996) 

4.0 4.1 3.9 4.0 

8 

Sometimes I buy 

something new 

because I just wanted 

to try something else, 

just for a change. 

Variety 

(van Trijp 

and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van 

Trijp et al., 

1996) 

4.0 4.1 3.9 4.0 

9 

I sometimes buy food 

items I haven’t tried 

before on impulse at 

the grocery store. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

3.9 4.0 3.8 4.0 

10 

Word-of-mouth 

recommendations 

from family and 

friends influence my 

food purchasing 

habits. 

Study 

specific on 

protein 

choice 

3.9 3.9 3.7 4.1 

11 

Flavor/texture is most 

important to me when 

shopping for food 

items. 

Study 

specific on 

protein 

choice 

3.9 3.9 3.9 4.0 

12 

Sales and coupons 

influence my food 

purchasing habits. 

Price 

(Harwood 

and Drake, 

2019) 

3.8 3.7 3.7 4.0 

13 

Once I’ve decided 

that I like a product, I 

am a loyal customer 

to that brand. 

Variety 

(van Trijp 

and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van 

Trijp et al., 

1996) 

3.8 3.8 3.8 3.7 
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Appendix 6.1 (continued). Mean Agree/Disagree scores for all consumers and the three clusters 

from maximum difference scaling.   

14 

Price is most 

important to me when 

shopping for food 

items. 

Price 

(Harwood 

and Drake, 

2019)  

3.6 3.4 3.6 3.7 

15 
I like to eat exotic 

foods. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

3.5 3.7 3.4 3.5 

16 

I am trying to 

consume more plant-

based foods. 

Plant-based 

Perception 

(Mintel, 

2021) 

3.5 4.1 3.2 3.3 

17 
I prefer to eat the food 

that I am used to. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

3.4 3.0 3.5 3.5 

18 

I enjoy buying food 

items that are 

unfamiliar to me. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

3.3 3.6 3.1 3.3 

19 

Even though certain 

food products are 

available in a number 

of different flavors, I 

tend to buy the same 

flavor. 

Variety 

(van Trijp 

and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van 

Trijp et al., 

1996) 

3.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 

20 

I enjoy taking chances 

in buying unfamiliar 

brands just to get 

some variety in my 

purchases. 

Variety 

(van Trijp 

and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van 

Trijp et al., 

1996) 

3.3 3.5 3.2 3.4 

21 

I enjoy trying plant-

based alternatives to 

the dairy products I 

usually buy. 

Plant-based 

Perception 

(Mintel, 

2021) 

3.2 3.9 3.0 3.0 
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Appendix 6.1 (continued). Mean Agree/Disagree scores for all consumers and the three clusters 

from maximum difference scaling.   

22 

I tend to only buy 

food items that I’m 

familiar with. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

3.1 2.9 3.2 3.2 

23 
I am trying to eat less 

meat. 

Animal 

product 

perception 

(Mintel, 

2021) 

3.0 3.8 2.8 2.8 

24 
I am trying to eat less 

animal products. 

Animal 

product 

perception 

(Mintel, 

2021) 

3.0 3.7 2.8 2.7 

25 

I am interested in 

trying plant-based 

alternative products, 

but I’m not sure how 

to cook with them or 

consume them. 

Study 

specific on 

protein 

choice 

3.0 3.2 3.1 2.9 

26 

I am trying to buy the 

best food products for 

my family but am 

unsure what to buy 

and what is the 

healthiest. 

Conflicted 

health 

seeker 

 (Schiano 

and Drake, 

2021a) 

2.9 2.9 3.0 2.8 

27 

I won’t buy a new 

food item until I’ve 

learned more about it. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

2.9 3.0 2.9 2.7 

28 

Sometimes I buy 

something new 

because the new 

brand was packaged 

differently. 

Variety 

(van Trijp 

and 

Steenkamp, 

1991; van 

Trijp et al., 

1996) 

2.8 2.9 2.8 2.8 

29 

When I eat out, I like 

to try the most unusal 

items, even if I am 

unsure if I will like 

them. 

Food 

Neophobia 

(Pliner and 

Hobden, 

1992) 

2.7 2.8 2.7 2.6 
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Appendix 6.1 (continued). Mean Agree/Disagree scores for all consumers and the three clusters 

from maximum difference scaling.   

30 
I am trying to eat less 

dairy. 

Dairy 

foods 

perception 

(Mintel, 

2021) 

2.7 3.4 2.5 2.4 

31 

Advertisements on 

social media influence 

my food purchasing 

habits. 

Study 

specific on 

protein 

choice 

2.5 2.6 2.4 2.6 

32 

I am not interested in 

trying plant-based 

alternatives to the 

dairy products I 

usually buy. 

Plant-based 

Perception 

(Mintel, 

2021) 

2.4 1.8 2.5 2.6 

Top agreement statements for all consumers (n=673) and clusters (cluster 1 consumers (n=176); 

cluster 2 (n=271); cluster 3 (n=226)) are highlighted in blue. Top disagreement statements for all 

consumers (n=673) and clusters (cluster 1 consumers (n=176); cluster 2 (n=271); cluster 3 

(n=226)) are highlighted in orange. Agreement questions were scored on a 5 point scale where 

1=strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree 


